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Now that we’ve 
dipped our toes into 
the awards pool with 
the Golden Globes 
and the Critics’ Choice, 
the season of the 
glittering gongs is 
under way, and with 
the Jan. 14 unveiling 
of the Oscar nominees, 
it’s time to get our 
glamour squads 
on deck and plunge  
into the deep end. 

But while some 
were toasting their 
nominations, others 
were not so happy (see 
p. 8). Globes host Ricky 

Gervais, not done with 
roasting celebrities, 
tweeted, “Why did the 
Oscars announce all 
the white nominees 
first?” Fortunately, 
new faces are 
emerging: Brie Larson, 
star of the indie drama 
Room, has swept the 
early awards, and 
Saoirse Ronan and 
Alicia Vikander are 
making an impact on 
screen and on the 
red carpet (see Critics’ 
Choice, p. 28).  

Shane Sutton, Editor
editor@who.com

The race is on!
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Eddie Redmayne, a  
Best Actor nominee for  
The Danish Girl, won last  
year’s gong for The  
Theory of Everything.

“It’s probably going to be  
Leo’s year,” said Titanic co-star 
Kate Winslet of five-time Oscar 
nominee Leonardo DiCaprio 
(in The Revenant).

Cate Blanchett, who 
won her second 
Oscar in 2014, 

has received her 
seventh nomination 

this year for Carol. 

Lead Actress nominee
Blanchett (right) faces

Supporting Actress 

nominee Rooney Mara in
a scene from Carol.

Director George
Miller (inset)
saw his film Mad
Max: Fury Road
(starring Charlize
Theron) get 10
Oscar nods and 
win nine Critics’ 
Choice awards.

or just phone 1300 720 600
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Céline farewells René
News of the death of Céline Dion’s 
husband, René Angélil, followed just 
days later by the passing of her brother 
Daniel, prompted an outpouring 
of sympathy from well-wishers on 
Facebook. Read her full story on p. 22.

Losing a loved one is hard enough, but 
losing two? I can’t imagine what she’s 
going through. RIP René and Daniel.
Sian H.

Cancer is a horrible illness. We lost our 
son, too, last year. I hope her song “Fly” 

can help her like it did our family. 
Kay T.

2016 has just started and it’s already  
a tough year for Céline. Sending her 
love and strength! 
Gabrielle W.

Spread the word
Thank you for the article on Ally 
McBeal’s Lisa Nicole Carson and her 
mental illness recovery (Jan. 25). That 
story helps reduce the stigma sufferers’ 
experiences, plus gives them and their 
loved ones hope for brighter futures. 
Victoria, via emailCéline Dion and René

Angélil renewed their
vows on Jan. 5, 2000.
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hot topics
This week, everyone’s
This week, everyone’s

talking about...talking about...

Return o
the ring!

Reps for 
Hemsworth 
and Cyrus 
(sporting her 
engagement 
ring in June 
2012) did not 
immediately 
respond to 
requests for 
comment. 

What, this old 
thing? In a pointedthing? In a pointed
pose on Jan. 19, thepose on Jan. 19, the

singer flaunted asinger flaunted a
diamond rock ondiamond rock on

Instagram.Instagram.

Look familiar? Cyrus’s diamond 
ring on Jan. 18 (top) bears a 
resemblance to the custom 
designed 3.5-carat Neil Lane 
diamond engagement ring  
she received from Hemsworth 
in May 2012 (bottom).

Cyrus didn’t 
try to hide her try to hide her 

ring-finger ring-finger 
bling when bling when 

she jetted out she jetted out 
of New York  of New York  

on Jan. 18.on Jan. 18.

tttopp

Ring 
riddle
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SHE DID HER BEST TO  
stay under the radar when  
she reunited with ex-fiancé 

Liam Hemsworth on a New Year’s 
holiday with his extended family  
in Byron Bay, NSW. But it was a 
different story when Miley Cyrus 
touched down at New York’s JFK 
airport on Jan. 17, with the star 
making no effort to disguise the huge 
sparkler on her wedding-ring finger. 

Two days later, the master of 
provocative Instagrams further 
fuelled speculation that things with 
Hemsworth, 26, are getting serious 
again, flaunting a bauble bearing  
a striking resemblance to her Neil 
Lane diamond engagement ring 
from 2012. “Miley is where she has 
wanted to be for the past two years 

—back with Liam and very happy,” 
says a source close to the “Wrecking 
Ball” star, 23. Contrary to new 
reports, another insider tells WHO 
Cyrus was moving into her own 
home—not Hemsworth’s—when 
they were snapped unloading items 
from a U-Haul truck into a Malibu 
residence on Jan. 15. 

“Miley never wanted to split,” 
the source tells WHO of their third 
and final break-up in September 
2013 after deciding that April to 
postpone their wedding. “Things just 
got so bad that they really needed the 
break. She always loved her engage-
ment ring and was very proud of it.” 
So is the wedding back on? “There is 
no date,” says the source. “But they 
are back together and very happy.” n

Miley Cyrus 
flashes some 

familiar  
bling after 
reuniting 

with ex-fiancé 
Liam 

Hemsworth 

HAPPILY
 EVER AFTER? EVER AFTER?

“Despite them constantly “Despite them constantly 
fighting before the split, Miley fighting before the split, Miley 
always said Liam is the love of always said Liam is the love of 
her life,” an insider tells Wher life,” an insider tells WHO, HO, 

explaining, “It seemed she was explaining, “It seemed she was 
always hoping and dreaming always hoping and dreaming 

that they one day could that they one day could 
get back together get back together 

again.” again.” 

turn of 
e ring!

Hemsworth was “really
protective” of Cyrus,
says an onlooker who saw  
them at the Falls Music and
Arts Festival in Byron Bay.

Cyrus raised eyebrows 
on Jan. 17 when she 
flew into New York 
wearing the ring  
in question.

WHILE HER REPS 
have kept quiet, 
engagement buzz  
is building for Kylie 
Minogue, 47, after 
Jan. 17 marked the 
second time in two 
weeks she stepped 
out wearing a large 
sparkler on that 
finger. Dating English 
actor Joshua Sasse, 
27, since September, 
“Even if I try and act 
cool and natural, it’s 
written all over my 
face that I am very 
happy,” she has said.

Lucky in love

One report claim Sasse 
popped the question 

to Minogue (wirh Sasse 
in London on Jan. 17) 

during a two-week skiing 
trip to Geneva over  

the festive break.

Who l 7  



hot topics

IN 2015, THE HASHTAG 
#OscarsSoWhite trended when 
the Academy Awards featured 

no acting nods for people of colour. 
So expectations were high this year, 
especially for Idris Elba in Beasts  
of No Nation and Will Smith in 
Concussion, when the nominations 
were revealed on Jan. 14. 

But then a “whiteout” happened 
again, and on Jan. 18 Jada Pinkett 
Smith, 44, announced she would 

Oscar boycott

Spike Lee and Jada Pinkett Smith 
call out the lack of Oscars diversity

“So let’s let the 
Academy do them 
with all grace and 
love and let’s do us 
differently,” Pinkett 
Smith (with her 
Golden Globe–
nominated husband, 
Will, on Jan. 11)  
said on Facebook.

skip the Feb. 28 Oscars ceremony. 
“Begging for acknowledgement  
or even asking diminishes dignity 
and diminishes power and we  
are a dignified people and we are 
powerful, let’s not forget it,” she 
said in a Facebook video post. 

Joining her was director Spike 
Lee, a two-time Oscar nominee 
who was presented with an 
Honorary Academy Award last 
year. In an Instagram post in which 
he ultimately argued for more 

diversity in Hollywood’s 
executive ranks, Lee, 58, 
wrote, “#OscarsSoWhite 
... Again. We cannot 

support it and mean no 
disrespect to my friends, host 
ChrisChris Rock and producer Rock and producer

ReggieReggie Hudlin, president Hudlin, president
[Cheryl[Cheryl Boone] Isaacs and [Cheryl Boone] Isaacs and Boone] Isaacs and
the Academy. But, how  hethe Academy. But, how  Academy. But, how
isis it possible for the 2nd is it possible for the 2nd it possible for the 2nd
consecutiveconsecutive year all  year all
2020 contenders under the 20 contenders under the contenders under the
actoractor category are white?”category are white?”

On Jan. 18, Academy 
presidentpresident Boone Isaacs Boone Isaacs

conceded,conceded, “I am both “I am both
heartbrokenheartbroken and frustrated and frustrated

aboutabout the lack of inclusion. the lack of inclusion.
ThisThis is a difficult but important is a difficult but important

conversation, and it’s time for  
big changes.” n

N.W.A. biopic Straight 
Outta Compton got a 
SAG Awards nod for its 
acting ensemble, but 
only the film’s white 
screenwriters got  
Oscar nominations.

Spike Lee 
(accepting an 

honorary Oscar 
on Nov. 14) said 

each year, he gets 
many calls “about 
the lack of African 

Americans and  
this year was  
no different.”

tttopp
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Oh ... you two! Leonardo and Rihanna set tongues wagging again

Rocky’s 
second act

While Sylvester Stallone, 69, had 
sung the praises of Creed director 
Ryan Coogler backstage at the 
Golden Globes, he forgot to thank 
him during his Best Supporting 
Actor acceptance speech, for 
which Samuel L. Jackson rebuked 
him on Twitter. So when Stallone 
got a Critics’ Choice gong, he 
said, “Before I get into any more 
trouble, I just want to say thank 
you to my director, he really is 
a genius.” He then added, to his 
co-star Michael B. Jordan, 28, 
“You’re a great, great talent and 
you’re here for a long, long time.”

Stallone called Jordan (below, as 
Adonis Johnson with Stallone’s 
Rocky Balboa) “really great.”

ParisParis pair-uppair-up
LESS THAN A YEAR AGO, 
Academy Award nominee 
Leonardo DiCaprio was seen 
“flirting” and “dancing” with 
Rihanna at her birthday party,  
a source told WHO, and now  
the A-listers have been spotted 
together once more—in Paris, 
no less. They met up at L’Arc 
nightclub and were reportedly 
snapped kissing in the early 
hours of Jan. 17. Still, a source 
insists to WHO the pair are “just 
friends.” Rihanna, 27, is in Paris 
to film Valerian and the City of a 
Thousand Planets alongside her 
model mate Cara Delevingne, 
who was also with the singer  
at L’Arc on Jan. 17. 

DiCaprio, 41, who recently 
ended his relationship with 
Sports Illustrated model Kelly 
Rohrbach, is in Europe promot-
ing his Oscar-nominated film 
The Revenant. A source tells 
WHO that Rihanna spotted  
the Golden Globe winner and 
“came by with Cara and said  
hi,” adding that Rihanna and 
Delevingne, 23, left the club 
together. Since August, Rihanna 
has been linked to rapper Travis 
Scott, who will tour with her  
this year. n

Leonardo DiCaprio (on 
Dec. 16) and Rihanna  

(on Jan. 1) caught up at 
L’Arc, a celeb-friendly  

hot spot conceived  
by Lenny Kravitz.

Rihanna was first
snapped with DiCaprio

(above, in bearded form) 

at her birthday party last

February in Los Angeles.

Who l 9  



hot topics

HAVING SHOT DOWN, 
once and for all, talk  
of a renewed romance 

with ex Justin Bieber, Selena 
Gomez had many thinking 
Orlando Bloom was the next 
contender for the 23-year-old’s 
heart when a cute photo popped 
up of the pair at Bloom’s Jan. 13 
birthday party. Not so fast. It 
looks like that honour could  
well be going to sales executive 
Samuel Krost, whose friendship 
with the singer is suddenly 
heating up.

Having first hung out 
together in November after her 
appearance at the Glamour 
Women of the Year Awards,  
the couple were seen holding 
hands on Jan. 17 when they 
left Beverly Hills’ SLS Hotel. 
A witness told Entertainment 
Tonight the two dined with 
friends for three hours and 
“looked like a couple.”

The loved-up look from 

Gomez and Krost came just four 
days after she celebrated Bloom’s 
birthday with him, posting a 
photo of herself afterwards  
with the message, “Happy bday 
Orly—celebrate kindness and 
who you are.” Her manager, 
Aleen Keshishian, posted a 
photo of the cosy-looking couple 
who were, according to a source 
quoted by Hollywoodlife.com, 
“very, very flirty.”

But, with Bloom having 
made a beeline for Katy Perry 
just days earlier at a Golden 
Globe afterparty, whispering and 
giggling with the pop star, the 
spotlight on Gomez’s love-life 
is now focused on Krost. The 
former New York University 
student, believed to have been 
introduced to Gomez by his 
good friend Gigi Hadid, shared 
a post-New Year’s Eve photo of 
him with a group of friends on 
a beach—with, you guessed it, 
Gomez front and centre. n

Just who has captured Selena 
Gomez’s attention—and heart?

Selena’s romance
mystery

Gomez and
Krost got handy
at Cipriani’s in
New York after 
the Glamour 
Women of the
Year Awards  
on Nov. 9.

Krost and Gomez (in New 
York on Nov. 9) spent 

holiday time together. 

The singer jumped 
onto Krost’s lap after onto Krost’s lap after 

their friend went to their friend went to 
the bathroom.the bathroom.

hott



Guy-next-door John Krasinski has made some big changes

ACTOR VIN DIESEL TOOK TO 
Instagram on Jan. 6 to remind Instagram on Jan. 6 to remind 
everyone that he still has it—everyone that he still has it—
and is happy to flaunt it—after and is happy to flaunt it—after 
unflattering photos snapped  unflattering photos snapped  
of him in October went viral.of him in October went viral.

“I’m OK because I’ve had the “I’m OK because I’ve had the 
best body in New York City for best body in New York City for 
decades,” said the 48-year-old decades,” said the 48-year-old 
father of three when asked father of three when asked 
about the intense interest in  about the intense interest in  
the “dad bod” pictures. Besides, the “dad bod” pictures. Besides, 
“a, I don’t have to be in front of  “a, I don’t have to be in front of  
the camera for a couple months the camera for a couple months 
and, b, I really am a dad.” and, b, I really am a dad.” n

JOHN KRASINSKI, BEST KNOWN  
as The Office’s lovable Jim Halpert, 
shed 21 per cent of his total body fat 
over 16 weeks for his turn as a Navy 
SEAL in the new movie 13 Hours: The 
Secret Soldiers of Benghazi.

“I gotta be honest: it was brutal at 
times,” the star, 36, told Men’s Health 
of his four-month training program, 
“dragging sleds and all this stuff I’ve 
seen NFL players do.”

Not everyone is loving Krasinski’s 
breathtaking new look. Namely, the 
actor’s wife, Emily Blunt. “She hates 
it,” Krasinski said during a Jan. 5  
TV appearance. “She would way 
prefer to have doughy guy back.” n

JUST  
FRIENDS?FRIENDS?

Gomez and Bloom were Gomez and Bloom were 
romantically linked in 2014—romantically linked in 2014—

but she was going through but she was going through 
a rocky romance with Justin a rocky romance with Justin 

Bieber at the time. Earlier Bieber at the time. Earlier 
this month Gomez said she this month Gomez said she 

was “so beyond done” was “so beyond done” 
with talking about with talking about 

Bieber.Bieber.

The singer looked
distressed as she and
Bloom waited for a
driver to pick them up
from the Forum venue
in Inglewood in 2014.

Gomez’s 
manager 

Instagrammed 
this photo of 

the actress and 
Bloom at his 

birthday party 
on Jan. 13.

Just one big happy 
family: Krost (second 
from right) with 
Gomez (front) and 
friends in a photo 
posted on Jan. 5.
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GETTING RIPPED

‘Dad bod’ turns hot bod

“I couldn’t do one
pull-up,” said the
actor (in 2013 and,
right, with Blunt).

As a dad, “you’re less vain,” 
says Diesel (in a Jan. 6 post).

“I looked like 
that in The that in The 
Office,” joked Office,” joked 
Krasinski (in  Krasinski (in  
13 Hours, out  13 Hours, out  
on Feb. 25).  on Feb. 25).  
“You just didn’t “You just didn’t 
see it much.” see it much.” 

The Fast & 
Furious star 

was shirtless 
in Miami  

on Oct. 6.

Who l 11  



FOR HER RETURN TO THE 
spotlight after being mostly 
holed up in Cambodia, where 

she is directing a movie, Angelina 
Jolie Pitt opted to go fuss-free.  
“I just pulled myself together, just 
cleaned the dirt off my feet,” said 
the actress, 40, who stayed true to 
her minimalist style in a black  
Saint Laurent shift dress, simple 
black pumps and her hair down  
for the Jan. 16 Hollywood premiere 
of Kung Fu Panda 3. 

The mother of six, who has  
now voiced the Tigress in three 
Kung Fu Panda films, has revealed 
that her children Pax, 12, Zahara, 
11, Shiloh, 9, and Knox, 7, 
recorded animal noises for some of 
the pandas in the animated flick. 
“It’s been, ‘If you want to, you can 
jump in, and here’s a crazy idea...’ 
and some of them were shy, but this 

Angelina and Co 

Kung F
pow

Co-stars (from left) Lucy Liu, 
Dustin Hoffman, Angelina Jolie 

Pitt, Jack Black, Bryan 
Cranston, Kate Hudson  

and J.K. Simmons.   

Jack Black and 
Kate Hudson got 
into the spirit at 
the premiere of 

Kung Fu Panda 3 
at the TLC 

Chinese Theatre 
in Hollywood.

Kate Hudson 
brought sons 

Bingham (front) 
and Ryder as 

her dates for the 
evening.

hot topics



hit Hollywood

ung Fu 
wer!

one they all really wanted to and  
they all came together and did their 
recording together,” said Jolie Pitt, 
who arrived solo, but was later 
joined by her brood, minus son 
Maddox, 14, and husband Brad  
Pitt, 52. “[They] took it very 
seriously—it was cute.” 

It was a family affair at the China-
themed party along Hollywood 
Boulevard, with Jolie Pitt’s co-stars 
Jack Black, 46, bringing along his 
eldest son, Samuel, 9, and a Monique 
Lhuillier–clad Kate Hudson sharing 
laughs with her sons, Ryder, 12, and 
Bingham, 4. “My kids are super 
excited” to see the movie, said 
Hudson, 36, at the Jan. 6 People’s 
Choice Awards of the film in which 
she replaced Rebel Wilson to voice 
the character Mei Mei. “It was so 
last-minute for me ... It was all a bit 
of a whirlwind.” n

FAMILY
BUSINESS

“They were kind of shy. They 
don’t really want to be actors, 
but I didn’t want them to miss 

the opportunity,” Jolie Pitt told 
Entertainment Tonight of her 
kids recording animal noises 

for the film. “They had a 
lot of fun with it.”

Jolie Pitt seemed most at ease 
with Jack Black (centre). The 
duo chatted animatedly as 
they waited to take photos  
and caught up with co-star 
Dustin Hoffman (left).

Thrilled to share her acting 
world with her kids, “ZZ 
[Zahara] and I were in hair  
and makeup together,”  
Jolie Pitt told Extra.

Jolie Pitt’s kids 
(from left) Knox,
Zahara, Pax (on
crutches for a 
broken leg),

Vivienne and
Shiloh later 

joined their mum 
to watch the film.

After Pax, 
Zahara, Shiloh 
and Knox lent 
their voices 
to the film, 
they “think 
Mommy’s job 
is ridiculously 
easy,” said  
Jolie Pitt.

The star 
hammed it 
up with the
film’s main
characters.
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SHE HAS NEVER CONFIRMED 
her pregnancy but Rose Byrne’s 
belly spoke volumes on Jan. 17, as 

the mother-to-be and her partner, actor 
Bobby Cannavale, headed out to  
brunch on New York’s lower east side. 
The seemingly imminent arrival will  
be the first child for the Sydney-born 
actress, 36, and the second for 
Cannavale, 45, who has son Jake,  
20, with ex-wife Jenny Lumet. 

While their latest collaboration 
appears to be not far off, the couple 
have co-starred in three films—2014’s 
Adult Beginners and Annie, and last 
year’s Spy. Acting alongside your  
mate “is a very intense thing you can 
experience together,” Byrne told WHO 
last year. “It’s not for everybody, but  
I think he’s such a great actor.”

Cannavale, who stars in the upcoming 
TV show Vinyl (see p. 56) returned the 
compliment. Working with Byrne is 
“great,” he told InStyle last year. “She’s 
one of those people who are just really 
good at acting. Like me, she doesn’t 
spend a lot of time talking about it.  
She does her work quietly.” n

hot topics

The star flaunts a big 
bump in the Big Apple

Any 
day 
now

Rose Byrne

The actress  
(in New York  
on Jan. 17) 
returns to the 
big screen this 
year in Bad 
Neighbours 2 
and X Men: 
Apocalypse.

“You’ve got to make 
the effort to make 

sure you’re in each 
other’s lives all the 

time,” Byrne told 
the UK’s Telegraph 

last year.

“Bobby’s a 
great cook,” 
Byrne (with 

Cannavale 
after the 

New York 
premiere  

of Vinyl) 
told WHO 
last year.

The actors (in 
New York on
Jan. 17) have
been together 
since 2012.

“Australia is my
emotional home,” 

Byrne told the UK’s 
Telegraph, “but 

New York is where
all my stuff is.” She 

and Cannavale
bought a Brooklyn

townhouse late
last year.

ottopi
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The search is on for two Australian angels of mercy taken from their beds in remote Africa
KIDNAPPED IN AFRICA
HE IS KNOWN LOCALLY AS “THE 

doctor of poor people,” and for the 
past 43 years Dr Ken Elliott and his 

wife, Jocelyn, both originally from Perth, have 
dedicated their lives to helping the 2 million–
strong community in and around Djibo in  
West Africa’s Burkina Faso—a community 

DEEPLY
DISMAYEDDISMAYED

“The Elliott family wish to “The Elliott family wish to 
express their gratitude for the express their gratitude for the 

messages of encouragement they messages of encouragement they 
have been receiving ... during this have been receiving ... during this 

difficult time,” a spokesperson difficult time,” a spokesperson 
for the family said. “They are for the family said. “They are 

understandably deeply understandably deeply 
dismayed by this dismayed by this 

incident.” incident.” 

now devastated by a kidnapping, apparently  
at the hands of Al Qaeda–linked jihadists.  
“It is really shocking for us,” former Djibo 
resident Seydou Dicko tells WHO just days 
after the good Samaritans, both in their 80s, 
were reportedly dragged from their beds in 
nearby Baraboule on Jan. 15. “He is the most 
important part of the community.”

While a spokesman for Malian militant 
group Hamadou Ag Khallini said in a brief 
phone message that the parents of three were 

alive and more details about them would be 
released soon, no such information had been 
forthcoming at press time. “He never moved, 
even during crises, he stayed in Djibo and his 
doors are open to everyone at any time,” says 
Dicko, conceding, “He was an easy target.” 

Elliott first worked in Africa in 1967 when 
he moved the nation of Benin to reopen a closed 
hospital. Four years later he moved to Djibo, 
where he and Jocelyn built a basic hospital 
accommodating 140 patients. “I regularly 

operateoperate five to six hours a day  five to six hours a day
forfor six days of the week,” Elliott six days of the week,” Elliott
wrotewrote in his 50th anniversary in his 50th anniversary
graduationgraduation booklet. “The needs are booklet. “The needs are
unimaginableunimaginable and we tackle some and we tackle some
horrifichorrific cases but ... the results are cases but ... the results are
mostlymostly pleasing.” For colleagues pleasing.” For colleagues
andand family, the horror of the couple’s family, the horror of the couple’s
kidnappingkidnapping after so many years of after so many years of
devoteddevoted service is unfathomable. service is unfathomable.
SaysSays Dr Richard Lugg, a friend and Dr Richard Lugg, a friend and
fellowfellow doctor who studied with doctor who studied with
ElliottElliott at the University of Western at the University of Western
Australia:Australia: “It is tragic that at the “It is tragic that at the
endend of his career this should of his career this should
happenhappen to him.” to him.” n

Ken and Jocelyn 
Elliott’s children 
“sincerely 
hope that their 
parents [in an 
undated photo] 
are being 
treated kindly 
wherever they 
are,” a family 
spokesman said.

“Most are not in 
beds,” said Elliot  beds,” said Elliot  

of his patients. “But of his patients. “But 
then most have never  then most have never  

slept on a mattress.”slept on a mattress.”

The Splendid Hotel
in Burkina Faso,
where Al Qaeda
fighters killed
27 people the day
before the Elliotts 
were kidnapped.
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Before he died, the pop visionary was 
determined to give the world a parting gift

hot topics

WHEN DAVID BOWIE BEGAN 
recording what would be his 
final album, he had already 

been battling cancer for about six months. 
Not that he showed any signs of his 
illness, which he kept a secret known 
only by close family and friends. “He 
was singing very passionately with a lot 
of energy and a lot of conviction, and  
we were inspired by that,” New York 
saxophonist Donny McCaslin, who 
played on Blackstar, tells WHO. “He 
said something to me like, ‘Donny,  
I don’t know what’s going to come of 
this, but let’s have some fun.’ The spirit 
couldn’t have been better.”

Two days after the album’s release on 
Jan. 8—his 69th birthday—the musical 
pioneer died following an 18-month 
battle with cancer. His family planned to 
celebrate their “beloved husband, father 
and friend” in a private ceremony, said a 
statement on his official Facebook page 
on Jan. 15. They also reached out to 
Bowie’s fans: “We are overwhelmed by 
and grateful for the love and support 
shown throughout the world.” 

Despite Blackstar’s dark lyrical 
content (it instantly hit No. 1 in the US), 
McCaslin says humour and spontaneity 
dominated recording sessions, which 
would run from 11 AM until 4 PM at the 
Magic Shop studio in New York’s SoHo, 
a few blocks from Bowie’s home. Bowie 
took an active role: “He was so present in 
the moment and so focused on pushing 
the envelope,” McCaslin recalls. “It’s 
progressive, boundary-pushing music.”

He was also “reading all the time” 
and digesting plenty of new music, 
raving about singer-songwriter 
D’Angelo’s album Black Messiah, which 
was released shortly before he began 
recording, as well as hip-hop artist 

Kendrick Lamar’s To Pimp a Butterfly.
McCaslin met with Bowie again in 

November to hear the final album. “It 
was overwhelming to me just to hear  
the whole sonic montage,” McCaslin 
says. “I think he was very happy with 
how the record turned out.”

On the eve of its release, Bowie told 
producer Tony Visconti, who knew of his 
illness, that he wanted to record a follow-
up. “And I was thrilled,” Visconti told 
Rolling Stone, “and I thought, and he 
thought, that he’d have a few months,  
at least. So the end must have been very 
rapid.” Privacy at his death, however, was 
what Bowie wanted. Close friend of more 
than 40 years Robert Fox told the UK’s 
Telegraph the singer wanted a minimum 
of fuss. “He was just a private man. And 
I think he wanted to protect his family 
from the insanity there would have been,” 
said Fox. “And he did it perfectly.” n

DAVID BOWIE

Bowie  
(in a photo 
released with 
his family’s 
statement) 
“was planning 
the follow-up 
to Blackstar,” 
said producer 
Tony Visconti.

Bowie’s family (including 
wife Iman, with him in 2011) 
thanked fans and welcomed 
any concerts and tributes: 
“We welcome everyone’s 
celebration of his life as  
they see fit,” read a 
statement on his  
Facebook page.

otttop
HisHis final finalHis final 
months
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OUR BIG MOVE
The Bachelor and his fiancée now have a place to call home

SAM & SNEZANA

Bowie on Dec. 7. IS THE STRESS OF LIVING A 
long-distance relationship in 
the spotlight more or less 
than that of moving house?

Newly engaged Bachelor 
couple Sam Wood, 35, and 
Snezana Markoski, 35, are 
about to find out, after Wood 
announced the pair have 
bought a three-bedroom 
$1.625 million cottage in  
the Melbourne suburb of 
Elsternwick, minutes from his 
personal-training studio in 

Brighton. The property was 
listed as sold on Nov. 16, just 
weeks before the two got 
engaged while on holiday  
in Tasmania. 

With Markoski based in 
Perth with daughter Eve, 10, 
Wood told WHO in November, 
“the No. 1 priority is for us to 
live together,” he said. “In spite 
of the amount of travel we do, 
our relationship is brilliant. 
But that’s the missing piece 
of the puzzle.” n

A colleague 
of Wood (with 

Markoski on 
Nov. 3) tells 

WHO they’re 
“very happy” 
they bought 

in Melbourne. 

Their newly 
renovated house 
is minutes from 
the Melbourne 
waterfront. 

“The most incredible 
woman I’ve ever met woman I’ve ever met 
and I just bought this and I just bought this 
house,” announcedhouse,” announced
Wood on Jan. 17.Wood on Jan. 17.

Wood (with
Snezana and
Eve in December) 
proposed on a
trip to Tasmania
with his 
“incredible girls.” Who Who l 17  

Arcade Fire and thePreservation Jazz HallBand led a Jan. 16 paradeand sing-along honouring Bowie in New Orleans.

Fans were asked 
to turn up to the 

French Quarter 
in their “best 

Bowie outfit or 
something  

more strange.”



spotted! We’re there ... for
when you can’t bewhen you can’t be

Swipe pic to see more
LOS ANGELES, JAN. 12

Unveiling her 2016 autumn collection in the funky vinyl-record aisles of Amoeba Music  
on Sunset Boulevard, Stella McCartney was surrounded by close friends (including 
Gwyneth Paltrow, right), A-listers and a band of musicians from icon status (Brian Wilson) 
to pop stars (Katy Perry and Demi Lovato).  

In to Stella



spotted! We’re there ... for
when you can’t bewhen you can’t be

Swipe pic to see more

LOS ANGELES, JAN. 16
Reese Witherspoon and Nicole Kidman bonded on the set of their HBO series Big Little 
Lies, in which the pair are starring as well as producing.

Double duty



spotted! We’re there ... for
when you can’t bewhen you can’t be

Swipe pic to see more

NEW ORLEANS, JAN. 8
Mila Kunis took a break from filming in Louisiana to have lunch with husband Ashton 
Kutcher and daughter Wyatt, 1.  

Working mum
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Céline Dion’s heartbreak

Two days after her husband of 21 years succumbs to a 17-year battle  
with cancer, the singer is rocked by a second death in the family

Cover
“It’s a love story, 

it’s a dream,” 
says friend Annie 

Horth of the bond 
between Céline 
Dion and René 

Angélil (in 2002). 
“René was special. 

He was such  
a classy man ...  
a gentle man.”



Double tragedy

or Céline Dion, love, family 
and the stage have always 
been tightly woven together. 
It was natural, then, that as 
her husband, René Angélil, 
neared the end of his 17-year 
battle with throat cancer,  
he continued to inspire her 
performances at Caesars 
Palace in Las Vegas, where 

Dion, at his urging, resumed her residency in 
August after taking a year-long break to care 
for Angélil. At a recent show, the singer fought 
back tears while singing “The First Time Ever I 
Saw Your Face” as footage of a frail-looking 
Angélil, smiling and waving, loomed large on a 
video screen behind her. “I am scared of losing 
him, because it’s bad,” Dion told WHO last 
year. “But I have to show myself, my husband 
and my kids that I’m strong and we’re OK.”

The star, 47, will be drawing on every shred 
of that strength now, in the wake of two 
devastating losses. On Jan. 14, the eve of his 
74th birthday, Dion’s soul mate of 27 years and 
the father of her sons, René-Charles, 15, and 
twins Nelson and Eddy, 5, “passed away this 
morning at his home in Las Vegas after a long 
and courageous battle against cancer,” his rep 
told WHO. Tragically, only two days later, Daniel 
Dion, Céline’s brother, who also had cancer—of 
the brain, throat and tongue—died at a palliative- 
care centre in his native Quebec, aged 59 (see 
box). “Her heart is in pieces,” says a source close 
to “The Power of Love” singer. “There are no 
words. She’s in extreme grief right now.”

In a poignant twist, the venue for Angélil’s 
Jan. 22 farewell is the church where he wed his 
protégé in a lavish ceremony in 1994: “According 
to his final wishes,” reads Angélil’s obituary, “his 
funeral will be held at Notre-Dame Basilica in 
Montreal, where 21 years ago he chose to marry 
the one who will remain as the great love of his 

F
life, the artist for which he had the most respect, 
the woman who gave him light and happiness 
until his very last breath.”

A moment during which his “great love” 
planned to be by his side. “I’ll say, ‘You’re 
scared? I understand. Talk to me 
about it,’ ” Dion told USA Today 
in August. “And René says to me, 
‘I want to die in your arms.’ OK, 
fine, I’ll be there, you’ll die in my 
arms.” Yet while they faced the 
future with courage and open hearts, when  
the end came it “was a shock,” a source  
close to the couple tells WHO, adding that  
Angélil had kept busy in the days before his 
death, planning business meetings and giving 
Dion ideas for performances, though he had been 
forced to step down as her manager because  

of his health. “Was he at death’s door? No. 
No-one was prepared for this to happen today 
or this week.”

As Angélil—he also had three adult children 
from previous marriages and was a grandfather 

of six—faced a third bout of  
the disease he had first been 
diagnosed with in 1999, Dion, 
with signature candour, spoke 
openly about their challenges and 
fears. Posing for WHO with her 

husband in March 2015 for what would be 
their final magazine photo shoot, Dion 
expressed how the marriage vows “in sickness 
and in health” became painfully real: “When 
my husband was sick the first time, that was 
the first thing that came back to me,” she said  
of Angélil, who was tube-fed and unable to 
speak or swallow due to extensive throat 
surgery. Past radiation treatment had also 
damaged his hearing. “Sickness is tough. It’s not 
something you choose, you know? But once 
you have time to have a plan, to see what’s 
going on and understand what’s going on, then 
you just live every day to the fullest.”

The gentle, generous and quietly spoken 
Angélil fulfilled that brief by living large. His 
obituary describes him as “an unprecedented 
visionary, a modern Pygmalion, a Renaissance 
man ... [and] a conqueror,” but friends recall  
a down-to-earth side, too. “Every time, he 
would order food for tons of people,” says Annie 
Horth, Dion’s long-time stylist and friend.  
“I remember once I was with my assistant only 
... René called me and was like, ‘OK guys, 
what do you feel like eating?’ And I was like, 
‘Oh, something simple, René, maybe 
some pizza?’ And he was like, ‘No,  

“She’s in 
extreme grief 

right now”

Two days after losing her 
husband to cancer, Céline 
Dion mourned the death  
of her brother Daniel Dion, 
59, on Jan. 16 to the same 
disease. His obituary,  
which described him as  
“a gentle and reserved man 
of many talents,” said he 
had been “battling cancer 
for a few years.” 

Daniel was one of Dion’s 
four brothers—she is the 
youngest of 14 siblings born 
to the late Adhémar Dion, a 
musician and restaurateur, 

and Thérèse Tanguay-Dion, 
89. The family, who lived 
humbly in Charlemagne, 
Quebec, were all performers. 

“What made him 
happiest was to make 
music,” Daniel’s sister 
Claudette told a Montreal 
newspaper, adding that  
her brother, who had  
two daughters and two 
grandchildren, “had the 
voice of a nightingale.”  
His passing “was serene,”  
said Claudette. “He no 
longer suffers.”

“They're close, she’s 
close with all of her 
siblings,” a source told 
WHO of Céline and 
Daniel (in 2006).

“I know Céline truly believes that hewill eternally be with her and with the will eternally be with her and with the kkids through everything,” says Horthids through everything,” says Horthof Dion (with, from left, Eddy, René-of Dion (with, from left, Eddy, René-Charles and Nelson in 2014).Charles and Nelson in 2014).
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no, no, what are you saying just pizza?no, no, what are you saying just pizza?’ ... He ... Heno, no, what are you saying just pizza?’ ... He 
ordered food for 10 people, and it was always 
like that with René.”

Humour also played a vital part in Angélil’s 
life, the way he dealt with his illness and his 
bond with Dion. “This was a couple that 
laughed a lot,” says Horth, adding that Angélil 
didn’t want his wife to have to worry about 
difficult details like the funeral. “René prepared  
[everything] the last few months with Céline.  
He didn’t know when it would happen but he 
really wanted everything to be prepared.” The 
result is that, though “sadder than sad,” Dion, 
says Horth, “is going through it peacefully and 
with control.”

In the last year, with Angélil’s precarious 
health, “She wanted to be with him 24/7 in  
case anything happened,” says the source. 
“Every decision up until the day he died was 
made with him still. He had good days and  
bad days, some days he could get up and  
walk around the room, play with the kids,  
and some days he was too tired.”

Nonetheless, he and his wife worked together 
to maintain a sense of normalcy for their boys at 

theirtheir relatively modest Las Vegas home (they relatively modest Las Vegas home (they
reportedly sold their $44 million Montreal 
mansion in 2013, while their $92 million 
Florida estate, complete with water park, 
remains on the market). “The twins are fine 
because they’re young,” Dion told WHO in 
March 2015. “But I’m worried about R.C. 
[René-Charles]. He understands what’s going  
on and I feel a lot of empathy for him.” A love 
of hockey and golf helped the home-schooled 
teen cope. “We’re always going to the games, 
supporting him,” said Dion. Meanwhile, his 
little brothers “go from the pool to the sandbox 
to the crayons.” The kids, said Dion, “help me 
to keep busy and stay positive.”

Family—and music—have always buoyed 
Dion, who was 12 when she first met Angélil. 
Her mother, Thérèse, sent a tape of her daughter 
singing to Angélil, a well-known manager and 
former pop star himself. “She was very shy,” 
Angélil recalled to WHO in 1999. “She had this 
problem with her teeth. She was very skinny. 
She didn’t talk, but she had this voice.” In an 
earlier interview with WHO, Dion remembered 
the audition: “While I was singing he started  

to cry. I knew then I had done a good job.”
So good, in fact, that Angélil mortgaged his 

house to finance Dion’s first album, and took 
Dion, who left school at 14, and her mum on an 
international tour. As Dion’s career blossomed, 
so did her feelings for Angélil—they became a 
couple when Dion was 20 and 
Angélil 46, sharing their first kiss 
in Dublin after a show in 1988. 
“We gave ourselves a goodnight 
kiss on the mouth for the first 
time,” she has told WHO. “A real 
kiss. My whole body shook for 
half an hour. Then he called me 
and said, ‘Are you OK? I’m sorry.’ 
I said, ‘No! No! Are you kidding?’ 
It was magic.” 

Other than telling her mum, 
who “was not happy” at first,  
the pair kept their romance secret 
until 1993, when Dion professed  
her love in the liner notes of her  
hit album The Colour of My Love.  
The next year, the pair exchanged 
vows in a winter wonderland–

Their epic love

1982 
“I told her mother, ‘If you give me 
your trust, I guarantee you that 
within five years she’s going to  
be the biggest artist in Quebec.’  
It took two,” Angélil (centre, with  
a 14-year old Dion) told WHO.

1999 
Dion wore a  

(now infamous) 
Dior suit to the 

Oscars in the  
year Angélil was 

first diagnosed 
with cancer.

2001 
Family joy at René-
Charles’s Montreal 

baptism on July 25.

2011 
“They are each 
other’s lives,” friend 
Robin Leach told 
WHO of Dion and 
Angélil (with their 
sons in Las Vegas).

2009 
Time out at  

the basketball  
in New York.

1990 
By now, the 

couple (in Los 
Angeles) had 

been an item for 
two years, but 
were keeping 

their love  
under wraps.

1994
“When you’re

in love, you
want to scream
it to the world,” 

Dion (at her
Dec. 17 Montreal

wedding)
told WHO.
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ON WITH  
THE SHOW

“He loved, more than 
anything, watching her perform 

... that was his pleasure and 
passion,” says Annie Horth. Adds 

producer Ken Ehrlich: “The 
relationship between the two 

of them, I’d never seen 
anything quite like 

that.”

themed extravaganza in Montreal. “They  
were one of the greatest love stories ever,”  
says producer David Foster, one of 500 guests. 
“It was just a miracle that those two found 
each other.” 

He once declared his “job” was keeping 
Dion happy, but on the career front, too,  
Angélil put Dion on a seemingly unstoppable 
ascent—she notched up millions in album sales, 
collected Grammys and rocketed to superstar-
dom belting out 1997’s Oscar-winning Titanic 
ballad, “My Heart Will Go On”. Two years 
later, when she was well on her way to amass-
ing the $915 million fortune she reportedly has 
today, cracks appeared in the fairytale when 
Angélil was diagnosed with 
throat cancer. While Angélil 
began chemotherapy, Dion 
began IVF treatment. On their 
first attempt she became preg-
nant with René-Charles, and 
after multiple rounds of chemo, 
Angélil was given a clean bill of 
health. Born in 2001, their son 
“is the extension of the love [René and I] have 
for each other,” wrote the new mother in her 
memoir, My Story, My Dream.  

Their little boy made them a family, but 
Dion never wavered in her dream of giving 
him siblings. Nine years later, following six 
rounds of IVF and miscarriages, Dion gave 
birth to fraternal twins Eddy and Nelson. “The 
love and what I feel inside, what we have 
accomplished—I don’t know how to put it into 
words, it’s bigger than life itself,” said the star, 
who began easing into rehearsals for a Las 
Vegas residency beginning March 2011, telling 
WHO: “I’ll balance my showbiz life with my 
most important job: motherhood.”

Three years later, with Angélil ailing—he 
had had a tumour removed in December  

2013—and a young family at home, that juggle 
“really took a toll” on Dion, who pressed 
pause on her career. “I want to devote every 
ounce of my strength and energy to my hus-
band’s healing,” she told WHO. Yet what she 
might not have foreseen then was how much 
her vocation supported her husband’s healing, 
and that it would be Angélil who would 
encourage her to return to the Las Vegas stage 
last March. “His work with Dion was his life,” 
says Horth. “It was keeping him going and he 
loved it, so until the very last minute, he was 
still working and thinking of ideas. I think 
that’s what kept him going for so long even 
though he went through hard treatments in the 

last year.” 
In his final months, the man 

Dion called “the only boy-
friend I’ve ever had” and “the 
leader of the band all my life” 
watched her shows live from 
home, surrounded by the love 
of the family they had created. 
“I always say to René, ‘When 

you go, you don’t go. I see you through them 
every day,” Dion said in August. As she tenta-
tively plans to return to the stage in late 
February, the show—and life—must go on for 
Dion. “She’s extremely heartbroken, but she’s 
very good and has always been about putting 
on a brave face,” says the source. Her husband 
“was such a grand man and so inspiring and 
will continue to live in their hearts,” adds 
Horth. “I know she truly believes that.”
n By Karina Machado and Melody Chiu. 
Reported by Jeffrey Nelson and  
Janine Rubenstein

“Until the very 
last minute, 
he was still 
working”
—friend Annie Horth

Dion (performing in Las Vegas 
on Aug. 27) recalled the shock 

of finding out that Angélil’s 
cancer was back on their  

20th wedding anniversary. 
“My heart started to beat 

really, really fast and my  
body started to shut down,” 

she told WHO last year. 
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MARRIED L
Our  new

The pair hit 
their first 

event of the 
season at 

the Critics’ 
Choice 

Awards in 
Los Angeles.

Aniston has said she  
likes to change her  
routine every day. 

Theroux likes to relax  
with coffee early in the 

day, then work out.

CRITICS’
CHOICE
AWARDS

MA
ast August, Jennifer Aniston 
wed her long-time love,  
actor Justin Theroux, 44, in  
a ceremony that suited the 
laid-back Hollywood couple:  
it was intimate, casual and 
exceedingly private. On 
Jan. 17, they proved their 
easygoing vibe was a perfect 
fit for major outings, too—the  

pair took in the Critics’ Choice Awards in 
Santa Monica, California, 
where Aniston supported 
Theroux, a Best Actor in a 
Drama Series nominee for 
The Leftovers. Before the 
ceremony, WHO caught up 
with Aniston, 46, about cosy nights at home 
with her husband, how she stays in top 
shape and her plans for 2016.

Happy New Year! What was your favourite 
memory of the holidays?
The snow in Colorado! It was snow  
I haven’t been in years. It was magical  
and gorgeous. We were there with our 
white beautiful shepherd, Dolly, who was 
back in her element and it was the cutest 
thing. She’s a rescue from Mexico so she 
really hasn’t been to the snow.
Do you ski or are you a cabin-and-hot-
chocolate person?
I’m both, but let’s be honest—I’ll get the 

skiing in and then it’s the hot chocolate 
with the fire and get cosy. 
In the winter, do you relax on your  
workout routine?
I keep it going throughout the year. I stay 
physical so I can indulge and because it 
feels great. But it is harder to get yourself 
motivated when it’s cold and raining 
outside. You always feel pretty great  
when you’re done.

It looks like you’ll have  
a bikini body forever.
If I can be the first  
80-year-old to go out  
there successfully in a 
bikini, then I’ll take that 

on! I don’t think anybody has to rein in 
anything because of an age. To people  
who say, “You should dress your age”  
and all those sort of stupid comments ...  
To each his own!
Justin’s got quite the physique himself! 
Does it come naturally?
It’s sort of a genetic thing. He can work out 
or not work out and he has that body! It’s 
not fair. He’s a healthy eater; he doesn’t eat 
sugar, but it is sort of god-given. And an  
“F you” to all of us!
Have you tried any new body treatments 
recently?
I love the infrared sauna. I discovered it a 

L

“I feel good all year round,” 
says Aniston, who works 
hard at working out. She says 
she owes her coveted figure 
to yoga, a healthy diet and 
plenty of water. “It’s so clean 
and refreshing,” she says of 
Smartwater sparkling, which 
she likes to spike with lime 
(she is the face of the brand). 

AB FAB 
COUPLE 

“I stay physical 
so I can indulge”

—Jennifer Aniston
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 LIFE
JJennifer Aniston’s ‘awesome’ 
mmarriage to Justin Theroux 

mmeans a lot of fun—and fitness 

“I live right in  “I live right in  
this moment  this moment  

today,” says  today,” says  
Aniston (wearing Aniston (wearing 
Saint Laurent on  Saint Laurent on  

Jan. 17). “I feel  Jan. 17). “I feel  
like you don’t  like you don’t  

have any have any 
disappointments  disappointments  

if you try to  if you try to  
stay ‘right now.’ ”stay ‘right now.’ ”

Reflecting
on 2015,

Aniston (with 
new husband

Theroux on
Jan. 17) tells 

WHO it’s “pretty
clear” what 

would top
her list of 

memories.

Couples

fewfew years ago and it went from a little portable 
igloigloo thing that you put your body in to 
nownow, we have a little sauna in our gym. 
JustJustin and I do it together—we get a lot 
of gof good stuff taken care of in the sauna.
Where there are no distractions.
ExaExactly, without scrolling through 
somsomething or answering an email. 
We’We’re way too distracted with all of 
ourour electronics. When you see that, 
amoamong a big group, people’s heads are 
facifacing into their laps, it’s just ridiculous.
What are your plans for your birthday  
on Feb. 11 ?
Is mIs my birthday coming up? It’s too soon!  
I’mI’m going to pass this year. I’m just not a big 
holiholiday Hallmark kind of person. But I do love 
anyany excuse for a party. And Justin has a talent 
forfor breakdancing. It’s usually upon request.
In general, do you believe that things work  
out the way they should?
AbsAbsolutely. I think everything happens for a 
reasreason. That makes it always a little more 
toletolerable because there are reasons for things 
haphappening, and this, too, shall pass. It’s 
comcomforting.
Speaking of things working out, how is life  
as a newlywed?
I lovI love it! It’s awesome. 
n Byn By Aili Nahas



Jennifer Aniston and Justin 
Theroux weren’t the 
only ones returning to 
the glamour of awards 
season. Nashville star 

Hayden Panettiere, nominated 
for a Critics’ Choice gong as 
Best Supporting Actress in a 
Drama Series, exuded joy as she 
walked her first major red carpet 
since starting treatment for 
postnatal depression in October.

“I’ve been hiding myself,” 
Panettiere,Panettiere, 26, tells W26, tells WHO. “Just 
puttingputting out the smiling face, out the smiling face,
showingshowing people this and allowing people this and allowing
thatthat veil to come down, it’s like veil to come down, it’s like
aa weight off my shoulders.”weight off my shoulders.”

Engaged to professional 
boxer Wladimir Klitschko,  
39, and mother to their 
13-month-old daughter, Kaya, 
Panettiere was keeping it real:  
“I enjoy this so much more 
because I don’t feel like I have  
to hide anymore.”

Also not hiding—Amy 
Schumer’s new beau, Ben Hanisch 
(see p. 30). The comedian took 
the furniture designer as her 
date, happily embracing him 
before she approached the stage.

George Miller took home  
the Best Director prize as  
Mad Max: Fury Road 
won nine gongs out of 

CRITICS’
CHOICE
AWARDS

Fargo star Kirsten 
Dunst won Best 

Actress in a 
Movie Made for 

Television or 
Limited Series.

Presenter Kate 
Beckinsale 
dazzled in a 
geometric grey 
Monique Lhuillier 
gown with silver 
embellishments.

Aniston and Theroux  
paused for a pose at the  

21st annual Critics’ Choice 
Awards at Santa Monica’s 
Barker Hangar on Jan. 17.

Matt Damon, 
who won a 

Golden Globe 
for his role in The 

Martian, smiled 
as Leonardo 

DiCaprio took the 
Lead Actor Critics’ 

Choice gong. 

Hayden 
Panettiere (in
Maria Lucia 
Hohan) walked
her first red
carpet since 
her postnatal 
depression
diagnosis.

Helen Mirren,
a Supporting 
Actress nominee
for her work
in Trumbo, 
fluttered down
the carpet in
patterned Dolce
& Gabbana.

SERIOUSSERIOUS 
SPARKLE



DESIGNER
DARLINGS

Saoirse Ronan, 21, and Alicia 
Vikander, 27, aren’t just breaking 
through onscreen—they are new 

style icons. Even so, Ronan (above 
left) said she has stayed mum to 

her stylist about the Oscars: 
“I’m so superstitious,  
I haven’t even talked 

about it.”

Newly engaged 
Rosie Huntington-
Whiteley and 
Jason Statham 
both wore not-so-
basic black Saint 
Laurent by Hedi 
Slimane.

Sarah Paulson 
brought shine 
with Kwiat 
jewels and a 
sequinned 
Naeem Khan 
dress featuring 
a champagne 
collar and cuffs.

January Jones 
took the spirit 
of northern 
winter with 
her pattterned 
pale-blue shift 
and Bionda 
Castana satin 
lace-up heels.

Brooklyn 
star Ronan 

reported for 
awards duty 

in an Antonio 
Berardi gown 
with golden 

chevron 
details.

The Danish 
Girl’s Vikander 
took beaded 
eveningwear 
to a colourful 

Art Deco place 
with this Mary 

Katrantzou 
creation.

Rami Malek (left) 
and Christian 

Slater celebrated 
their acting 

gongs for  
Mr Robot, which 

also won Best 
Drama Series.
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Kirsten Dunst 
looked flapper-
fantastic in a 
1920s-inspired 
Chanel Haute 
Couture dress 
accented by 
Fred Leighton 
diamonds.



Schumer, 34, took home a Best Actress in a 
Comedy award and an MVP (Most Valuable 
Person) honour. She gave a shout-out to beau 
Ben Hanisch, 29, thanked the critics, then cut 
herself off. “This is so boring, I’m so sorry,” she 
said mid-speech. “Shut up Amy. No one cares.”

AMY’S BIG 
NIGHT

Schumer partied with 
Trainwreck director 
Judd Apatow, his wife, 
Leslie Mann (far left), 
and Lily Tomlin.

Schumer made a point 
of noting Christian 
Bale while resting her 
elbow on The Big Short 
director Adam McKay.

 Hanisch took a selfie 
with Schumer for their 

first public awards 
appearance together.

“I am plus-plus-
size actress Amy 
Schumer,” she 
joked, covering 
her tummy  
with her gong. 

America
Ferrera (left)
and Joanne
Froggatt 
presented the
Best Actor in
a Drama Series 
award to
Rami Malek.

Spy star Melissa 
McCarthy 

designed this 
olive wrap  

dress with a 
bold palm-frond 
pattern herself.

Marisa Tomei 
looked rosy in 

a Zuhair Murad 
party dress. 
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13 nominations, but ceded the Best 
Picture honour to Spotlight. 

Promoting The Revenant in Europe, 
Oscar favourite Leonardo DiCaprio 
added the Critics’ Choice Best Actor prize 
to his Golden Globe via video. Very 
much present, though, was excited 
newcomer Jacob Tremblay. The 9-year-
old Room star won a Best Young Actor 
gong, which he said will go on his shelf 
next to the Millennium Falcon. But the 
best part of fame? Tremblay tells WHO, 
“I became friends with Johnny Depp.”  
n By Cynthia Wang. Reported by Reagan 
Alexander

CRITICS’
CHOICE
AWARDS Pregnant 

Leftovers 
star Tyler 

Instagrammed 
that she had 
“a total nerd 

face”about her 
solo night out.

Kate Beckinsale 
announced 

the Best Actor 
category, won 

by Leonardo 
DiCaprio for 

his role in The 
Revenant.

Ken Jeong
(left), Fred
Savage and
Jennifer 
Lynn Stone
reacted to
Beckinsale by 
offering more
champagne.

Alicia Vikander accepted 
the Best Supporting 

Actress award for her  
role in The Danish Girl.

Is this called an
elfie? Lord of the 
Rings heroes Liv

Tyler (Arwen)
and Orlando

Bloom (Legolas)
had a precious 

reunion.
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Tribute

ALAN 
RICKMAN

1946-2016

Icy menace and unexpected sex appeal made him a star,  
but friends remember his ‘wisdom and kindness’



“We are all  
so devastated 
to lose Alan”

—Kate Winslet

Before hBefore he died in London aged 69, actor Alan BnBefore he died in London aged 69, actor Alan BLondon aged 69, actor Alan
RiRickman gathered around him those he loved. BkRickman gathered around him those he loved. BtheredRickman gathered around him those he loved. Baround him those he loved.
“He wanted to hear about me and my family,” Bd“He wanted to hear about me and my family,” Bto“He wanted to hear about me and my family,” Bhear about me and my family,”
said actrsaid actress Catherine Bailey, a fellow student at Berinesaid actress Catherine Bailey, a fellow student at B Bailey, a fellow student at
the Royathe Royal Academy of Dramatic Art (RADA) Bmythe Royal Academy of Dramatic Art (RADA) Bof Dramatic Art (RADA)
with whwith whom he had stayed friends for more than Badwith whom he had stayed friends for more than Bstayed friends for more than
40 years and who saw him two days before his Bho40 years and who saw him two days before his Bsaw him two days before his
death. Wrote Emma Thompson, who starred Botedeath. Wrote Emma Thompson, who starred BEmma Thompson, who starred
opposite Rickman many times, including 
playing his wife in 2003’s Love Actually:  
“I just kissed him goodbye.” 

Rickman’s passing—confirmed on Jan. 14 
by his family—saddened those who had loved 
him during a career that spanned four decades. 
Like David Bowie, who died days earlier at the 
same age and also from cancer, the star kept his 
suffering private. Few had any idea he was ill. 
“We are all so devastated to lose Alan,” said 
Kate Winslet, who first worked with him in 
1995’s Sense and Sensibility. 

The cast of the Harry Potter franchise  
were among those who rushed to pay tribute. 
An Emmy, Golden Globe and BAFTA winner, 
Rickman’s role as Severus Snape in the Harry 
Potter movies gave the actor, who applied for 
acting school at age 26, a legion of young  
fans. Daniel Radcliffe recalled how Rickman 
came to see his every play. “If you call Alan, it 
doesn’t matter where in the world he is or how 
busy he is with what he’s doing, he’ll get back 
to you within a day.” Ralph Fiennes called 
him “funny, acutely perceptive, extraordinarily 
loyal and giving—Alan cared.”

With Rickman at the end was Rima 
Horton, his wife of three years, partner of 50 
and his first girlfriend. They met in 1965 as 
students at the Chelsea School of Art—he was 
19, she 18—and acted together in amateur 

theatre before Rickman, a graphic designer, 
was accepted into RADA. They wed in secret 
in New York in 2012, with Rickman only 
going public in 2015. “It was great because 
no-one was there,” he said. “We walked across 
the Brooklyn Bridge and ate lunch.” Rickman 
reportedly presented his new wife a $300 band 
that, he said, “she never wears.” 

Despite being public figures 
— Horton, 68, was a Labour 
Party councillor in London for  
20 years—Rickman and his 
economics-professor wife built 
a quiet, private world. “I think 
every relationship should be allowed to have  
its own rules,” Rickman told Hello. “She’s 
tolerant. She’s incredibly tolerant. Unbelievably 
tolerant. Possibly a candidate for sainthood.”

The couple decided against having children, 
although he said he would have liked to.  
“You should remember I am not the only 
one involved,” he said. “I would have loved 
a family. Sometimes I think that in an ideal 
world, three children, aged 12, 10 and 8, 

would be dropped on us and we would be 
great parents for that family.”

Rickman’s fame came late. At a party  
before his standout performance as seducer 
Valmont in Les Liaisons Dangereuses for the 
Royal Shakespeare Company in 1985, he said, 
“I’m nearly 40 and nobody here knows who  

I am,” recalled director Stephen 
Poliakoff. But at 41, two days 
after arriving in Los Angeles, 
he was offered the part of 
mastermind criminal Hans 
Gruber in Die Hard. He tore a 
ligament in his knee on the first 

shot of the first day and the set doctor told him 
he could be out of action for six months. “I 
said, ‘Could you pull the trouser leg down over 
that splint thing?’ ” he recounted. “I went back 
up to the 33rd floor and carried on shooting.”

Die Hard, Rickman told Empire, felt “like 
being a kid.” He said he never expected to have 
any kind of film career until “I was suddenly 
surrounded by people saying yes...and 
doing an action movie in Hollywood 

STRANGE 
MAGIC

“It was like being in an army 
camp,” Rickman said of joining the 
blockbuster Harry Potter franchise, 
where he played a sneering Severus 
Snape opposite “sometimes 300 
children” for more than a decade. 
Fans have left tributes to the star at 
the mythical platform 9¾ at King’s 
Cross Station. “You have always been 
part of my childhood,” reads one.
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“Who else could have brought 
such pain and wit to Snape?”  
said Sigourney Weaver of his  
turn as Potter’s tormentor.

Said Michael Gambon, 
“Everybody loved Alan” 
(with his Harry Potter 
co-stars in 2011).

Rickman and  
wife Rima Horton

(in 2010) were 
“devoted in life and
there for each other 

in death,” said friend
Catherine Bailey.
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“He was the most 
charismatic, sexy 

thing I’d seen”
—Ruby Wax

with explosions, and I was holding a gun.”
His weapon in later movies was an air of 

menace—he was an outrageous Sheriff of 
Nottingham in Robin Hood: Prince of Thieves 
in 1991—but he was also the romantic lead  
of Truly, Madly, Deeply in 1990 and 1995’s 
Sense and Sensibility.

He returned to theatre 
often. He had worked his way 
through RADA as a dresser 
before joining the Royal 
Shakespeare Company,  
where his Liaisons 
performance scored him a 
Tony nomination. Co-star Lindsay Duncan 
(with whom he reunited in 2002’s Private 
Lives on Broadway and in the West End) said 
audiences would leave the theatre wanting to 
have sex “and preferably with Alan Rickman.” 
For 20 years, he directed stand-up shows 
by his friend Ruby Wax, who recalled when 
she first saw him onstage, “He was the most 
charismatic, sexy thing I’d ever seen.”

What Wax calls Rickman’s “brilliant” 

comedic timing was showcased when he voiced 
a monarch in an episode of King of the Hill and 
a megalomaniac pilot fish in the Danish Help! 
I’m a Fish. Unconcerned about never winning 
an Oscar (“Parts win prizes, not actors”), he 
regularly parodied his theatrical roots, including 
in 1999’s Galaxy Quest. 

He was born “a card-
carrying member of the 
Labour Party.” Involved with 
charities including Saving 
Faces and the International 
Performers’ Aid Trust, in  
2005 Rickman directed the 

award-winning play My Name Is Rachel 
Corrie, which he co-edited from the emails of  
a student killed while protesting against the 
Israel Defense Forces in the Gaza Strip. He 
believed art should educate as well as entertain 
and was angered by the inaccurate ending 
of 1996 biopic Michael Collins. “Actors are 
agents of change,” he said. “A film, a piece of 
theatre, a piece of music or a book can make a 
difference. It can change the world.” His final 

job was taping a voiceover at his London  
home in November for This Tortoise Could 
Save a Life, in aid of Save the Children and 
Refugee Council. 

His last roles included King Louis XIV  
in 2014’s A Little Chaos, a romance set in 
Versailles, which he directed, and he has  
two movies due for release: Alice Through  
the Looking Glass, in which he voices the 
Caterpillar, and Eye in the Sky, a thriller  
about drone warfare that won rave reviews  
at September’s Toronto Film Festival.

Last year, Rickman was asked which of  
all his roles was closest to his true self. “All  
of them,” he told Empire. “You’re always 
drawing on yourself somehow, whether you 
stick a wig on or an accent.” For Emma 
Thompson, it was that self, “his humour, 
intelligence, wisdom and kindness,” that made 
him a great artist: “his ineffable and cynical  
wit, the clarity with which he saw most things, 
including me, and the fact that he never spared 
me the view.”
n By Kate Halfpenny

STAR  
TURNS
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1991 
No-one could out-cad
Rickman, having fun as the
wicked sheriff in Robin
Hood: Prince of Thieves.

1988
Die Hard was 

“genuinely witty,” 
said Rickman of the 

blockbuster that 
made him a star. 

1995 
Co-star Emma 

Thompson “couldn’t 
wait to see what 

Rickman [with Kate 
Winslet in Sense and 

Sensibility] was 
going to do with  

his face next.” 

1998
A “towering  

person, physically, 
mentally,” said  

Helen Mirren (in 
Antony and Cleopatra 

at London’s Royal 
National Theatre).

2014
Rickman directed (and starred 

opposite Winslet) in A Little 
Chaos, set in Versailles.

2003
Tempted by a she-devil  

(Heike Makatsch) in Love 
Actually, he betrayed his wife, 

played by Emma Thompson.

1999
Rickman (second from left) aired his

comic charms in Galaxy Quest with Tim

Allen (far left) and Sigourney Weaver.
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“I remember being so 
intimidated by him when intimidated by him when 

we worked together when I we worked together when I 
was 19, because he had such was 19, because he had such 

a powerful and commanding a powerful and commanding 
presence. And that voice! Oh, presence. And that voice! Oh, 

that voice … But the reality, that voice … But the reality, 
of course, was that he was the of course, was that he was the 

kindest and best of men.  kindest and best of men.  
Had the patience of a saint. Had the patience of a saint. 

He was a warm-hearted He was a warm-hearted 
puppy dog who would do puppy dog who would do 

anything for anyone”anything for anyone”
—Kate Winslet—Kate Winslet

“Even though he has gone,  “Even though he has gone,  
I will always hear his voice”I will always hear his voice”

—Rupert Grint—Rupert Grint

“People said he wasn’t sexy “People said he wasn’t sexy 
enough. Heterosexual enough. Heterosexual 
directors in the theatre directors in the theatre 

didn’t think he was attractive didn’t think he was attractive 
to women—just about the to women—just about the 

greatest miscalculation  greatest miscalculation  
in showbiz history”in showbiz history”

—Stephen Poliakoff—Stephen Poliakoff

“He was utterly distinctive, “He was utterly distinctive, 
with a voice that could with a voice that could 

suggest honey or a hidden suggest honey or a hidden 
stiletto blade, and the profile stiletto blade, and the profile 

of a Roman emperor”of a Roman emperor”
—Helen Mirren—Helen Mirren

“He’d say my lines and  “He’d say my lines and  
I would weep with laughter. I would weep with laughter. 
But he could also play dry: But he could also play dry: 
the eyes would go slit-like the eyes would go slit-like 

and he’d deliver unbelievable and he’d deliver unbelievable 
lines. I don’t think Alan was lines. I don’t think Alan was 
appreciated as much as he appreciated as much as he 

should have been”should have been”
—Ruby Wax—Ruby Wax

“He was, above all “He was, above all 
things, a rare and things, a rare and 

unique human being unique human being 
and we shall not see  and we shall not see  

his like again”his like again”
—Emma Thompson—Emma Thompson

“Even when he was ill, he  
had that great stillness and  
great dignity,” said Catherine 
Bailey of the actor (in 2011).

“He was the  
finest of actors  

and directors,” said 
Thompson (with 
the star in 1998).



The ‘Iron Man’ star and her boyfriend, TV producer 
Brad Falchuk, strip back and soak up some sun in Mexico

GWYNETH
PALTROW’SPALTROW’S Loved-up

36 l  Who  

Falchuk and Paltrow (in 
Mexico on Jan. 14) each 

have two children: he has 
Isabella and Brody from 
his 10-year marriage to 

producer Suzanne Bukinik 
and Paltrow has Apple  

and Moses.

Paltrow took a 
break in Positano, break in Positano, 
Italy, with Falchuk Italy, with Falchuk 

last July, and last July, and 
holidayed with holidayed with 

her ex Chris her ex Chris 
Martin and their Martin and their 

children in  children in  
Mexico last April.Mexico last April.



Scene

It is no challenge to feel good if you are IIt is no challenge to feel good if you are Islipping into the sea on a Mexican beach, Islipping into the sea on a Mexican beach, IIbut actress Gwyneth Paltrow was positively Ibut actress Gwyneth Paltrow was positively IIbeaming on Jan. 14 as she took in the sun, Ibeaming on Jan. 14 as she took in the sun, IIthe surf and some fruit-infused water with Ithe surf and some fruit-infused water with IIher boyfriend, Glee and American Horror Iher boyfriend, Glee and American Horror IIStory creator Brad Falchuk. In October, the IStory creator Brad Falchuk. In October, the IITV producer, whose show Scream Queens ITV producer, whose show Scream Queens II
has just been renewed by Fox for a second has just been renewed by Fox for a second 

II
season, told Wseason, told WHO things were going “very HO things were going “very 
great” with his movie-star girlfriend. great” with his movie-star girlfriend. 

Paltrow, 43, and Falchuk, 44, only made Paltrow, 43, and Falchuk, 44, only made 
their relationship “Instagram official” in their relationship “Instagram official” in 
September, first being linked in August 2014 September, first being linked in August 2014 
after they were spotted flying to Utah. after they were spotted flying to Utah. 
Paltrow’s “conscious uncoupling”—a term Paltrow’s “conscious uncoupling”—a term 
she has since called “goofy”—from Chris she has since called “goofy”—from Chris 
Martin in March 2014 came a year after Martin in March 2014 came a year after 
Falchuk’s own divorce.Falchuk’s own divorce.

The actress-entrepreneur, who is The actress-entrepreneur, who is 
nominated for a Golden Raspberry Award nominated for a Golden Raspberry Award 
for Worst Actress for her turn in Mortdecai, for Worst Actress for her turn in Mortdecai, 
has this month launched a line with Juice has this month launched a line with Juice 
Beauty of “antioxidant-rich, vegan makeup” Beauty of “antioxidant-rich, vegan makeup” 
that retails for less than $72 from her Goop that retails for less than $72 from her Goop 
website, and is made from certified organic website, and is made from certified organic 
ingredients. Goop has also released its Detox ingredients. Goop has also released its Detox 
Menu for 2016, which forbids “gluten, dairy, Menu for 2016, which forbids “gluten, dairy, 
corn, soy, caffeine, alcohol, added sugar, red corn, soy, caffeine, alcohol, added sugar, red 
meat, shellfish” and more. Although Paltrow meat, shellfish” and more. Although Paltrow 
said this month, “I think there’s a lot of said this month, “I think there’s a lot of 
misinformation about what I actually eat;  misinformation about what I actually eat;  
I really don’t have any rules,” Goop states  I really don’t have any rules,” Goop states  
of its annual clean-up guide, “the rules are of its annual clean-up guide, “the rules are 
straightforward, but a little rough.” straightforward, but a little rough.” n
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SWIM
THINGS

Paltrow is wearing a “Gabi” 
top and “Estella” bottoms by 

L*Space, the California-based 
resort and swimwear brand  
also seen on the bodies of 

Rihanna, Emily Ratajkowski, 
Cameron Diaz, Rebecca 

Romijn and several 
Kardashians.

Even when Paltrow 
played an obese woman played an obese woman 

in 2001’s Shallow Hal,  in 2001’s Shallow Hal,  
she followed a strict she followed a strict 

macrobiotic diet, eating macrobiotic diet, eating 
raw foods and avoiding raw foods and avoiding 
caffeine and sugar. “I’ve caffeine and sugar. “I’ve 

had issues with my body,” had issues with my body,” 
she told Wshe told WHO at the time.HO at the time.

In October, Falchuk told 
WHO that Paltrow was 

“awesome”: “That’s  
what everybody  
loves about her.”



A television series has the world asking: are the right men  
in prison for the brutal murder  of 25-year-old Teresa Halbach?

INSIDE THE MAKING A MURDERER CASE
Avery (top right) and nephew 
Dassey (bottom) are serving life Dassey (bottom) are serving life 
sentences for the murder of  Teresa sentences for the murder of  Teresa 
Halbach (in an undated photo). Halbach (in an undated photo). 
Both maintain their innocence.Both maintain their innocence.
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he last time Teresa Halbach’s 
family saw her, it was a family saw her, it was a 
celebration. On Oct. 30, 2005, celebration. On Oct. 30, 2005, 
the close-knit dairy-farming the close-knit dairy-farming 
family from St John, Wisconsin, family from St John, Wisconsin, 

gathered at Teresa’s grandparents’ house gathered at Teresa’s grandparents’ house 
for her grandfather’s 71st birthday. A for her grandfather’s 71st birthday. A 
professional photographer, Teresa “was professional photographer, Teresa “was 
always taking pictures of children and always taking pictures of children and 
family,” recalls her aunt Kay Giordana. family,” recalls her aunt Kay Giordana. 
But that night, Teresa sympathetically But that night, Teresa sympathetically 
fussed over her grandmother’s flaring fussed over her grandmother’s flaring 
back troubles. “She was wishing her back troubles. “She was wishing her 
grandpa ‘Happy birthday’ and asking grandpa ‘Happy birthday’ and asking 
her grandma to get better soon,” says her grandma to get better soon,” says 
her aunt Carol Stumpf. “That’s the last her aunt Carol Stumpf. “That’s the last 
time I saw her.” time I saw her.” 

The following day Teresa kept  The following day Teresa kept  
three appointments for her side job  three appointments for her side job  
as a photographer for Auto Trader as a photographer for Auto Trader 
magazine, the last at Avery Auto magazine, the last at Avery Auto 
Salvage in nearby Manitowoc County, Salvage in nearby Manitowoc County, 
and then vanished. The 25-year-old’s and then vanished. The 25-year-old’s 
charred bones were discovered 10 days charred bones were discovered 10 days 
later in a burn pit behind the trailer of later in a burn pit behind the trailer of 
Steven Avery, whose family Steven Avery, whose family 
owns the 16ha salvage owns the 16ha salvage 
yard. “Teresa trusted yard. “Teresa trusted 
the world and never the world and never 
thought of anyone as a thought of anyone as a 
bad person,” says Stumpf. bad person,” says Stumpf. 
“Ever since this happened, “Ever since this happened, 
it has definitely changed it has definitely changed 
my thinking now. You my thinking now. You 
can’t trust everybody. You have to be can’t trust everybody. You have to be 
very careful.”very careful.”

Trust is the core issue enmeshed Trust is the core issue enmeshed 
in the complex murder case of Teresa in the complex murder case of Teresa 
Halbach—and a question that is now Halbach—and a question that is now 
being asked far outside the reaches of being asked far outside the reaches of 
Manitowoc County. Today Avery, 53, Manitowoc County. Today Avery, 53, 
sits in Waupun Correctional Institution sits in Waupun Correctional Institution 
serving a life sentence with no chance  serving a life sentence with no chance  
of parole for Teresa’s murder. But  of parole for Teresa’s murder. But  
the Netflix phenomenon Making the Netflix phenomenon Making 
a Murderer, a 10-part docuseries a Murderer, a 10-part docuseries 
re-examining Avery’s extraordinary re-examining Avery’s extraordinary 
prosecution, has hundreds of thousands prosecution, has hundreds of thousands 
of people asking if law enforcement and of people asking if law enforcement and 
the courts got the wrong guy—again. the courts got the wrong guy—again. 
Avery, after all, first made headlines in Avery, after all, first made headlines in 
the US in 2003 when belatedly tested the US in 2003 when belatedly tested 
DNA evidence exonerated him of a rape DNA evidence exonerated him of a rape 
conviction for which he had already conviction for which he had already 
served 18 years in prison. He became served 18 years in prison. He became 
the inspiration for Wisconsin’s 2005 the inspiration for Wisconsin’s 2005 
Criminal Justice Reform law, requiring Criminal Justice Reform law, requiring 
inter ro gations to be videotaped inter ro gations to be videotaped 
and changing how and changing how DNA evidence is DNA evidence is 
processed. Avery was in the middle of processed. Avery was in the middle of 
suing Manitowoc County, its former suing Manitowoc County, its former 
sheriff and its former district attorney sheriff and its former district attorney 

for $36 million for his wrongful for $36 million for his wrongful 
conviction when Teresa went missing. conviction when Teresa went missing. 
(From jail, he settled the suit for (From jail, he settled the suit for 
$400,000 in 2006.)$400,000 in 2006.)

Was evidence in her murder  Was evidence in her murder  
planted, as Avery claims, by a sheriff’s planted, as Avery claims, by a sheriff’s 
department bent on vindicating itself department bent on vindicating itself 
and proving him a violent criminal? and proving him a violent criminal? 
“The reaction of most viewers is shock “The reaction of most viewers is shock 
and outrage,” says Avery’s former and outrage,” says Avery’s former 
defence lawyer Jerry Buting. “The defence lawyer Jerry Buting. “The 
documentary shines a harsh light on documentary shines a harsh light on 
the part of the criminal-justice system the part of the criminal-justice system 
most never see.” Among the most most never see.” Among the most 
shocking allegations presented in the shocking allegations presented in the 
show: defence claims that police planted show: defence claims that police planted 
Teresa’s car key in Avery’s trailer and  Teresa’s car key in Avery’s trailer and  
his blood in her car, and coerced Avery’s  his blood in her car, and coerced Avery’s  
then-16-year-old nephew Brendan then-16-year-old nephew Brendan 
Dassey into making a false confession. Dassey into making a false confession. 

But authorities insist that Making  But authorities insist that Making  
a Murderer filmmakers Moira Demos a Murderer filmmakers Moira Demos 
and Laura Ricciardi presented only  and Laura Ricciardi presented only  
a fraction of the evidence implicating a fraction of the evidence implicating 
Avery and Dassey. In addition to what  Avery and Dassey. In addition to what  

is seen in the series, is seen in the series, 
authorities also introduced authorities also introduced 
evidence of Avery’s evidence of Avery’s DNA DNA 
being found on the bonnet being found on the bonnet 
latch of Teresa’s car—latch of Teresa’s car—
though Buting points out though Buting points out 
his fingerprints were not—his fingerprints were not—
and reports that Avery and reports that Avery 
“targeted” Teresa, using “targeted” Teresa, using 

a fake name to trick her into taking a fake name to trick her into taking 
the Auto Trader assignment that day. the Auto Trader assignment that day. 
According to prosecutors, Teresa had According to prosecutors, Teresa had 
vowed not to go back to Avery Salvage vowed not to go back to Avery Salvage 
after, months earlier, Avery had greeted after, months earlier, Avery had greeted 
her at the door wearing nothing but a her at the door wearing nothing but a 
towel. “Teresa told me, ‘He looks at towel. “Teresa told me, ‘He looks at 
me weird. He creeps me out,’ ” says her me weird. He creeps me out,’ ” says her 
long-time friend Gina Haring. long-time friend Gina Haring. 

Authorities also take issue with the Authorities also take issue with the 
sympathetic portrayal of Avery and a sympathetic portrayal of Avery and a 
glossing-over of his past offences. He glossing-over of his past offences. He 
was convicted of burglary in 1981 and was convicted of burglary in 1981 and 
animal cruelty in 1982 for dousing the animal cruelty in 1982 for dousing the 
family cat with petrol and throwing  family cat with petrol and throwing  
it on a bonfire. it on a bonfire. 

Ten neighbours of the Avery family Ten neighbours of the Avery family 
—all speaking on condition they not —all speaking on condition they not 
be named for fear of retribution—were be named for fear of retribution—were 
unanimous and vehement about Avery’s unanimous and vehement about Avery’s 
guilt. One man says the show raises guilt. One man says the show raises 
doubts only for outsiders: “We hope doubts only for outsiders: “We hope 
Steven doesn’t get out because of this. Steven doesn’t get out because of this. 
Those of us who live here know that Those of us who live here know that 
he’s guilty.”he’s guilty.”

Filmmakers Demos and Ricciardi, Filmmakers Demos and Ricciardi, 
who moved to Wisconsin and who moved to Wisconsin and 
worked 10 years on the series, worked 10 years on the series, 

OCT. 31, 2005
Freelance photographer  
Teresa Halbach, wearing  

jeans, a white shirt and a jacket, 
leaves the home she shares  

with flatmate Scott Bloedorn.  
She has three appointments  

to photograph vehicles for sale 
for Auto Trader magazine.  

 The Avery Auto Salvage yard  
is her last stop of the day. A 

school-bus driver says she sees 
Teresa taking pictures on the 

property about 3.30 PM.

NOV. 5, 2005
 While searching the salvage  
yard, run by Steven Avery’s 

brothers Earl and Charles, Teresa’s 
cousin Pam Sturm and Sturm’s 

daughter find Teresa’s SUV  
covered with debris.

NOV. 9, 2005  
Authorities arrest Steven Avery  

for being a felon in possession of a 
firearm. The next day, the sheriff 

says a woman’s remains have been  
found on Avery’s property. The FBI 

later confirms it is Teresa. 

MARCH 3, 2006
 Authorities interrogate Avery’s 

16-year-old nephew Brendan 
Dassey without his mother or 

lawyer present. He confesses to 
helping Avery kill Teresa,  but later 

recants his story. 

MARCH 18, 2007
A jury convicts Avery of Teresa’s 
murder. Six weeks later Dassey  
is convicted of homicide. Both  
are sentenced to life in prison.  

Both have appealed their 
convictions without success.

NOV. 3, 2005
Teresa’s parents, Tom and Karen 

Halbach, report Teresa missing. Her 
ex-boyfriend Ryan Hillegas and 

Bloedorn help organise a search.

A TIMELINE  
OF THE 
INVESTIGATION  

“He looks at 
me weird ...  
He creeps  

me out”
—Teresa Halbach

T
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‘The right 
people know 

the truth...  
100 per cent  
Steven did it’

—Kay Giordana

say their only agenda “was just to get people 
talking.” That agenda seems to have been met: 
more than 500,000 people have signed online 
petitions demanding pardons for Avery and 
Dassey, now 26. Wisconsin Governor Scott 
Walker says he has a policy against pardons; 
the White House notes that President Obama 
has no authority over state cases. But the 
attention has won Avery, who maintains his 
innocence, two new lawyers: Tricia Bushnell 
of the Wisconsin Innocence Project and 
Kathleen Zellner, who specialises in wrongful 
convictions. Says Zellner: “Teresa Halbach’s 
killer is free.”

Teresa’s family does not agree. Stumpf poses 
a rhetorical question for Avery, who declined 
his turn on the witness stand: “If you really 
are innocent, why didn’t you take the stand 
and tell your story?” For them, the series 

rubs salt in wounds that will never close. “It’s 
terrible,” Giordana says of re-traumatising the 
Halbachs with what Teresa’s cousin-in-law 
Jeremy Fournier calls a “so very one-sided” 
production. (The filmmakers say 
they invited the Halbach family 
to participate in the series, but the 
family declined.) What those who 
knew Teresa see missing at the 
heart of the Making a Murderer 
storm is that her life and light 
were lost.

“Teresa cared so much about 
other people, and you could see  
it in her photographs,” says 
one long-time friend who, because of the 
anger provoked by the series, asks to remain 
anonymous. “Teresa made everyone and 
everything beautiful.” And she was well on 

her way to making her future. After graduating 
from the University of Wisconsin, Teresa decided 
to make a professional go of her hobby with 
the camera, and by the time she was 23 she 

had started her own business, 
Photography by Teresa, while 
juggling as many jobs as she had to 
to afford the world travel that she 
also loved. 

For all her wanderlust, Teresa 
was both a homebody who lived 
next door to her parents and a 
“bubbly” chatterbox who didn’t 
walk up to a friend so much as 
“come bebopping over,” says 

Haring, a friend since kindergarten. When Teresa 
found a stray cat staring at her own feline, Mila, 
through the window, she photographed the quirky 
moment before adopting the stray and creating 
a 20-page picture book on the cats’ friendship. 
“Teresa did the neatest stuff,” says Giordana.

After Teresa’s death, her family found a video 
she had made three years earlier. Hauntingly 
poignant, it shows Teresa speaking into the 
camera: “Let’s say I died tomorrow. I don’t think  
I will. I think I have a lot more to do ... I just 
want people I love to know that whenever I died, 
that I was happy.” Her aunts surmise she made 
the video because her father died at age 31 and 
she wondered if she, too, would die young.  
“She was not in trouble,” says Giordana. Pearce 
Photography owner Tom Pearce, for whom 
Teresa also worked, testified at the trial that she 
got—and screened—“nuisance calls at all  
hours”hours” from a repeat number she didn’t share from a repeat number she didn’t share
withwith him. One time, two or three weeks before him. One time, two or three weeks before
herher murder, “she got this phone call,” Pearce murder, “she got this phone call,” Pearce
testified,testified, “looked a little upset and said, ‘Oh,  “looked a little upset and said, ‘Oh,
notnot him again.’ ”him again.’”

Could that “him” be a murderer still on the 
loose? Avery’s former defence lawyer Dean Strang oose? Avery’s former defence lawyer Dean Strang
says,says, “The case still keeps me up.” Strang insists “The case still keeps me up.” Strang insists
thethe story Dassey told when he confessed to helping story Dassey told when he confessed to helping

SMILEY  
AND SWEET

 Teresa (left, in Year 1) “never 
had a bad day,” says her teacher 
Jean Wollerman. Photographing 

children was a passion for 
Teresa (above, with cousin 
Arianna), who wrote that 

she aimed to “see  
the world.” 

Torn apart: Allan and Dolores Avery

maintain their son Steven (far right) and 

grandson Brendan (far left) were framed.

“The cops should sit [in prison] for a

while,” Dolores told filmmakers.



KEN KRATZ
After a 2010 sexting scandal ended his 

DA career (he blames prescription  
drugs,  saying he is now clean), former 

prosecutor Kratz started his own law firm. 
Business has suffered: “The Avery case 

wasn’t on my mind. Now it can’t not be.”

KAREN HALBACH
Teresa’s mother doesn’t talk publicly 

about her daughter’s death. “Karen has 
been through a lot,” says Teresa’s aunt 
Carol Stumpf. “She is a strong woman. 

Believing in God  is probably what 
helped her get through this.”

LEN KACHINSKY
Kachinsky, who was Dassey’s first lawyer 

before he was dismissed for allowing  
his client to be questioned alone by 

investigators, was a co-partner at his law 
firm, Sisson & Kachinsky Law.  A source 

at his firm says he is retiring. 

BARBARA TADYCH
Dassey’s mother is still fighting for  
her son’s release and shares letters  

from him on her Facebook page.  
Along with husband Scott, she visits 

Dassey every week at Green Bay 
Correctional Institution.

DEAN STRANG  
& JERRY BUTING

Strang and Buting are still defence 
lawyers and occasionally visit Avery in 
prison. Both hope new evidence could 

come to light. Says Buting: “Some 
interesting information is surfacing.”

ANDREW COLBORN
Allegations by Avery’s defence team that 
Colborn planted key evidence to frame 
Avery have not affected his job: he still 

works for the Manitowoc County 
Sheriff’s Department as a lieutenant 

with the detective division.

SANDY GREENMAN
The retired lab worker began writing to 
Avery while he was in prison, and they 

became engaged. Now, though, the two 
are just friends. “A prison relationship is 
hard to maintain,” she says. Still, “I can’t 

see him as a guilty person.”” 

JODI STACHOWSKI
Avery’s girlfriend at the time  
of his arrest, Stachowski told  
US TV host Nancy Grace she  
believed he was guilty. “He’d  

beat me all the time,” she said.

his uncle rape and murder Teresa isn’t plausible. 
“A socially immature, cognitively low- functioning “A socially immature, cognitively low- functioning 
16-year-old16-year-old who has never had any sexual who16-year-old who has never had any sexual has16-year-old who has never had any sexual never had16-year-old who has never had any sexual any sexual16-year-old who has never had any sexual 
experience supposedly goes into his 43-year-old 
uncle’s trailer ... takes off all his clothes, manages 
to get sexually aroused and assault a screaming, 
tied-down woman under the watchful eye of his 
uncle? That didn’t happen.” 

Strang also points to the lack of physical 
evidence in Avery’s trailer, which Dassey 
described as the murder scene. “Where’s all the 
blood?” says Strang. Former prosecutor Ken 
Kratz dismisses that as irrelevant. “Brendan never 
said she was killed in the house,” says Kratz, 
who resigned as prosecutor in 2010 for  sexting 
a crime victim (see above). “It’s always been my 
theory that when Brendan said, ‘I cut her on the 
throat,’ I suspect Brendan did little more than a 
superficial cut.” 

But Richard Mahler, who was excused from 

Avery’s jury midway through deliberations  
due to a family emergency, insists, “The jury due to a family emergency, insists, “The jury jdue to a family emergency, insists, “The jury ydue to a family emergency, insists, “The jury 
didn’tdidn’t base their verdict on the evidence.” Says base their verdict on the evidence.” Says
Mahler: “We had the father of a Manitowoc 
County sheriff’s deputy on the jury.” 

And the legal battle continues. Northwestern 
University’s Center on Wrongful Convictions 
of Youth has taken Dassey’s case to federal 
court, arguing that investigators fed the boy 
facts and took advantage of his slow intellect. 
And Zellner, now on Avery’s case, says 
she intends to add him to her “long list of 
wrongful-conviction exonerations.” Already, 
new leads and “some interesting information 
is surfacing” thanks to the publicity, says 
Buting. It all buoys Avery, says his former 
fiancée Sandy Greenman, especially the 
messages of support from viewers of the 
docuseries. “Steven’s in a really good place,” 
Sandy says. “It’s not just the [new] lawyer,  

it’s the people—it makes him smile.”
Whatever legal manoeuvres come, Whatever legal manoeuvres come, gaWhatever legal manoeuvres come, manoeuvresWhatever legal manoeuvres come, come,Whatever legal manoeuvres come, 

Teresa’s family appear determined to keep 
their focus on her memory. Siblings, cousins, 
aunts and uncles all drive around Calumet 
County with “Live Life Like Teresa” bumper 
stickers. Come March 22, Teresa’s family 
will gather to mark what should have been 
her 36th birthday. Every year, says Stumpf, 
“they go out and celebrate for her.” And for 
those who were closest to Teresa, opinions 
about who killed her won’t bring her back. 
“Everyone watching the show is entitled to 
their opinions,” says Teresa’s college classmate 
Katie Uttech. “I just miss Teresa being around 
and not being able to make more memories 
together.”
n By Sandra Sobieraj Westfall and Tara  
Fowler. Reported by K.C. Baker, Christine 
Pelisek, Jeff Truesdell and Kari Lydersen
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COMES  CLKhl
Staying balanced 
during a 
turbulent past 
three months, 
“The gym has 
been my release,” 
Kardashian (on 
Jan. 15 in New 
York) tells WHO. 
“It’s like buying 
your sanity.”

Kardashian
told WHO she
lost about 
18kg through a 
combination of 
frequent training
sessions and
giving up dairy.

W earing a form-fitting  
J Lux Label bodysuit and 
skirt that threw her 18kg 
weight loss into sharp 
focus, Khloé Kardashian 

left her New York hotel to be a guest  
on the Live! with Kelly and Michael 
show on Jan. 15. The reality star was 
on the publicity trail for her new TV 
show, Kocktails with Khloé, and her 
new book, Strong Looks Better Naked, 
but she had yet more to reveal. 

Days earlier, in a candid radio 
interview with shock jock Howard 
Stern, Kardashian, 31, discussed 
estranged husband Lamar Odom’s 
substance-abuse issues and how she 
made the basketballer promise never to 
visit a brothel again, after he was found 
unconscious from a drug overdose at 

a Nevada brothel on Oct. 13. “I said, 
‘Listen, you do whatever the f--k  
you want to do, but please promise  
me you’ll never go back to that 
disgusting brothel again. And if you 
want to pay someone, you can pay 
someone in the privacy of your hotel,’ ” 
Kardashian, who was by Odom’s 
side for his recovery, told Stern before 
conceding that Odom was also 
unfaithful to her for “the majority”  
of their time together.

“He was so good [at hiding it],”  
she explained. “Nothing on his cell 
phones—he had an assistant and they 
were all on his assistant’s phones, so he 
was really crafty ... It was disgusting.” 

It wasn’t until one of the women 
gave an interview that she confronted 
her husband, who on Jan. 6 was 



S  CLEANhloé

When Odom (in June 2012) 
was in hospital, Kardashian 
“didn’t leave the room for a 

month,” she told WHO. “I went 
a week without showering.”

“It was some of the 
best times of my best times of my 
life,” says Kardashian life,” says Kardashian 
(on her wedding  (on her wedding  
day in 2009) of  day in 2009) of  
her marriage.her marriage.

Caitlyn Jenner 
(with Kardashian
in August 2015)
wasn’t always 
open about her 
transition, says 
the reality star.

The star opens up about 
her husband’s infidelity 
and stepdad’s transition  

Update

BODY 
BEAUTIFUL BEAUTIFUL 

Kardashian, who showed Kardashian, who showed 
off her toned body in off her toned body in 

jumpsuits on Jan. 13 and  jumpsuits on Jan. 13 and  
on Jan. 15 (right). on Jan. 15 (right). 
“Working out has “Working out has 
become a healthy become a healthy 

addiction.”addiction.”
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“He was really 
crafty ... it was 

disgusting”
—Kardashian on her ex

released from Cedars-Sinai Medical 
Center in Los Angeles and moved 
into a live-in rehabilitation centre. 

Despite the cheating, Kardashian 
—she is now dating Houston 
Rockets basketballer James 
Harden—doesn’t 
regret her whirlwind 
romance with Odom, 
whom she married  
in 2009 after 
knowing him for 
only a month.  
“I don’t hate him,  
I love him dearly and I will always 
love him,” she said. 

In the same interview, Kardashian 
also detailed how her then-stepfather 
lied to her about his now-famous 
transition from Bruce Jenner to 

Caitlyn. After media reports, 
Kardashian and her sisters 
confronted Bruce, who constantly 
denied the rumours. Instead, the 
truth was revealed by a staffer  
at E! (the network that airs 

Keeping up with the 
Kardashians) when 
they mentioned plans 
for the 66-year-old’s 
own reality show,  
I Am Cait.

“That’s the first  
we heard of it ...  

We felt so like, ‘What the f--k? 
We’ve been asking you, and why  
do business people know?’ ” But  
as she acknowledged, “I think it 
was for security.” 
n By Karlie Rutherford



After scoring an 
Oscar, the star reaps 

acclaim playing a 
transgender woman

Redmayne
counts on wife 
Hannah (on
Dec. 8) to call 
him out “if
I drink the
Kool-Aid, and
to say, ‘Wait
a second.’ ”

HIS LIFE-CHAN

E
Eddie Redmayne

ddie Redmayne’s favourite 
memory from Oscar night 
last February wasn’t the 
moment he won Best 
Actor for his portrayal of 
Stephen Hawking in The 
Theory of Everything. “At 

4 or 5 AM, my wife and about six or seven 
friends were back at the hotel,” he says. “We 
were having drinks on the roof of the Sunset 
Tower, and the sun began coming up over 
Sunset Boulevard. If you’re an Englishman, 
that’s the romantic Los Angeles dream. That 
is the memory I will not forget.”

So what did the still-rising star do for an 
encore? He delivered what some critics have 

“It’s a ride for both 
of us,” says Eddie 
Redmayne of 
his eventful year 
with wife Hannah 
Bagshawe.



“Eddie’s 
dedication is 

unbelievable”
—director Tom Hooper

called his best performance yet in the new movie 
The Danish Girl (review, p. 71), in which he 
plays transgender artist Lili Elbe, one of the first 
people to undergo gender-reassignment surgery 
in the early 20th century. Redmayne, 34, will 
head into another busy awards season, and a 
shot at a second straight Oscar, with his wife at 
his side. He and pubic-relations executive 
Hannah Bagshawe,33, married in late 2014— 
“It was the most wonderful thing,” he says with 
a grin. “It was a small wedding, but it was 
wonderful”—and in December 
the couple confirmed that they are 
expecting their first child in June. 

While Lili’s story might seem 
especially timely now, Redmayne 
was actually first offered the role 
by director Tom Hooper when 
the two were filming 2012’s Les 
Misérables. “I was sucker-punched by  
the unique beauty of it,” he says. While Hooper 
and producers hunted down financing, 
Redmayne dived into research to play Lili, 
seeking advice from many transgender people. 
“Some of the women offered surface advice,” he 
says. “April Ashley, an elder trans-woman in 
England, said about my voice, ‘Don’t go up in 
pitch. Find the femininity in your own voice.’ ” 
The key, he says, was “this idea that Lili was 
born Lili. Society and her notion of what was 
right in that period meant she had a forced 
masculinity.” And so when Lili first began to 
transition, as shown in Gerda’s early paintings 

of her in wigs and wearing bright lipstick,  
“there was almost an affectation to her 
femininity. Some of the trans women I spoke  
to talked about this phase of hyperfeminisation, 
when you’re wearing too much makeup or 
clothes that are too feminine.” 

“Eddie’s dedication is unbelievable,” says 
Hooper. “When he returned to the set right  
after the Oscars, he  talked about the weekend 
for maybe three minutes and then said, ‘Well, we 
should get back to it.’ He’s the most 

extraordinarily humble person.” 
Shortly thereafter he started 

working on Fantastic Beasts  
and Where to Find Them, the 
highly anticipated adaptation  
of J.K. Rowling’s book about  
creatures in the Harry Potter 
universe; Redmayne plays main 

character Newt Scamander. After back-to-back 
serious roles, he says, “I’m having the time of 
my life. There are moments when you look 
down on-set and see thousands of extras and the 
extraordinary cars, and you feel immersed. 
That’s when I get goosebumps.”

For Redmayne, 2015 was the kind of  
year most actors can only dream of. “The 
weirdest thing is, if you’re lucky enough to  
have the sort of luck I had, your life bulldozes 
and you don’t have time to breathe,” he says. 
“But it’s been extraordinary. The most  
wonderful whirlwind.” 
n By Mary Green

ANGING YEAR 

The Real
Danish

Girl
Lili Elbe was a trail blazer, 
one of the first people to live 
openly as a transgender 
woman. Named Einar 
Wegener at birth, Elbe 
(shown pre-transition far 
left, post-transition near left) 
was a prominent Danish 
artist in the 1920s. “When I 
think how courageous you 
would have to be —no-one 
had heard of trans gender at 
the time,” says Danish Girl 
screenwriter Lucinda Coxon. 
It helped that Elbe had the 
support of her wife, painter 
Gerda Gottlieb. Says director 
Tom Hooper: “Theirs was an 
extra ordinary love story.” 
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EDDIE HITS  
HIS STRIDE

Redmayne
joked that 
Oscar night 
“was a mixture
of jet lag,
caffeine and
alcohol.”

 Shooting 
The Danish 
Girl “was a 
mammoth 

education,” 
said 

Redmayne.

 Before starting Fantastic 
Beasts, he met with 
author J.K. Rowling.

Catching Up

Who l 45  



 n many ways Julianna Snow 
is a typical 5-year-old girl. She is a typical 5-year-old girl. She 
loves princesses and Disney loves princesses and Disney 
movies, her favourite colour movies, her favourite colour 
is pink and she would rather is pink and she would rather 
play than do just about any-play than do just about any-
thing else. “Julianna has a huge thing else. “Julianna has a huge 
imagination,” says her mother, imagination,” says her mother, 
Michelle Moon, as she helps Michelle Moon, as she helps 
Julianna arrange the plastic Julianna arrange the plastic 

figurines in her toy palace. “She always has figurines in her toy palace. “She always has 
some sort of drama going—like one person some sort of drama going—like one person 
isn’t listening or they’re arguing,” she laughs. isn’t listening or they’re arguing,” she laughs. 
“I try to get them to reconcile, but she wants  “I try to get them to reconcile, but she wants  
to keep it going.”to keep it going.”

But Julianna is no ordinary little girl. She  But Julianna is no ordinary little girl. She  
is terminally ill with a rare, aggressive form  is terminally ill with a rare, aggressive form  
of Charcot-Marie-Tooth Disease (of Charcot-Marie-Tooth Disease (CMT), a CMT), a 
degenerative neuromuscular illness that has degenerative neuromuscular illness that has 
steadily robbed her of her ability to walk,  steadily robbed her of her ability to walk,  
eat or even breathe on her own. Michelle, a eat or even breathe on her own. Michelle, a 
neurologist, and her husband, Steve Snow,  neurologist, and her husband, Steve Snow,  
38, a US Air Force veteran (they also have a 38, a US Air Force veteran (they also have a 
7-year-old son, Alex), have tried everything to 7-year-old son, Alex), have tried everything to 
help her, including travelling from their home  help her, including travelling from their home  
in Washougal, Washington state, to Iowa to see  in Washougal, Washington state, to Iowa to see  
Dr Michael Shy, one of the world’s Dr Michael Shy, one of the world’s 
leading experts on leading experts on CMT. “She has CMT. “She has 

I

or hospital
A family make the heartbreaking—and controversial—decision to let their 

terminally ill 5-year-old help decide how much treatment she receives
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“I just want people to “I just want people to 
know who Julianna is,” know who Julianna is,” 
says Michelle Moon of says Michelle Moon of 
her columns and blog her columns and blog 

(juliannayuri.com) (juliannayuri.com) 
about her daughter. about her daughter. 

“There’s so much she “There’s so much she 
can teach us.”can teach us.”
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one of the worst cases I’ve ever seen,” says Shy, 
a neurologist at the University of Iowa. Last 
February, after a series of lengthy, torturous 
hospitalisations during which Julianna endured 
a regimen of painful treatments to clear her lungs 
of mucus, she and her mum began a series  
of extraordinary conversations about death. 
“Julianna made it clear to us that she does not 
want to go to the hospital again,” Michelle,  
43, wrote last May in an essay entitled “My 
Daughter Wants to Choose Heaven over the 
Hospital” on themighty.com. “I do not think 
that she will survive another illness, especially 
without aggressive intervention. Julianna under - 

stands this, too. We have had some remark-
able, uncomfortable, humbling conversations 
about heaven.” Their talks were “so powerful” 
she felt they had to be shared, Michelle says. “I 
never expected anything to come of it.” 

And nothing did come of it initially. It wasn’t 
until cnn.com posted a two-part story about 
Julianna in October, with ethicists debating 
whether a 4-year-old child is capable of making 
such a life-and-death decision, that her story 
made headlines across the world. Many wrote 
to Michelle offering support, but there were 
plenty of negative reactions as well. Perhaps most 
upsetting to Michelle was a new website from 

a group calling itself Dear Julianna, which 
featured photos of adults with neuromuscular 
diseases. “We wanted to show her and other 
children that choosing medical treatments can 
not only extend our lives but improve the 
quality of our lives,” says director Emily 
Wolinsky, 38, of Austin, Texas, who has Spinal 
Muscular Atrophy and is wheelchair-bound. 
“At first it hurt me in a way I hadn’t been hurt 
before,” says Michelle. “I’m talking about  
the most painful thing in my life, and they’re 
judging me. I had to ignore it. Every parent 
who is in the awful situation of the death of 
your child before you, you are in hell.” 

Julianna has a vivid 
imagination when  
creating adventures  
for her beloved  
cartoon characters.

Multicoloured 
manicures are a 
favourite activity.  

Steve is the 
primary carer 
(with help 
from nurses), 
while Michelle 
works four 
days a week. 
“Julianna feels 
supported and 
loved and she’s 
thriving with 
that,” he says.

48 l  Who  



“No parent 
should be 

judged when 
you’re acting 

out of love 
with sound 

medical 
advice”

—Michelle Moon

Michelle also says her words have been 
wildly misinterpreted. “I want to make it clear 
these are not Julianna’s decisions or choices,” 
she says. “They are Steve’s and my decisions, 
but we look to Julianna to guide us.” 

Those who know Julianna say they under-
stand. “I think she’s very capable of having input 
into the end of her life,” says Karla Langlois, a 
hospice nurse who has been working with the 
family since 2014. “I don’t know that it’s 
appropriate for every child, but in this scenario 
it’s very appropriate.” Adds Shy: “My opinion is 
they really love their daughter and they’re trying 
to do what’s best in a very difficult situation.”

For Steve and Michelle their personal hell 
began when Julianna was 9 months old and 
still wasn’t able to move around on her own  
at all. She could basically sit and that was it,” 
Michelle says. When she still wasn’t walking  
at 18 months despite both  
occupational and physical therapy, 
Michelle knew something was 
terribly wrong. Tests on both 
parents revealed that Steve 
carried a mild form of CMT—
which is rarely fatal and virtually 
undetectable in most people. 
Doctors believe that, tragically, 
the disease mutated into a more 
aggressive form in Julianna 
(genetic tests are pending).

That finding led the couple  
on a search for treatments they 
hoped would at least slow down 
the pace of her disease. But by  
the time Julianna was 2 years 
old—and still using a walker for even short 
distances—it was clear that they would have to 
make some drastic changes in their lives to care 
for her. “She was becoming more and more 
fragile,” says Steve, who left the US Air Force 
in March 2013 to care for her full-time. The 
family moved to Washington to be closer to his 
parents after Michelle found a job nearby. 

By far the worst times during those years 
were the 66 days Julianna spent in the paediatric 
intensive-care unit in 2014, a mask over 
her face and mouth, struggling to 
breathe. What she hated most were the 
sometimes hourly naso-tracheal (NT) 
suctioning treatments, where a nurse 
would insert a catheter through her nose  
to clear mucus from her lungs. “She 
would cry silently,” remembers Michelle. 
“She didn’t have the strength to fight.”

After each hospital stay Julianna 
came home weaker than when she had 
left. After her last, in October 2014, 
Michelle began talking to her about 
what they would do if she got sick 
again. “I’d say, ‘I know you hate going 
to the hospital, but isn’t that OK 
because you get better and can spend 
more time with us?’ ” recalls Michelle. 
“She would never answer. So last 
February I finally asked her:
Me: Julianna, if you get sick again, do 
you want to go to the hospital again 
or stay home? 
J: Not the hospital.
M: Even if that means that you will  
go to heaven if you stay home?
J: Yes.
M: And you know that Mommy and 
Daddy won’t come with you right 
away? You’ll go by yourself first.

J: Don’t worry. God will take care of me.” 
Julianna’s response was “very fast, very 

certain,” says Michelle. “She told us very 
clearly that she didn’t want to go.” As a  
result, she says, “we will most likely not take 

her back to the hospital again  
if she gets sick. I can’t predict 
how things will unfold, but  
I know that we’ll look at the 
whole picture  —and that means 
listening to her.”  

 In December Steve and 
Michelle’s worst fears came  
true: Julianna caught a cold, her 
first in more than a year. “She 
told us she didn’t want IVs or 
NTs, and she didn’t want to go  
to the hospital,” says Michelle. 
“We told her we’re not going  
to go unless you want to go.  
And that seemed to make her  
feel better.” After about a  

week, Julianna recovered—although she was 
weaker and struggling to breathe a little bit 
more. For Michelle, knowing that her little 
princess’s next cold could be her last means 
holding on to every shining, golden moment. 
“Everyone wants the miracle where she’s 
healed of the disease and can walk,” she says. 
“But I think there are already miracles about 
this story.”
n By Nicole Weisensee

FAMILY 
FOREVER 

For Michelle and 
Steve, who married 

in 2006, caring  
for Julianna has 

strengthened their 
bond. “We’ve had to 
lean on each other, 

trust each other and 
communicate about 

things that break our 
heart,” says Michelle. 

Glenda the Good 
Witch, Snow  

White, Ariel and  
Sir Lancelot  

visited Julianna  
in December. 
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What
to watch

Switch on and kick back over gripping true crime, compelling 
Australian biopics, rebooted classics and reality faves  

MY KITCHEN RULES
Seven  /  Feb.Seven  /  Feb. 1 

Pete Evans and Manu Feildel are suiting  
up again to judge the straight-talking cops, up again to judge the straight-talking cops, 
miner mates, hippie siblings and outspoken miner mates, hippie siblings and outspoken 
solicitors (below) who are among the first 12 solicitors (below) who are among the first 12 
teams of talented home cooks and aspiring teams of talented home cooks and aspiring 

chefs (see p. 74) set to do battle over dinner for chefs (see p. 74) set to do battle over dinner for 
a shot at $250,000 in Season 7 of Australia’s a shot at $250,000 in Season 7 of Australia’s 

most popular cooking contest. And when the most popular cooking contest. And when the 
doorbell rings at this year’s instant restaurants, doorbell rings at this year’s instant restaurants, 

a new judge will be taking their place at the a new judge will be taking their place at the 
table alongside Colin Fassnidge, Karen table alongside Colin Fassnidge, Karen 
Martini, Guy Grossi and Liz Egan. “She’s Martini, Guy Grossi and Liz Egan. “She’s 

fantastic,” Feildel tells Wfantastic,” Feildel tells WHO of the mystery HO of the mystery 
guest. “Things are really going to heat up  guest. “Things are really going to heat up  

in the kitchen this year!”in the kitchen this year!”

TV
PREVIEW

2016
“The calibre of 

contestants this year 
is unbelievable,” says 

Manu Feildel (left, with 
co-host Pete Evans). 
“They’ll be bringing 
different cuisines of 

the world to the table.” 

“I’m 
expecting 

[the food] to 
be perfect— 

it’s not 
hard,” says 
Melbourne 

solicitor 
Zana, who 

will be 
competing 

with solicitor 
husband 
Gianni.



AMERICAN CRIME STORY: 
THE PEOPLE v. O.J. SIMPSON

Ten 

Cuba Gooding Jr once supported O.J. Simpson, 
but “there was one day after filming that I went to 
my trailer and I couldn’t stop crying,” he has said. 
“I realised I never [even considered the loss] for 

the Goldman or Brown family.”  The Oscar winner 
joins an all-star cast for a meticulous 10-episode 
retelling of the sensational 1990s murder trial. 

SECRET CITY
Showcase

Based on the bestselling 
political novels The 

Marmalade Files and The 
MandarinMandarin Code, this six-parter Code, this six-parter

has an all-star cast led by 
Jacki Weaver as hard-bitten 

LaborLabor powerbroker Catriona powerbroker Catriona
Bailey, and Anna Torv as  
a journo sniffing around 

Canberra for conspiracies. 
“She’s“She’s complex, complicated complex, complicated

and full of contradictions, 
and she’s very ambitious,” 

Weaver tells WHO of her 
character. “You get a tiny 

glimpse, just in one scene, 
that she may have a family.” 

MOLLY
Seven  /  February

Samuel Johnson was handpicked by Countdown 
icon Ian “Molly” Meldrum to don the cowboy  
hat in this two-parter based on his 2014 

memoir, The Never, Um ... Ever Ending Story. 
“This is the holy grail, both creatively  

and personally,” Johnson has said. 

WANTED
Seven  /  FebruarySeven  /  February

After intervening in a deadly After intervening in a deadly 
carjacking, two strangers (Rebecca carjacking, two strangers (Rebecca 

Gibney and Geraldine Hakewill) Gibney and Geraldine Hakewill) 
find their lives intertwined as find their lives intertwined as 

Australia’s most wanted fugitives, Australia’s most wanted fugitives, 
with a relentless detective (Home with a relentless detective (Home 
and Away’s Steve Peacocke) hot  and Away’s Steve Peacocke) hot  
on their tails. Strap yourself in  on their tails. Strap yourself in  
for suspense, teases Gibney:  for suspense, teases Gibney:  

“Wanted is a roller-coaster trip.” “Wanted is a roller-coaster trip.” 

THE X-FILES
Ten  /  Jan. 31  

Cue the torch-waving, 
government conspiracies 

and creepy creatures:  
FBI agents Fox Mulder  

(David Duchovny) and Dana 
Scully (Gillian Anderson)  

are back on the small screen 
along with their boss, Walter 

Skinner (Mitch Pileggi,  
far left) and the Smoking 

Man (William B. Davis)  
for a six-episode series.  

Says Anderson, “It’s 
exceeded my expectations.”

OUR 
TOP 
PICS!

“I really cannot think 
of anyone else who 

could even try to play 
me,” said Meldrum  
of Johnson (inset).

“It’s a road-trip 
adventure, but 

really it’s about an 
unlikely friendship,” 

says co-creator 
Gibney (right, with 

newcomer Hakewill).

Secret City 
bulges with
“plot twists 

that you don’t 
really see

coming,” says 
Weaver (with

Dan Wyllie).

O.J. Simpson

Robert Kardashian

Kris Jenner

Peacocke

Cuba Gooding Jr

David Schwimmer

Selma Blair
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DOWNTON ABBEY
Seven  /  February

After six seasons charting the fortunes of the upstairs Crawleys and 
their downstairs staff, the series ends with all the cast on uncertain 
middle ground. “We started at a real high point of this way of life,” 
says executive producer Gareth Neame. “Now we’re covering this 

period of decline.” But fans won’t be the only ones reaching for their 
hankies. When she wrapped her last scenes at Highclere Castle, 

Michelle Dockery tells WHO, “The tears were just flooding.” 

OFFSPRING
Ten

After a year’s hiatus, new 
mum Dr Nina Proudman 
(Asher Keddie) and her 

quirky crew return for a sixth 
season. Says producer 

Imogen Banks: “We pick up 
when Nina’s world is rocked 

to the core by a seismic 
event that threatens to 

either draw together or tear 
apart the Proudman family.”

800 WORDS
Seven

In last year’s 800 Words, Erik Thomson’s widower George Turner,  
a Sydney newspaper columnist, navigated a fresh start in a  

small seaside town in New Zealand with his teenage kids, Shay 
(Melina Vidler) and Arlo (Benson Jack Anthony). In 2016, Australia’s 

favourite TV dad returns to narrate their next chapter.

THE FARMER WANTS A WIFE
Nine  /  February

Eight marriages, 10 babies and three long-term 
relationships later, a new group of six single 
farmers are set to embark on a quest to find 

romance—and hopefully everlasting love on  
the land. Country singer Sam McClymont, the show’s 

new host, will be along for the wild ride.

TV
PREVIEW

2016

Will Lady 
Edith (Laura 

Carmichael, far 
left, with Elizabeth 

McGovern and 
Dockery) finally 
find happiness? 

“Being newly married,  
I look forward to helping 
these farmers and ladies 

find that special someone,” 
new host Sam McClymont 

(centre) has said.

“There’s an honesty 
and vulnerability in 

the characters that has 
struck a chord,” Thomson 

(with Anthony and 
Vidler) has said. 

Expect new 
life, love  
and a lot 
of chaos 

when 
Keddie 

reprises her 
role as Nina 
Proudman.  

Returning favourites
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GIRLS  
Showcase  /  Feb. 23   

It’s the beginning of the end for Hannah and  
her squad as they enter their penultimate  

season. Expect more of Hannah’s new beau  
Fran (Jake Lacy), an exploration of Shosh’s new 

career in Japan and a wedding for Marnie. 

HOUSE RULES
Seven

The teams all have 
one thing in common 

this year: their 
families have grown, 

but their houses 
haven’t. Host 

Johanna Griggs  
is back to set  
even bigger 

challenges for  
big Australian 

families, who will 
transform entire 
homes for a shot  
at a big break: a 

mortgage-free life.

A PLACE TO CALL HOME 
Presto  /  now streaming

Sarah, whatever will you do? The period drama’s 
third season finds the heroine torn between 

husband Rene and dashing George. Elsewhere, 
the truth about baby 
George’s parentage 

is threatened 
with exposure, 

Elizabeth’s move 
hits hurdles, and 

married life proves 
pesky for Anna 

and Gino. (Presto 
exclusive; stream 

Seasons 1 and 2 also 
on presto.com.au) 

GAME OF THRONES
Showcase  /  April 25  

Bran’s back! Isaac Hempstead Wright 
(left) returns after sitting out Season 5; 

no word yet on whether we will see 
more of Jon Snow (Kit Harington), 

whose fate has had fans asking, “Is he or 
isn’t he?” for months. And Miss Fisher’s 
Murder Mysteries star Essie Davis joins 

the cast as—this is intriguing—an 
actress starring as a version of Cersei 
Lannister in The Bloody Hand, a play 

mounted by locals in Braavos.

WENTWORTH
SoHo 

For the first time, an actress from the original iteration of this 
behind-bars drama joins the cast. Sigrid Thornton returns—
not as Prisoner’s Ros Coulson, but Sonia Stevens, a wealthy 

cosmetics maven under suspicion of murder. Elsewhere, 
H Block gets a rebuild after last season’s fire and, as Bea  

and the girls return, internal dynamics might start shifting.

LOVE CHILD
Nine

At the end of the Logie-winning drama’s Series 2 last  
June, Dr McNaughton (Jonathan LaPaglia) did a very 

undoctorly thing, Joan Millar (Jessica Marais) admitted  
her love for Jim Marsh (Matt Le Nevez), and Stanton  

House’s status hung in the balance.

I’M A CELEBRITY ... 
GET ME OUT OF HERE!

Ten  /  Jan. 31  

Julia Morris and Dr Chris Brown are back  
to narrate the nightly soap opera as  

10 familiar faces, including a Hollywood 
heart-throb, an AFL great and a record-
breaking pop star, are dropped into the 
African jungle at the mercy of their wits, 
strength—and viewers, who will decide 
who eats, who stays and who squirms.

Hempstead Wright 
returns in Season 6  
as Bran, but will 
Harington’s (inset) 
presumed-dead 
Jon Snow? 

The love triangle of 
LaPaglia (left), Marais 
and Le Nevez returns.

“I have two 
children under 9, 
so life in the wild 
will be business  

as usual,” says  
I’m a Celebrity’s 

Morris (with 
co-host Brown).

Hannah 
(Lena 

Dunham) 
puts out 
the call. 

Griggs

Olivia 
(Arianwen 
Parkes-
Lockwood) 
could 
see her 
parenting 
plan 
unravel.
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THE BACHELORETTE AUSTRALIA
Ten

Jilted The Bachelor 
contestant Sam Frost 

proved that fairytales do 
come true when she found 
“the love of my life,” Sasha 

Mielczarek, last year in 
the first The Bachelorette 
Australia. Who will step 
into her glass slippers  

in 2016? Hint: Frost tips  
The Bachelor 2015 star  
Sam Wood’s runner-up, 
Lana Jeavons-Fellows.

Love story: Frost  
and Mielczarek

The drama! It has been 
said there will be a new 

contender for Top Dog at 
the prison in Season 4.
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11.22.63, starring 
James Franco 

(above), boasts 
a powerhouse 
creative team  

that includes King 
and J.J. Abrams. 

WAR AND PEACE
BBC First  /  Jan. 31  

Screenwriter Andrew Davies has said that in turning 
Tolstoy’s mammoth 1869 novel into this six-part series, he 

was “surprised to find out how fresh and lively and modern 
it felt.” Actors such as Paul Dano, Gillian Anderson and 

Greta Scacchi also appear in this new-gen interpretation.

11.22.63
Stan  /  Feb. 16 

What if John F. Kennedy’s 1963 assassination could 
have been prevented? That was the provocative 

question at the centre of Stephen King’s mammoth 
2011 time-travel novel, now an eight-part 

series starring James Franco as Jake Epping, 
the high-school teacher given the seemingly 
insurmountable mission of altering history’s 

course. Chris Cooper, Josh Duhamel and Australian 
actors Daniel Webber and Lucy Fry also star.

BARRACUDA
ABC

Newcomer Elias Anton 
fronts this drama about  
a Melbourne teenager 

obsessed with winning a 
gold medal in swimming at 
the 2000 Olympics. Based 
on Christos Tsiolkas’s (The 

Slap) 2013 novel about our 
sport-obsessed culture,  

it co-stars Rachel Griffiths 
and Matt Nable.

HERE COME  
THE HABIBS!
Nine  /  February

In this new comedy, 
Lebanese migrant family 
the Habibs are fish out of 

water when they strike 
it rich and move to the 

country’s poshest postcode.

INSIDE 
HESTON’S 

WORLD
SBS  /  March 31

Picking up and  
moving his three-star 

Michelin restaurant  
The Fat Duck to 

Melbourne was its  
own kind of nightmare 

for superstar chef 
Heston Blumenthal,  
and it’s the subject 
of this eye-opening 
10-part docuseries.

THE FAMILY
Seven

When ambitious mayor 
and Warren family 

matriarch Claire (Joan 
Allen) welcomes home her 

son who was presumed 
dead after a decade-long 

disappearance, suspicions 
emerge about his identity.

CRAZY  
EX-GIRLFRIEND

Eleven  /  Feb. 4  

Rachel Bloom stars in this 
musical comedy about a 
professionally successful 
but emotionally empty 
New York lawyer, who 

moves across the country 
to win back her former 

sweetheart. Cue jazz-hands!

If you like 
Fat Pizza 

you’ll love...  

If you like
Ramsay’s
Kitchen 

Nightmares
you’ll love...  

If you like 
The Good Wife 

you’ll love...  

If you like 
Glee 

you’ll love... 

Sound familiar?
TV reboots
If you like... ... same same—but 

different! Try these
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Cinderella’s Lily James 
has called Natasha “the 
most demanding and 
challenging role  
I have had by far.”



THE  
WRONG  

GIRL
Ten

Jessica Marais (Love  Jessica Marais (Love  
Child) stars as Lily in this Child) stars as Lily in this 
adaptation of Zoë Foster adaptation of Zoë Foster 

Blake’s 2014 bestseller. Blake’s 2014 bestseller. 
Marais describes Lily, Marais describes Lily, 

who is torn between a who is torn between a 
too-good-to-be-true too-good-to-be-true 

suitor and one so wrong suitor and one so wrong 
he might actually be  he might actually be  
right for her, as “lively  right for her, as “lively  

and relatable.”and relatable.”

FULLER HOUSE
Netflix  /  Feb. 26

The dopey-but-lovable 
1987–95 comedy hit is back. 987–951987–95 comedy hit is back. comedy hit is back.
No Olsen twins this time, but oNo Olsen twins this time, but Olsen twins this time, but

expect the same soft-hearted xpectexpect the same soft-hearted the same soft-hearted
shenanigansshenanigans from the Tanner from the Tanner
clan and (groan!) eternally 

obnoxious next-door neighbour 
Kimmy Gibbler, reunited to  

help raise newly widowed and 
pregnant D.J.’s two young sons.

RUSH HOUR
Seven   

The chaotic 1998 comedy 
starring Jackie Chan and Chris 
Tucker (inset) as mismatched 

crime solvers gets a small-
screen makeover. UK actor  

Jon Foo takes over Chan’s role as 
Detective Lee, while Justin Hires  
(21 Jump Street) plays Detective Carter, the  

tetchy loner he teams up with to investigate  
an art theft ... and the possible murder of Lee’s 

sister. The cast also features Aimee Garcia  
(Dexter) and TV mainstay Wendie Malick. 

WOLF CREEK
Stan 

The seminal Australian horror 
film gets a distinctly distaff 

makeover in this six-part series, 
which finds Mick Taylor (John 
Jarratt, reprising his fearsome 

role) targeting a family of 
American tourists. Just one 

thing: 19-year-old Eve (Lucy Fry) 
manages to survive and sets  
out on a vengeful search for 

blood. His blood, to be exact.

UNREAL
SBS2  /  Feb. 22 

Producer Sarah  
Gertrude Shapiro’s 

time working on the 
US version of The 

Bachelor informs this 
vicious dramedy about 

backstage machinations 
at a reality dating show.

THE KATERING 
SHOW

ABC iView

Hold the gluten! Kate 
McClennan and Kate 

McCarthy’s uproarious  
send-up of the finger-wagging 
foodies moves from YouTube 
to iView in its second season.

FIRST DATES 
Seven  /  February

You’re invited to watch 
all the first impressions, 

awkward silences and 
—hopefully—sparks 

igniting, when a team 
of matchmakers bring 

together hopeful singles 
over dinner.

LONG LOST FAMILY 
Ten

Chrissie Swan and Anh Do 
front this series that follows 
Australians as they embark  

on the process of trying 
to locate missing family 

members. You’ll probably 
need to keep a box  

of tissues handy.

If you like 
The Bachelor 

you’ll love...

If you like 
The Bondi 
Hipsters 

you’ll love...  

If you like 
Married at
First Sight
you’ll love...

If you liked 
Who Do You

Think You Are? 
you’ll love...
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Jarratt (inset) and  
Fry headline this  
femme-focused reboot.

Hires (left) and  
Foo take over.

It’s a family affair: the Tanners 
are back (including John 

Stamos, inset) to help D.J. 
through a devastating loss. 



From the minds of...
A-LIST CREATORS ARE BEHIND SOME OF THE YEAR’S MOST ANTICIPATED NEW SHOWS

Baz Luhrmann’s THE GET DOWN
Netflix  /  Aug. 12

Luhrmann moulds his 10-year labour of love, a look at the 1970s burgeoning  
hip-hop scene, into a riveting series and has cast Will Smith’s son, Jaden Smith, as graffiti 
writer “Dizzee” Kipling. “Recently, Jaden has been seeking diverse and challenging roles,” 

Luhrmann tells WHO, “and this is a testament to his passion to grow in the craft.”

Shonda Rhimes’s  
THE CATCH

Seven

The über producer (Grey’s Anatomy; Scandal) 
introduces Alice Vaughan (Mireille Enos), a private 

investigator hellbent on hunting down her  
now-disappeared swindler-fiancé. 

Judd Apatow’s LOVE
Netflix  /  Feb. 19 

In his first TV series since 2001’s college comedy Undeclared, 
Apatow takes the meet-cute to delightfully awkward levels  

in a show already picked up for a second season.

Martin Scorsese’s VINYL
Showcase  /  Feb. 15 

Producers Scorsese and Mick Jagger delve into the 1970s New York music 
scene with this drama about a mogul trying to revive his label as genres 

such as punk, disco and hip-hop are being introduced to the world. 

From left, Justice Smith, 
Shameik Moore, Skylan 

Brooks and T.J. Brown 
are at the heart of the 

musical series.

“It’s James 
Bond meets 
The Thomas 
Crown Affair 
meets Romeo 
and Juliet,” 
Enos tells  
WHO of her 
new show.

Bobby Cannavale (centre) plays the 
cocaine-loving head of (fictional)
American Century Records.

Gillian Jacobs 
(Community) 

and Paul 
Rust (Comedy 

Bang! Bang!) 
play attracted 

opposites 
Mickey  

and Gus.

Rhimes

Luhrmann

Apatow

Scorsese

TV
PREVIEW

2016
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READY FOR ACTION!

LOOK WHO IT IS! FAVOURITES TAKE THE LEAD IN 2016
Famous faces

HOME AND AWAY
Seven  /  Feb. 1 

Who shot Charlotte? 
Following last year’s 
finale cliffhanger, 
everyone in Summer 
Bay has become a 
suspect for the new 
detective on the case 
(Jeremy Lindsay 
Taylor). Meanwhile, 
Ricky (Bonnie Sveen) 
is struggling to deal 
with the news that 
Brax (Steve Peacocke) 
is alive, and a new 
arrival hits town. “I 
come to the Bay with 
bad intentions,” 
Samantha Jade 
has said of her 
character, Isla, “but 
I end up falling for 
someone—a fave 
of the show.”

JACK IRISH
ABC  /  Feb. 11 

The telemovies are now a six-part series, and Guy  
Pearce is back as the titular PI, who finds himself framed 

for a murder. The action also shifts to the Philippines  
for a spell, and Claudia Karvan joins the cast.

BROCK
Ten

Offspring’s Matt Offspring’s Matt 
Le Nevez will play Le Nevez will play 
champion racing champion racing 

driver Peter Brock, driver Peter Brock, 
with Natalie with Natalie 

Bassingthwaighte Bassingthwaighte 
among the familiar among the familiar 

faces in the full-throttle faces in the full-throttle 
miniseries.miniseries.

AUSTRALIAN SURVIVOR
Ten 

Sixteen years on, the show that launched Sixteen years on, the show that launched 
the mainstream reality genre finally gets an the mainstream reality genre finally gets an 
Australian tribe, ready for adrenalin-fuelled Australian tribe, ready for adrenalin-fuelled 

survival-of-the-fittest drama: they’re survival-of-the-fittest drama: they’re 
stranded on an overseas tropical island ... stranded on an overseas tropical island ... 

RIO OLYMPICS
Seven  /  Aug. 5–21

In August, the eyes of the world In August, the eyes of the world 
will be on Rio de Janeiro—and our will be on Rio de Janeiro—and our 

heroic competitors, including sailor heroic competitors, including sailor 
Iain Jensen (inset)—for the Games Iain Jensen (inset)—for the Games 
of the XXXI Olympiad, broadcast of the XXXI Olympiad, broadcast 

exclusively on the Seven Network. exclusively on the Seven Network. 

ANGEL FROM HELL
Eleven  /  Feb. 2

Is alcoholic Amy really the guardian angel of Allison 
(Maggie Lawson)? “I love who Amy is,” Glee’s Jane Lynch 
says of her role. “I love what a mess she is. But she wants 

to remain an angel, and this is kind of her last chance.”

WESTWORLD
Showcase

Anthony Hopkins joins James 
Marsden and Evan Rachel Wood 
(above) in a new take on Michael 

Crichton’s 1973 sci-fi western classic.

TUTANKHAMUN
SBS

The 1922 finding of King 
Tut’s Egyptian tomb  

by Howard Carter (Sam 
Neill) is the subject of  

this four-part epic.

THE SECRET 
DAUGHTER

Seven 

Jessica Mauboy stars in a role 
written especially for her about  

the discovery of a promising 
young singer from the country.  

THE RANCH  
Netflix  /  April 1

THE GRINDER
Ten

When Hollywood 
hotshot Dean (Rob 

Lowe) ends his run as 
a TV lawyer, he thinks 
he can be one for real 

alongside his put-upon 
lawyer brother,  

Stewart (Fred Savage). 
“My character thinks 

he’s the only sane 
person on the island,” 

Savage tells WHO.  
“I think that’s a fun  

thing to play.”
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Hopkins

That ‘70s Show’s Ashton Kutcher and 
Danny Masterson reteam as brothers 
helping run the family farm. “They’re 

best friends,” Kutcher tells WHO,  
“but they f--king hate each other.”

Pia Miller  
and Taylor

n TV Preview 2016 written by Nicholas  
Fonseca, Alicia Neil and Cynthia Wang Who l 57  

Jade causes 
a stir in 

Summer Bay.

Kutcher

Pearce

Jensen

Lynch

Savage 
(left) and (left) and 

LoweLowe

Neill

Mauboy

Le Nevez
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•  TWO FREE GIFTS from Elizabeth Arden – Golden 
Opulence Beautiful Color Eyeshadow Quad 
and Luminous Lip Gloss, valued at $84! 

•  ONLY $59 for six months (26 issues) of WHO 

•  SAVE 55% on the newsstand price

•  FREE DELIVERY direct to your door every week 
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star style
WHO’S WEEKLY PICK OF FASHION’S BEST BUYS AND HOTTEST TRENDS With Siobhan Sheehan

Make a striking 
statement with this 
bold colour combo

10
BEST
BUYS
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$30.15 
Boden bracelet 

bodenclothing.com.au

$44 
Next shoes  

next.com.au

$25 
Limedrop earrings 
limedrop.com.au

$129.95 
Brixton fedora  

gluestore.com.au

$345 
Karen Walker top 
karenwalker.com

Jennifer Lawrence  
wore Mugler in  
Madrid on Nov. 10. 

u

$150 
Kookai top 

kookai.com.au

$81 
Asos skirt

asos.com/au

$283
Opening Ceremony 

dress
theoutnet.com

$129 
Mon Purse wallet
monpurse.com

$179 
Guess bag 

guess.net.au

KAREN
  W

ALKER  SPRIN
G

  2016

Tap any of the 
items to buy!



Channel a softer mood with delicate, 

MODERN
ROMAN

$95 
Meime earrings 
meime.com.au

$140 
Bec & Bridge top Bec & Bridge top 

becandbridge.com.aubecandbridge.com.au

$175 
Schutz heels 

theoutnet.com

$139 
Samantha Wills necklace  

samanthawills.com

$545 
Life with Bird 

dress 
lifewithbird.com

$99 
Interval cami Interval cami 
02 9256 845002 9256 8450

$179 
Nicole Fendel bangle 
nicolefendel.com.au

$249.95 
Domayne “Beaker” table lamp 

domayneonline.com.au
$139.95 

Porte a Vie bodysuit 
porteavie.com

Kate Bosworth  
on Nov. 23 at the 
British Fashion 
Awards 2015  
in London. 

$89.95 
Studio W skirt Studio W skirt 

davidjones.com.audavidjones.com.au
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Arizona Muse 
at the British at the British 

Fashion Fashion 
Awards 2015.Awards 2015.



muted colours and lush fabrics

 trend alert  star style 
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MODERN 
ANTICROMANTIC

$180 
Bec & Bridge top  Bec & Bridge top  

becandbridge.com.aubecandbridge.com.au

$260 
Lynne Jenkinson  
Stockley earrings 

stockleyjewellery.com.au

$159 
Chantal Thomass bra 
chantalthomass.com

$69.95 
Chantal Thomass briefs 
chantalthomass.com

$41.20 
Wanderlust + Co bracelet 

wanderlustandco.com

$75 
Lumira candle 

atelierlumira.com

$139 
Samantha Wills ring 
samanthawills.com

$44.95 
Domayne “Cecile” cushion Domayne “Cecile” cushion 
domayneonline.com.audomayneonline.com.au

$249 
Fame and Partners dress 
fameandpartners.com

$269.95 .95
Asilio dress ress

asilio.com.aum.auasilio.com.au

$189.95 
Tony Bianco heels 
tonybianco.com

$50 
Forever New bagForever New bag

foforevernew.com.au

Who l 61  

Sienna Miller 
on Oct. 9 at the  

BFI London 
Film Festival.

$79.95 
Olga Berg bag 
olgaberg.com

Draw inspiration from the cherry blossoms in Japancherry blossoms in Japan



BLAKE LIVELY
New York, Feb. 22

“Blake has the right idea with strappy 
sandals and minimal accessories. 

Keeping her hair up complements the 
feminine neckline of the dress.”

FAN BINGBING 
Shanghai, Sept. 15

“The footwear and clutch seem “The footwear and clutch seem 
overpowering with such an intricate overpowering with such an intricate 
and detailed dress. I’d pare back the and detailed dress. I’d pare back the 

accessories to keep it simple.”accessories to keep it simple.”

RACHAEL FINCH 
Melbourne, Nov. 5

“The footwear  “The footwear  
is a little heavy, is a little heavy, 
especially when especially when 
paired with the paired with the 

long lace sleeves long lace sleeves 
and high neckline. and high neckline. 

This would look This would look 
better with a classic better with a classic 
closed-toe pump.”closed-toe pump.”

CHRISSY TEIGEN 
Los Angeles,  

Nov. 18Nov. 18
“Chrissy has “Chrissy has 

embraced the embraced the 
romantic style of romantic style of 

this dress with this dress with 
simple accessories simple accessories 

and appropriate and appropriate 
evening hair and evening hair and 

makeup.”makeup.”

BIGGEST BIGGEST 
BLUNDERBLUNDER

“The clutch is “The clutch is 
distracting and clashes distracting and clashes 

with the dress.”with the dress.”

SELF PORTRAIT 
DRESSDRESS

BIGGEST 
BLUNDER

“Dressing down this 
evening dress to 

become a day dress.”

Who got it right?
THIS WEEK’S GUEST JUDGE 
VIRGINIA MARTIN
The Melbourne-based designer is the brains behind 
fashion brand Búl. Since launching in 2010, Martin’s 
label has gained acclaim for its relaxed yet refned 
garments that draw inspiration from exotic coastal 
locations; bul.com.au.

IT’S A  
WINNER!

IT’S A  
WINNER!

RALPH & RUSSO
DRESS DRESS 
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KENDALL JENNER
“The thin frames create 

maximum impact for 
her delicate features.” 

star style 
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JENNIFER LOPEZ
“The cat-eye frames 
are just too severe  

for J.Lo.”

ZENDAYA
“The classic round 

frames are perfect for 
her ‘geek chic’ look.”

11 22 3

CAITLYN JENNER
Los Angeles, Oct. 21

“Although Caitlyn looks great, “Although Caitlyn looks great, 
perhaps a slightly more  perhaps a slightly more  

modest-ftting dress would  modest-ftting dress would  
be more suited for her.”be more suited for her.”

DUCHESS OF CAMBRIDGE
London, Nov. 16

“Keeping to true classic Kate style, 
she wears this timeless ft gracefully. 

Minimal accessories make it 
adaptable from day to night.”

KAIA GERBER 
Los Angeles, Nov. 4

“I much prefer the relaxed nature of 
Kaia’s styling. Wearing a closed shoe 

with this busy contrasting dress  
results in a stronger look overall.”

GIGI HADID
New York, Sept. 16

“The styling is what lets down  
Gigi’s look. The heavy contrast  

in the dress calls for a bold  
statement shoe.”

BIGGEST 
BLUNDER

“The bag is too 
oversized for this 

evening dress.”

BIGGEST 
BLUNDER

“The strappy heels 
are just not working.”

ISSA LONDON
DRESS DRESS 

TOP RANKING: Reading glasses

IT’S A  
WINNER!

IT’S A  
WINNER!

BALMAIN X 
H&M DRESSH&M DRESS
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What’s the best part about 
red-carpet prep? Chatting 
with everyone I work with.  
I have a real bond; we love each 

other. And then usually it’s a date night 
for me and my husband [Cash Warren].
Is there a downside? It takes a lot of 
time. I’d rather be hanging with my  
kids [Honor, 7, and Haven, 4]. But  
I can’t complain.
Do your girls obsess over your 
wardrobe? They want to wear my Alaïa 
shoes—I think because they’re the tallest 
things in my closet. They’re never allowed 
though, because they would crack their 
skulls walking around in them.
What about office attire—do you have a 
uniform? I always try to keep [my look] a 
little bit cool, so I wear a lot of midi skirts 
or boyfriend jeans with blazers. 
Your perfect power lunch. At my office 
it’s from the taco trucks. 
The secret to that amazing hair? I learnt 
from French girls that as long as your face 
and clothes are pulled together, you can 
wear that perfectly undone “I woke up 
like this” hair. And I use the Leonor Greyl 
styling cream, which I discovered while in 
Paris, because it calms down frizz. 
More beauty secrets, please! I dry-brush 
everything. [Editor’s note: that means 
massaging dry skin with a bristle brush.] 
When I have a super-early morning, I find 
it’s a great way to wake up my body.
Any other early-bird essentials? I like 
to apply my Honest Beauty Everything 
Primer, then I’ll go to the gym or have 
[breakfast] with my kids while I let  
my face settle into itself, because it 
takes a minute. I’m definitely not  
a teenager anymore. 
What beauty rule do you live by?
Stay hydrated, and try to get some 
sleep. And if you can’t do that,  
then fake it!

“I’m a mom on 
the go with five to 
10 minutes to get 
my makeup on,” 
says Alba. 
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star beauty
WHO’S GUIDE TO THE LATEST COSMETIC CONFECTIONS AND TRENDS With Danielle Jackson

Snapchat with...
JESSICA ALBA

The actress and eco-entrepreneur on French beauty 
secrets, boyfriend blazers and Mexican food

Lip service ... Jessica Alba (left) postedthis snap with Chrissy Teigen on
this snap with Chrissy Teigen onher Instagram, @jessicaalba.her Instagram, @jessicaalba.

STANDOUT 
STYLE MOMENT? 
“I loved the orange 

Oscar de la Renta dress  
I wore to the Golden Globes 

in 2013 [left]. It was a 
last-minute decision to 

match my lip colour 
to the dress.” 

$46
Leonor Greyl  
Éclat Naturel Éclat Naturel 

saksfifthavenue.comsaksfifthavenue.com

$48
Elemis Skin 

Brush Brush 
nordstrom.comnordstrom.com

$22.50
Priti NYC  

Nail Polish 
Remover 

pritinyc.com

$22
Truly Lush MascarTruly Lush Mascara + Lash Primer

honestbeahonestbeauty.comyhonestbeauty.com

TOOLKIT

$22
Crème 

Blush in  
Truly Thrilling 
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 Infants through to teenagers need a constant 
supply of good food including vitamins and supply of good food including vitamins and 
minerals needed to ensure healthy growth minerals needed to ensure healthy growth 
and energy. Kindervital For Children supports and energy. Kindervital For Children supports 
children during their growing years, helping children during their growing years, helping 
them stay active, fi t and alert. It is rich in them stay active, fi t and alert. It is rich in 
vitamin C and calcium which supports the vitamin C and calcium which supports the 
formation and maintenance of healthy bones, formation and maintenance of healthy bones, 
cartilage and teeth. cartilage and teeth. 

Kindervital is a special liquidKindervital is a special liquid
formula that:formula that:
 Tastes delicious
 Contains Vitamin C and Calcium
 Contains Vitamin D and B Vitamins
 Contains Vitamins A and E
 Contains natural herbal extracts

Always read the label and use only as directed.Always read the label and use only as directed.

 NO CHEMICAL PRESERVATIVES, NO ARTIFICIAL COLOURING, ALCOHOL FREE, YEAST FREE, LACTOSE FREE.

 AVAILABLE AT ALL GOOD HEALTH STORES, SELECTED PHARMACIES AND SUPERMARKETS

Enquiries Nature’s Synergy Pty Ltd   Phone (02) 9499 7023   Fax (02) 9499 7024   Email: sales@cornell.com.au

HEALTHCARE SINCE 1916

 fi nd us at www.facebook.com/fl oradixvisit us at www.fl oradix.com.au @Floradix_Aust

Support your child with Kindervital!



HOT PRODUCTS, COOL 
IDEAS, THE LATEST GADGETS 

AND OTHER GREAT STUFF 
FROM OUR ADVERTISERS’S DOING WHAT?

WHO ADVERTISING FEATURE

MORNING BLISS
Invigorate your senses and welcome Invigorate your senses and welcome 
the day with the Twinings English the day with the Twinings English 
Breakfast range. Discover three Breakfast range. Discover three 
brilliant English Breakfast blends:  brilliant English Breakfast blends:  
Extra Strong, Decaffeinated and Extra Strong, Decaffeinated and 
Honey & Vanilla. 10-pack RRP $2.49.  Honey & Vanilla. 10-pack RRP $2.49.  
Visit twinings.com.au.Visit twinings.com.au.

HIRUDOID
Hirudoid is clinically proven to speed up the healing 
of bruises. Hirudoid is available in pharmacies and 
Priceline stores. Always read the label. Use only as 
directed. If symptoms persist see your healthcare 
professional. Visit hirudoid.com.au. ASMI 25422–1015

LOSE WEIGHT YOUR WAY
It’s here: the biggest program innovation ever from  It’s here: the biggest program innovation ever from  
Weight WatchersWeight Watchers®! Introducing Your Way, a more holistic 
approach to weight loss that gives you the tools and approach to weight loss that gives you the tools and 
support to eat healthier, move more and discover how support to eat healthier, move more and discover how 
good you’re meant to feel. Search Weight Watchers today!good you’re meant to feel. Search Weight Watchers today!

BEACH STYLEBEACH STYLE
Featuring monochromatic texture and bold design, Featuring monochromatic texture and bold design, 
the Rachel Disalvo swimwear collection was born  the Rachel Disalvo swimwear collection was born  
on Sydney’s eastern beaches. Inspired by a life of on Sydney’s eastern beaches. Inspired by a life of 
sun, salt and sea, it’s designed for the risk-takers,  sun, salt and sea, it’s designed for the risk-takers,  
the style-makers and those who like to dance  the style-makers and those who like to dance  
a little on the wild side. Visit racheldisalvo.com.a little on the wild side. Visit racheldisalvo.com.

INSPIRED SCENTS
LYFESTYLED by Kyly Clarke is a 
luxurious collection of scented 
soy candles, massage candles 
and diffusers inspired by Kyly’s 
love of travel. Elegant yet 
powerful scents from Tahiti, 
England, Thailand and beyond 
will energise your spirit and 
transform your space. Visit 
lshomewares.com.au.



FREE FROM ALCOHOL, ARTIFICIAL COLOURS 
and PRESERVATIVES

HEALTHCARE SINCE 1916

 AVAILABLE AT ALL GOOD HEALTH STORES, 
SELECTED PHARMACIES & SUPERMARKETS
Enquiries, Nature’s Synergy Pty Ltd   
T: (02) 9499 7023   E: sales@cornell.com.au
www.floradix.com.au

 Get your energy back with Floradix!
Iron is diffi cult for the body to absorb – that’s Iron is diffi cult for the body to absorb – that’s 
where Floradix Herbal Iron Extract can be of where Floradix Herbal Iron Extract can be of 
assistance. Floradix contains a source of iron assistance. Floradix contains a source of iron 
balanced with a range of B Vitamins and Vitamin balanced with a range of B Vitamins and Vitamin 
C as well as other nutri-rich herbs. Taken twice C as well as other nutri-rich herbs. Taken twice 
daily, Floradix can assist in the maintenance of daily, Floradix can assist in the maintenance of 
general health for the whole family, from young general health for the whole family, from young 
children to expectant mothers and elderly people.children to expectant mothers and elderly people.

Floradix is a special liquid formula that:Floradix is a special liquid formula that:
 Contains iron in a soluble form
 Contains natural herbal extracts
 Contains Vitamin C
 Contains Vitamins B1, B2, B6 and B12

Always read the label and use only as directed.
If symptoms persist, consult your healthcare professional.

Tired of
beingbeing tired?
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healthwith Michelle Batemanwith Michelle Bateman

“I try to eat when  
I’m hungry and stop 
when I’m full,” Hart 
told Body + Soul.  
“I’ve tried so many 
diets and restricting 
myself never works.” 

BATHROOM  
BREAK

It is estimated that more than 
4 million Australians experience 
urinary incontinence. Here’s what 
you can do about it:
STRENGTHEN pelvic-floor muscles 
with exercises. A physiotherapist  
can recommend the right moves  
or visit pelvicfloorfirst.org.au.
LIMIT caffeine, alcohol and sugary 
soft drinks, and don’t drink anything 
for a couple of hours before bed.

PROTECT with a  
liner that’s designed 
for light bladder 
leakage (LBL), as they 
absorb more fluid 
than period liners.

MODEL  of  
HEALTH

Yoga aficionado and model Ashley 
Hart makes health her priorityHart makes health her priority

Regular yoga, twice-daily meditation sessions and Regular yoga, twice-daily meditation sessions and 
a diet that’s packed with goodness: here’s how a diet that’s packed with goodness: here’s how 
Ashley Hart keeps her glow.Ashley Hart keeps her glow.

How do you stay healthy? True health starts 
from within, and it comes from mindfulness. from within, and it comes from mindfulness. 
Meditation allows a deep level of rest for me and Meditation allows a deep level of rest for me and 
when I feel rested and calm, I make healthier when I feel rested and calm, I make healthier 
choices. I also take lots of vitamins.choices. I also take lots of vitamins.
What’s your go-to “naughty” treat? Oh, I’m 
always having dark chocolate. But I don’t even call always having dark chocolate. But I don’t even call 
it naughty anymore because I have it every day.it naughty anymore because I have it every day.
Do you have a favourite yoga move? I think life 
is yoga. My best yoga move would be breath is yoga. My best yoga move would be breath 
because every moment of yoga is being present. because every moment of yoga is being present. 
So if you place your attention on your breath, then So if you place your attention on your breath, then 
you’re officially doing yoga.you’re officially doing yoga.
How do you keep your energy up? 
Meditation—I meditate twice daily. And I have 
good food throughout the day.good food throughout the day.
How do you relax on a day off? I do love sitting 
down and reading a book. That’s like I’m giving down and reading a book. That’s like I’m giving 
myself a treat. It’s so simple but I love doing that.myself a treat. It’s so simple but I love doing that.

FOOD FOR LIFE
Tweak your eating plan with these new titles

1Advocates claim that Scandi fare 
—seasonal fish, berries, grains  
and vegetables—has replaced  
the Mediterranean approach as  
the healthy diet du jour.
$29.99  Eat Nordic by Trine Hahnemann  
(Hardie Grant Books)(Hardie Grant Books)

2The New Zealand MasterChef winner 
is a qualified dietitian and believes in a 
holistic approach to food and health.
$50 Nadia Lim’s Fresh Start Cookbook  22(Random House)(Random House)22

3Author Emily George suggests 
low-sodium alternatives to  
popular recipes, swapping salt  
for herbs and spices.
$35 The No Salt Cookbook by Emily George  

33
(New Holland Publishers)(New Holland Publishers)

$5.49
Carefree Plus Liners 

Becarefree.com.au/plusN
EW
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bodiesby Michelle Bateman

In honour of Australia Day, don a pair of leggings from local sportswear labels
Homegrown heroes

Designed and 
manufactured in 

Australia,  
this Sydney-
based brand  

prioritises  
ethical 

production at 
every step.

Try: $85

Dharma 
Bums Violet Orange TheUpside

The Sydney 
label has just 
collaborated 

with swimmer 
Leisel Jones 
on a range 
of water-
inspired 

activewear.
Try: $129

Founded by 
Jodhi Meares, 

The Upside 
marries 

performance 
with fashion 
and favours 
high-impact 

prints.
Try: $139

theupsidesport.comviolentorange.comdharmabums.com.au

es
ARM YOURSELF WITH 
THE RIGHT ADVICE  THE RIGHT ADVICE  
AND QUALITY  AND QUALITY  
SUNCARE PRODUCTS SUNCARE PRODUCTS 
THIS SUMMER WITH THIS SUMMER WITH 
HELP FROM AMCALHELP FROM AMCAL

The major cause of sunburn The major cause of sunburn 
and skin cancer is overexposure and skin cancer is overexposure 
to ultraviolet (UV) radiation. to ultraviolet (UV) radiation. 
Australia has some of the Australia has some of the 
highest UV levels in the world, highest UV levels in the world, 
and sunburn can occur here  and sunburn can occur here  
in just minutes on a hot in just minutes on a hot 
summer’s day.summer’s day.

WHAT CAN YOU DO? 
Plan ahead and visit your 
local Amcal pharmacy. With local Amcal pharmacy. With 
Australian made, affordable Australian made, affordable 
and high quality sunscreen and high quality sunscreen 
available, plus expert advice available, plus expert advice 
instore, it’s easy to stay sun instore, it’s easy to stay sun 
smart with Amcal.smart with Amcal.

ONLY AT

MADE IN
AUSTRALIAAmcal Sunscreen 

Toddler Lotion  
SPF50+ 125mL 

RRP $7.99

Amcal Sunscreen  
Lotion SPF50+ 1L  

RRP $17.99

Amcal Sunscreen 
Spray SPF50+  

250mL  
RRP $11.99

Amcal Sunscreen  
Dry Touch  

SPF50+ 125mL  
RRP $7.99

Amcal sunscreen is paraben
free, water resistant for four hoursfree, water resistant for four hours
and offers very high protection.and offers very high protection.
It’s my top pick for beach tripsIt’s my top pick for beach trips

with my daughter!with my daughter!

Rachael FinchRachael Finch

Find your nearest store at amcal.com.auFind your nearest store at amcal.com.au
Available in most stores. While stocks last. Always read the label. Use only as directed. Available in most stores. While stocks last. Always read the label. Use only as directed. 

Avoid prolonged exposure to the sun. Wear protective hats, eyewear and clothing. Avoid prolonged exposure to the sun. Wear protective hats, eyewear and clothing. 
Source: Sun Smart, UV and Sun Protection, www.sunsmart.com.au, October (2014).Source: Sun Smart, UV and Sun Protection, www.sunsmart.com.au, October (2014).

It’s a fast- 
absorbing  absorbing  

sunscreen that sunscreen that 
provides protection provides protection 

from UVA and from UVA and 
UVB rays which can UVB rays which can 

cause premature cause premature 
ageing.ageing.

Rachael FinchRachael Finch

SET
READY

SUMMER

Beauty Ambassador

ASMI 25636-1115ASMI 25636-1115

AN AMCAL PROMOTIONAN AMCAL PROMOTION

Backyard barbecue season is  
upon us: swap fatty cuts for 
smarter choices with these 

suggestions from nutritionist and 
naturopath Kate Johnston of Kore 
Well-being (korewellbeing.com.au).

1HOMEMADE BURGER PATTIES
“Making your own patties is a 
great way to fill them with extra 

vegies, good quality mince and even 
gluten-free grains such as quinoa.”

2 VEGETABLE KEBABS “Eating a rainbow 
of colours exposes you to more vitamins, 
minerals and antioxidants. Try layering 

eggplant, sweet potato, zucchini, capsicum  
and onion on skewers.”

3GRASS-FED STEAK “Grass-fed meats  
have higher omega-3 [fatty acid] than 
conventionally farmed alternatives, 

making them more 
nutritious and less 
inflammatory.” 

4SUMMER 
FRUITS 
“Barbecue 

mango cheeks  
or make banana  
and strawberry 
skewers. Serve  
with coconut 
yoghurt.”
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 “I really eat 
everything 

that is 
pleasant to 

me, but 
I always know 
when to stop,” 

concedes 
Alessandra 

Ambrosio (in 
November 

2014).

“Who wants some
BBQ?” the model

shared on Instagram.

Fire up the barbecue 
with figure-friendly foodwith figure-friendly food
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IN A SMALLER HEALTHIER BODY

Why I joined the new Weight Watchers® Program

I envision a world where we have created a tribe of people 
who are all attuned to living a better life because of the new 
Weight Watchers experience. What I want is for people to 
come to this Program and not just lose weight, but be inspired.

Are you ready? Let’s do this together.

WHY WAIT?
LET’S DO THIS 
TOGETHER!
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foodwith Michelle Reedy

DRINK ME!
TINTILLA ESTATE 
ROSATO DI 
JUPITER 2015
This fine, dry  
rosé made from 
sangiovese 
grapes has 
become a big hit 
for the Hunter 
Valley’s Tintilla 
over the decades. 
“This year we sold 
over a third of it 
before release,” 
says winemaker 
James Lusby.  
He’s adamant it 
will maintain its 
vibrant colour 
and not go down the salmon-
pink path of others. Enjoy. $26.

CHICKEN, LIME &  
PINEAPPLE SKEWERS
750g chicken breast

1 tbsp fish sauce

1 tbsp brown sugar

1 large red chilli, deseeded and diced

4 kaffir lime leaves, cut into thin 
matchsticks

Sesame oil

½ large pineapple, skin removed

1 lebanese cucumber, sliced thinly  
on a mandolin 

1 bunch mint, washed and picked 

1 lime, juiced

¼ tsp dried chilli flakes

Salt and white pepper 

 WHAT YOU NEED In-season pineapple, when 
grilled on a barbecue, takes on 
a sweeter, caramelised flavour 
and skewering it with chilli-
and-lime chicken makes for 
an interesting change to the 
regular sausages and steak. 
On hot summer days or nights 
the cucumber and mint salad 
adds perfect balance with  
its cool, fresh flavours. 

1Dice the chicken breast 
into 3cm cubes. Place the 

fish sauce, sugar, diced chilli, 
kaffir lime and 2 tsp sesame 
oil in a small bowl; whisk till 
combined. Pour over the 

chicken and mix till coated. 
Marinate in the fridge for  
2 hours.

2 Remove chicken from 
fridge 30 minutes prior 

to cooking. Soak 12 bamboo 
skewers in cold water for  
20 minutes. Cut away woody 
centre of pineapple and 
discard; cut remaining 
pineapple into 3cm cubes. 
On each skewer, thread three 
pieces of chicken and two 
pieces of pineapple, alternat-
ing between the two. Repeat 
with remaining skewers.

3 Heat a barbecue grill to 
hot. Season the skewers 

with salt and pepper and 
grill for about 5 minutes 
on each side (see tip). Once 
they come off the barbecue, 
lightly cover with foil and 
rest for a few minutes.

4 For the dressing, 
combine the lime juice, 

dried chilli flakes, 2 tsp 
sesame oil and a pinch of 
salt and whisk. Combine the 
mint and sliced cucumber 
and pour over half the 
dressing. Drizzle the chicken 
and pineapple skewers with 
the remaining dressing 
and serve with mint and 
cucumber salad. 

■ Makes 12 skewers

TIP OF THE 
WEEK

For the best grill marks  
on your skewers, ensure 

the barbecue is hot when 
the skewers go on, then 
turn the heat to medium 
and only turn them once 

during cooking.

Tap here 
to see 
a step-
by-step 
guide
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The Danish Girl
DRAMA; M, 2hr
STARRING: Eddie Redmayne, 
Alicia Vikander

In 1926 Copenhagen, Einar and 
Gerda Wegener (Redmayne and 
Vikander) are a loving couple 
committed to each other and  
to their art (he is a landscaper,  
she paints portraits). Still, there’s  
a core of femininity in Einar  
that even his vital wife can’t 
assuage. What begins as a mildly 
outrageous game of dress-up  
the two of them play develops  
for Einar into his very being.  
Frocked, lipsticked and bewigged 
as Lili Elbe, the young husband is 
beginning to live his truth— 
a transition that will be an 
almighty cross to bear, both for 
him and the bereft Gerda.

Slimly pretty Redmayne 
makes an alluring female, which 
is just as well: Lili’s shy plausibility 
is fundamental to director Tom 
Hooper’s visually elegant if 
somewhat ploddy drama, partly 
based on the Wegeners’ actual 
story. Derided as insane by the 
medical fraternity, Einar gives 
everything to Lili’s excruciating 
birth. His anguish is acute, yet the 
unwitting trailblazer’s escalating 
single-mindedness doesn’t 
necessarily make Einar—or Lili—
completely sympathetic. That 
gong goes to the demonstrative 
Vikander as she drives Gerda’s 
own transition from sensual wife 
to steadfast ally. But there’s no 
downplaying the man’s allegiance 
to the woman within. 

—Andiee Paviour

Redmayne, who won an 
Oscar for The Theory of 

Everything, as transgender 
pioneer Lili Elbe.  

Below: with Vikander.

revVIEES D

Tap here to  
watch a trailer
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Dirty rotten scoundrels: 
Russell (left) and Jackson.The Hateful Eight

ALSO
OUT

NOW

ADVENTURE; M, 1hr 52min
STARRING: Chloë Grace Moretz,  
Alex Roe, Nick Robinson, Liev Schreiber

Aliens attacking are predictably 
destructive in director J Blakeson’s film 
of Rick Yancey’s 2013 novel, in which 
interlopers (“the others”) toy with 
Earth like a cat with a cornered mouse. 
Waves one through four unleash 
power failure, floods, bird flu and ETs 
in human form. Having weathered 
those nasties with her excellent blonde 
locks intact, freaked Ohio teen Cassie 
Sullivan (Moretz) links up with cryptic 
fellow looker Evan (Roe) in search of 
her younger brother (Zackary Arthur), 
who, despite being distraught at the 
loss of his teddy bear, is being trained 
as a child soldier in preparation for the 
fifth and final onslaught. 

The sooner that ho-hum showdown 
gets rolling, the sooner Schreiber can 

stop being quietly resolute as US Army 
Colonel Vosch and the audience can 
call it a day. As alien invasions go, this 
one is an anticlimactic fizzle, especially 
coming from the director who put 
such a kick into kidnapping with 

2009’s The Disappearance of Alice 
Creed. If the others were so damn 
smart, wouldn’t they just obliterate 
everybody on the spot? Except then 
there’d be no parts two and three to  
sit through... 

The 5th Wave

COMIC DRAMA; R, 3hr 7min (70mm; limited 
release); R, 2hr 48min (digital; wide release) 
STARRING:  Samuel L. Jackson,  
Kurt Russell, Jennifer Jason Leigh 

Crazy-gory and gleefully baroque, shot 
in time-honoured 70mm (complete 
with overture and intermission) 
and operatically scored by Ennio 
Morricone, writer-director Quentin 
Tarantino’s show-stopper western is as 
juicy as a slab of rare prime rib.

En route to the town of Red Rock 

in post–Civil War Wyoming, eight 
incalculably hardened individuals are 
forced to take shelter in the blizzard-
enveloped log cabin of Minnie’s 
Haberdashery. Riding along are 
bounty hunters Major Marquis Warren 
(Jackson), at whom the N-word flies 
thick and fast, and John Ruth (Russell). 
Handcuffed to Ruth is his murderous 
captive, Daisy Domergue (Jason 
Leigh). Incoming sheriff Chris Mannix 
(Walter Goggins), hangman-for-hire 
Oswaldo Mobray (Tim Roth), cowboy 

Joe Gage (Michael Madsen), Mexican 
factotum Bob (Demian Bichir) and 
Confederate general Sandy Smithers 
(Bruce Dern) complete the pack. 

Homey Minnie’s is as good a place 
as any for the eight to act out and up, 
which they all duly do—and how. 
The atmosphere sizzles with fruity 
intrigue, its mounting friction pushed 
to outer limits by a pumped ensemble 
raising hell on that hazardous line 
between high drama and haute camp. 
Giddy-up! 

This is the way the world ends 
(yet again). Roe and Moretz.

Scroll for 
more!
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IRRATIONAL MAN 
DRAMA; M, 1hr 35min; 2015
STARRING: Joaquin Phoenix, 
Emma Stone

Woody Allen has always 
repeated the same handful 
of themes in his films, but 
now even his repetitions are 
getting repetitious. Irrational 
Man is basically Crimes and 
Misdemeanors Lite or Cassandra’s 
Recurring Dream. Phoenix 
stars as Abe Lucas, a burnt-out 
philosophy professor at a small 
New England college who 
drinks his lunch out of a flask 
between lectures on Kant and 
Kierkegaard. Abe develops a 
platonic (at first) relationship 
with one of his more promising 
students (Stone), giving Allen 
one more excuse to recycle 
another of his thematic tics 
(the impressionable younger 
woman fawning over the jaded 
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older genius). An overheard 
conversation in a diner leads 
Abe to hatch a murder plot 
that he believes to be morally 
justifiable, the excitement of 
which reawakens his mojo.  
Allen isn’t completely on 

autopilot here. There are a 
couple of sharp, sting-in-the-tail 
surprises, and Phoenix is at least 
interesting. But Irrational Man 
would be lesser Woody even if 
we hadn’t seen most of it before. 

                    —C.N.

The Martian
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EXTANT SEASON 2 (2015)
Halle Berry, Jeffrey Dean MorganHalle Berry, Jeffrey Dean Morgan

The sci-fi drama has been rebooted for the The sci-fi drama has been rebooted for the 
better: Berry teams up with Morgan to track better: Berry teams up with Morgan to track 

down an alien attempting to procreate on Earth. down an alien attempting to procreate on Earth. 
Think Spielberg’s A.I. meets Species. Think Spielberg’s A.I. meets Species. 

CUT SNAKE (2015)
Sullivan Stapleton, Alex RussellSullivan Stapleton, Alex Russell

Nobody in his orbit is spared when a young Nobody in his orbit is spared when a young 
man’s misspent past returns to haunt him in man’s misspent past returns to haunt him in 

director Tony Ayres’s thriller, set in Melbourne  director Tony Ayres’s thriller, set in Melbourne  
in 1974. Stapleton is phenomenal.  in 1974. Stapleton is phenomenal.  

SICARIO
THRILLER; MA, 2hr 1min; 2015
Emily Blunt , Benicio Del Toro 
Pointedly violent and morally grey, Sicario exists in  
a world of means, ends and nothing else. FBI agent 
Kate Macer (Blunt) hasn’t learnt this lesson when she 
is enlisted for a drug task force, along with the shady 
Alejandro (a beautifully menacing Del Toro). Director 
Denis Villeneuve (Prisoners) torques the tension as 
the team hunts a drug kingpin. Whether Kate gets 
out alive is one thing—living with what she’s done  
is another.                             —A.W.

Blunt stars as  
a fed fighting a a fed fighting a 
futile drug war.futile drug war.

DeJonge

EVEREST
ADVENTURE; M, 2hr 38min; 2015
Jason Clarke, Jake Gyllenhaal 
Clarke and Gyllenhaal play climbers Rob Hall and 
Scott Fischer, guides on one of the most disastrous 
real-life treks in history. But make no mistake: the 
mountain and the weather are the real stars. With 
incredible footage that required the actors to  
shoot in avalanche-prone areas, director Baltasar 
Kormákur’s Everest is as harrowing as disaster films 
get. That said, Clarke’s Hall adds real humanity to 
those arresting aerial shots.          —A.W.

THE VISIT
THRILLER; M, 1hr 34min; 2015
Olivia DeJonge, Ed Oxenbould 
Essentially a contemporary found-footage retelling 
of the Hansel and Gretel fairytale, writer-director  
M. Night Shyamalan’s 11th film stars DeJonge and 
Oxenbould as siblings who are packed off to spend  
a week with their grandparents. Pretty soon it 
becomes clear that something is deeply wrong ... 
but to further elaborate would be to spoil the very 
Shyamalan-esque third act.           —C.C.
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SCI-FI; M, 2hr 21min; 2015
STARRING: Matt Damon, Jessica Chastain 

Please don’t turn the page when I tell you that the 
most thrilling thing about Ridley Scott’s The 
Martian is the maths. And to make sure you don’t, 
I’ll also tell you that this movie starring Damon as 
a botanist stranded on Mars has brilliant effects, a 
script so witty you’ll want to take it to dinner—

and Damon at peak charm, narrating his epic 
struggle in video logs. But you’ll really dig the 
film’s big, beautiful brain when this castaway 
bears down to “science the shit” out of his 
predicament, while the folks at NASA (Jeff Daniels 
and Chiwetel Ejiofor) and his mission captain 
(Chastain) watch and wait. It adds up to a classic 
swashbuckler—so rousing, you won’t want to 
come back to Earth. —A.W.

Clarke

Stranded yet stoic, Stranded yet stoic, 
Damon relies on Damon relies on 
DIY ingenuity to DIY ingenuity to 
survive alone. survive alone. 

Murder? I just Kant! 
Stone and Phoenix 
debate death.



Meet the  te
MKR judges Pete Evans and Manu Feildel dish up 

ANNA & JORDAN  
Mother and son, WA

THE DISHTHE DISH
Both “hot-blooded and opinionated,” Both “hot-blooded and opinionated,” 

mother-of-four Anna, 55, taught  mother-of-four Anna, 55, taught  
son Jordan, 23—a twin—everything  son Jordan, 23—a twin—everything  

he knows about cooking.he knows about cooking.

PETE’S VERDICTPETE’S VERDICT
“Their food is heavily influenced by  “Their food is heavily influenced by  

their Maltese and Italian heritage. While their Maltese and Italian heritage. While 
their different styles can cause tension, their different styles can cause tension, 

they always have fun in the kitchen.”they always have fun in the kitchen.”

GIANNI & ZANA
Newlywed solicitors, Vic

THE DISHTHE DISH
High achievers Gianni, 27, and High achievers Gianni, 27, and 
Zana, 24, are outspoken and  Zana, 24, are outspoken and  
out to win. “You’ve got to be  out to win. “You’ve got to be  
smart and know when to be  smart and know when to be  

the boss,” says Zana.the boss,” says Zana.

MANU’S VERDICTMANU’S VERDICT
“Zana has put a lot of pressure  “Zana has put a lot of pressure  

on herself coming into this on herself coming into this 
competition. She’s a perfectionist competition. She’s a perfectionist 
but doesn’t really follow recipes, but doesn’t really follow recipes, 
whereas Gianni is all about the whereas Gianni is all about the 

details. This can be a good details. This can be a good 
combination in the kitchen— combination in the kitchen— 

if they can strike a balance.”if they can strike a balance.”

MITCH  
& LAURA  
Siblings, Vic

THE DISHTHE DISH
Both students (Mitch  Both students (Mitch  
is 21, Laura 19), these  is 21, Laura 19), these  

fans of nose-to-tail fans of nose-to-tail 
cooking are inspired  cooking are inspired  

by the fresh produce at by the fresh produce at 
their rural Mornington their rural Mornington 

Peninsula property.Peninsula property.

PETE’S VERDICTPETE’S VERDICT
“They’re the youngest “They’re the youngest 

team we’ve had and their team we’ve had and their 
passion and commitment passion and commitment 
to great food and produce to great food and produce 
is remarkable for their age. is remarkable for their age. 
They’re not afraid to take They’re not afraid to take 

risks with their nose-to-tail risks with their nose-to-tail 
cooking philosophy—but cooking philosophy—but 
is it a big risk in a home-is it a big risk in a home-
cooking competition?”cooking competition?”

2016
Feildel (left) 
and Evans

PAIGE & ROSIE
Best friends, SA

THE DISHTHE DISH
Mum-of-two Rosie (right), 37, and her Mum-of-two Rosie (right), 37, and her 
BFF of 10 years love to experiment in BFF of 10 years love to experiment in 

the kitchen, but “we’re guilty of doing a the kitchen, but “we’re guilty of doing a 
lot of comfort foods,” says Paige, 34. lot of comfort foods,” says Paige, 34. 

PETE’S VERDICTPETE’S VERDICT
“As long-time friends, they have a  “As long-time friends, they have a  

great shorthand in the kitchen and are great shorthand in the kitchen and are 
very relaxed. Their biggest test will be very relaxed. Their biggest test will be 

remembering it’s a competition.”remembering it’s a competition.”

GROUP
ONE



e  teams!
their picks for this season’s standout teams

ALEX & GARETH  
Miners, Qld

THE DISHTHE DISH
The miners, both 25, live together on  The miners, both 25, live together on  

the Sunshine Coast and have swapped the Sunshine Coast and have swapped 
fly-in, fly-out jobs for a food career, and fly-in, fly-out jobs for a food career, and 
are equally “ambitious,” says Alex (left). are equally “ambitious,” says Alex (left). 

MANU’S VERDICTMANU’S VERDICT
“A lot of teams will underestimate these “A lot of teams will underestimate these 

two. They have a good energy in the two. They have a good energy in the 
kitchen, great presentation skills and kitchen, great presentation skills and 

manage to balance their flavours well.”manage to balance their flavours well.”

LUCIANO  
& MARTINO  
The Italians, NSW 

THE DISHTHE DISH
As they approach 50, As they approach 50, 
Luciano (left), 49, and Luciano (left), 49, and 

Martino, 48—friends since Martino, 48—friends since 
Martino moved here from Martino moved here from 

Italy 11 years ago—are Italy 11 years ago—are 
hoping that cooking could hoping that cooking could 
define their next chapter.define their next chapter.

MANU’S VERDICTMANU’S VERDICT
“Luciano and Martino are so “Luciano and Martino are so 

proud of their heritage —proud of their heritage —
and it shows in their food. and it shows in their food. 

Their zest for life makes the Their zest for life makes the 
kitchen a very lively place kitchen a very lively place 

when they are cooking! I’m when they are cooking! I’m 
hoping they’ll bring some hoping they’ll bring some 

true Italian flair, as we’ve yet true Italian flair, as we’ve yet 
to see authentic Italian  to see authentic Italian  

on the show.”on the show.”
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My Kitchen 
Rules Rules 

premieres premieres 
on Mon., on Mon., 

Feb. 1, Feb. 1, 
at 7.30 at 7.30 PM PM 
on Seven.on Seven.

“We fight
all the
time,” 

concedes 
Tasia

(right), “but 
it works.” 

GRACIA & TASIA  
Sisters, Vic

THE DISHTHE DISH
“We’re more competitive with each other “We’re more competitive with each other 

—she’s my constant rival,” says Tasia (right), 26,  —she’s my constant rival,” says Tasia (right), 26,  
of her sibling, 24, but adds their tiffs fuel  of her sibling, 24, but adds their tiffs fuel  

their passion in the kitchen.their passion in the kitchen.

PETE’S VERDICTPETE’S VERDICT
“The girls create beautiful Asian flavours and “The girls create beautiful Asian flavours and 
make no apology that one of their favourite make no apology that one of their favourite 
ingredients is chilli. They love heat in their ingredients is chilli. They love heat in their 

fragrant curries, but will that be to  fragrant curries, but will that be to  
everyone’s taste? I’m not sure.”everyone’s taste? I’m not sure.”

GROUP
TWO

J.P. & NELLY  
Lovebirds, Qld

THE DISHTHE DISH
Love blossomed, along with an appreciation Love blossomed, along with an appreciation 

for nutritional food, when Nelly, 25, met  for nutritional food, when Nelly, 25, met  
her new boss J.P. (aka Jean-Pierre), 30:  her new boss J.P. (aka Jean-Pierre), 30:  
“We bounce really well off each other.”“We bounce really well off each other.”

MANU’S VERDICTMANU’S VERDICT
“J.P.’s father was a French chef, so he knows “J.P.’s father was a French chef, so he knows 
the subtleties of a good dining experience. the subtleties of a good dining experience. 

Nelly is a big fan of tea-infused menus— Nelly is a big fan of tea-infused menus— 
but will others share her passion?”but will others share her passion?”

WhoWho l75 75  
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Australia Day Australia Day 
Concert’s Concert’s 
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American Crime

All programs are subject to late changes. Viewers 
should check local guides for full telecast details.

DRAMA   Now streaming on Presto  
STARRING: Felicity Huffman,  
Timothy Hutton

You don’t give a TV show an epic title 
like American Crime unless you truly 
believe that it has the potential to be a 
Great American Crime Drama. That’s 
exactly what this series from Oscar 
winner John Ridley (12 Years a Slave) 

aspires to be. Following the aftermath 
of a home invasion that leaves war 
veteran Matt Skokie murdered and his 
wife, Gwen (Kira Pozehl), assaulted, it’s a 
hugely ambitious exploration of the 
way race and class shape people in 
Modesto, California—and, by extension, 
the rest of the country. The perspective 
shifts between the white victims’ 
families (Matt’s parents are played by 

Huffman and Hutton) and the four 
suspects brought into custody, allowing 
American Crime to focus on characters 
whose world views aren’t often shown 
on network television. Well acted, 
beautifully shot and thoughtfully written 
to emphasise the ripple effect of 
individuals’ actions upon society, it’s not 
a Great American Crime Drama yet. But 
it’s a good one. —Melissa Maerz

“I love Australia Day,” says creative 
director Foreman, 43. “It’s a chance to director Foreman, 43. “It’s a chance to 

celebrate the amazing country we are.” celebrate the amazing country we are.” 
Airs Tues., Jan. 26, 7.30 Airs Tues., Jan. 26, 7.30 PM; Ten. PM; Ten. 

What is your Australia Day routine? What is your Australia Day routine? 
“I get up quite early and go to the “I get up quite early and go to the 
WugulOra Morning Ceremony. It’s a WugulOra Morning Ceremony. It’s a 
great way to start the day by paying great way to start the day by paying 
respect to the traditional owners.”respect to the traditional owners.”
Good reasons to watch the show?  Good reasons to watch the show?  
“Lovely Jessica Mauboy will belt out “Lovely Jessica Mauboy will belt out 
some great tunes, hilarious Roy and some great tunes, hilarious Roy and 
H.G., tugboats on the harbour, Cyrus H.G., tugboats on the harbour, Cyrus 
and spectacular fireworks! Fun for  and spectacular fireworks! Fun for  
the whole family.”the whole family.”

New Year’s 
resolution?  
“I’m not going  
to smoke. An easy
one to keep, because  
I never have.”

Huffman (with  
Lili Taylor) is an  

angry griever.

For the Love of the Game
DOCUMENTARY

Sun., Jan. 24, 6.30 PM; UK TV
STARRING: David STARRING: David 
BeckhamBeckham

Beckham’s new mission is Beckham’s new mission is 
to play the game he plays to play the game he plays 
best, soccer, on all seven best, soccer, on all seven 
continents—including continents—including 
the first-ever match in the first-ever match in 
Antarctica. Antarctica. 

The project raises 
awareness of UNICEF.

Baskets

COMEDY

Tues., Jan. 26, 9.30 PM; 
Comedy Channel  
STARRING: Zach 
Galifianakis

Created by Galifianakis, 
Louis C.K. and Jonathan 
Krisel (Portlandia), Baskets 
follows sad sack Chip 
Baskets (Galifianakis), 
who trains at a fancy  
Paris clown school only 
to end up back home in 
Bakersfield, California, 
working as a rodeo clown. 
And like any good clown, 
the show is less ha-ha 
funny than funny-weird. 
There’s one classic 
comedy-routine bit 

where Baskets annoys a 
drive-through assistant by 
ordering every obscure 
brand of soft drink. 
(“Tangerine Fanta, 
please?”) But the best 
moments come from 
nuances, not jokes, like 
the fact that Louie 
Anderson plays Baskets’s 
mother, or the endless 
array of unflattering 
dresses worn by Baskets’s 
insurance agent (Martha 
Kelly). Between its Marcel 
Marceau aspirations and 
its bull-taunting stunts, 
it’s a good mix of 
highbrow humour and 
silly, kick-in-the-pants 
laughs. —M.M.

Le Galifianakis

Scroll for 
more!
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Panic! At the Disco 
DEATH OF A BACHELOR 
Fueled By Ramen/Warner

It’s no coincidence they formed in  
Las Vegas. Panic! At the Disco always 
felt that if something was worth doing, 
it was worth overdoing. Since 2004, 
they’ve put a theatrical, almost 
vaudevillian spin on pop-punk and 
emo. And now they are one: Death of  
a Bachelor is nominally their fifth 
album, but it’s basically a Brendan  
Urie solo disc. And man, does he go  
to town now that he’s got the keys to 
the castle. “We’re gonna turn up the 
crazy!” he announces in “Victorious”. 
He then proceeds to do exactly that.  
In “Don’t Threaten Me with a Good 
Time”, he samples the twangy guitar 
riff from “Rock Lobster” by the B-52s 
and asks, “Who are these people? I just 
woke up in my underwear.”  The music 
matches the sentiments, a histrionic, 
almost hysterical brand of blaring pop 
that gets in your face and refuses to 
budge. On tunes as naggingly catchy 
as “Golden Days” and “LA Devotee”, 
you can’t help succumbing, but his 
maximalist tendencies can grate and  
a couple of attempts at emulating 
Frank Sinatra (the title track and 
“Impossible Year”) are as bizarre as 
they are ill-advised. 
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Savages
ADORE LIFE   
Matador/Remote Control
It’s an album about love, but 
don’t go thinking it might 
make a sweet Valentine’s 
Day gift. The London-
based female four-piece 
toughen up their already 
tough sound from their 
2013 debut, Silence Yourself. 
Lead singer Jehnny Beth 
(née Camille Berthomier 
from Potiers, France) roars 
demands such as “This is 
what you get when you 
mess with love!” and “If you 
don’t love me, don’t love 
anybody!” while the band 
hammer out a glorious  
post-punk racket to help 
deliver her message that love 
is a battlefield. 

Suede
NIGHT THOUGHTS   
Warner
They were always the most 
glam of the Britpop bands 
from the 1990s. Following a 
2003 break-up and a 2010 
make-up—minus whiz-kid 
guitarist Bernard Butler—
Night Thoughts finds them 
reaching for the stars. They 
don’t always make it. The 
likes of “When You Are 
Young” and “Learning to Be” 
are big on bombast and 
short on substance. Try 
“Outsiders” and “No 
Tomorrow” instead—heady 
rushes of spangled electric 
guitar and typical lyrical 
bravado and flamboyant 
delivery from the never-shy 
Brett Anderson. 

Charlie Hilton 
PALANA
Captured Tracks/Remote Control 

“Get off my back, I’m not your pony,” sings 
Hilton in the most forceful line from her 
debut solo album. She doesn’t shout it  
—her voice rarely rises above a woozy 
murmur, pitched somewhere between 
Nico and Yo La Tengo’s Georgia Hubley. 

Brendan Urie 
makes the most of 
being the only guy 

left in the Disco.

The former frontwoman from Portland, 
Oregon, trio Blouse dwells in a noir-ish 
world of psych-tinged indie-pop. On 
the ironically titled “Let’s Go to a Party” 
she sings, “Let’s go to a party, we don’t 
have to talk,” over an icy dance track that 
definitely doesn’t implore listeners to 
wave their hands in the air like they just 
don’t care. 

Palana was Hilton’s original 
name, a Sanskrit word meaning name, a Sanskrit word meaning 
“nourishing protector.”“nourishing protector.”
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Twilight at Taronga
Taronga Zoo, Bradley’s Head Rd. Mosman;  

Jan. 28–March 12; tickets $70.95

The 
Australian 

Ballet
Lyric Theatre, Queensland Performing  

Arts Centre, cnr Melbourne St and Grey St,  
South Brisbane; Feb. 19–24

The Australian Ballet opens its 2016 season 
with Alexei Ratmansky’s Cinderella, 

performed in Brisbane for the first time. 
Vibrant sets and costumes inspired by 

1940s Hollywood and surrealist art 
enhance the award-winning production. 
Tickets $39-139; australianballet.com.au.
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James 
Bay

Adelaide Entertainment Centre,  
cnr Port Rd and Adam St, Hindmarsh; Feb. 2
Catch the English singer-songwriter on 
the second stop of his Chaos and the 
Calm tour, which also hits Melbourne, 

Sydney and Brisbane before winding up 
in Auckland on Feb. 9 (Jan. 30 in 

Fremantle is sold out). Released in 
March 2015, the folk-rock balladeer’s 

debut album, Chaos and  
the Calm, topped the UK charts and 
peaked at No. 3 here. Tickets $74.55  
at ticketek.com.au; for tour details,  

visit Frontiertouring.com.

Savour summer evenings 
of live music as the sun sets 
over the harbour at Twilight 
at Taronga—a series of 
concerts featuring such 
artists as Missy Higgins, 
James Morrison and Josh 
Pyke, who can’t wait to 
make his Twilight at Taronga 
debut, as he tells WHO. 

Could there be a more 
beautiful venue for a gig?
“I know! I’m really excited, 
and partly because I’m told 
you can get a bit of a tour of 
the zoo before the show.”
What can audiences expect 
from your performance?

“It’s a full band 
set, which is 
fun—it’s been 
a while since 
I’ve played with 
my band. I’ll be 
covering material 
across all my five albums. 
It should be great.”
What are you looking 
forward to in 2016?
“I’m actually releasing a 
beer called The Summer, in 
collaboration with Young 
Henry’s brewery, in time for 
the tour. Having my own 
beer is almost more exciting 
than doing the shows!”
twilightattaronga.org.au

James Bay’s 
“Let It Go” “Let It Go” 

went platinum went platinum 
in Australia. in Australia. 

Proceeds from Twilight at 
Taronga go towards the 

Taronga Conservation 
Society Australia.

Modern fairytale:
the Australian 

Ballet’s Cinderella.

Lady Carolina
175–177 Lygon St, Brunswick East

Choose from two Latin dining experiences at Lady Carolina: 
the indoor Cevicheria, Paladar & Pisco Bar or the more  

laid-back Latin Street Kitchen, behind the main restaurant, 
where cocktails and flavoursome snacks—try the  

wood-barbecued corn—will tempt; ladycarolina.com.au.

EAT
MELBOURNEMELBOURNE

DON’T 
MISS!

BANANARAMA
Sing along with one of Sing along with one of 
the biggest acts of the the biggest acts of the 

1980s—the former trio is 1980s—the former trio is 
now whittled down to now whittled down to 
Sara Dallin and Keren Sara Dallin and Keren 

Woodward. Their national Woodward. Their national 
tour opens on Feb. 5 at tour opens on Feb. 5 at 
Twin Towns in Tweed Twin Towns in Tweed 

Heads, NSW. Tickets $75; Heads, NSW. Tickets $75; 
twintowns.com.au.twintowns.com.au.

KEVIN HARTKEVIN HART
The Get Hard actor and The Get Hard actor and 

comedian makes his comedian makes his 
Australian stand-up debut Australian stand-up debut 

with his all-ages show, with his all-ages show, 
What Now?, kicking off  What Now?, kicking off  

at Perth Arena on Feb. 3 at Perth Arena on Feb. 3 
and closing at the Sydney and closing at the Sydney 

Super Dome on Feb. 7. Super Dome on Feb. 7. 
Tickets from $99.90; Tickets from $99.90; 
livenation.com.au.livenation.com.au.

SYDNEY FESTIVALSYDNEY FESTIVAL
Sydney’s annual cultural Sydney’s annual cultural 

extravaganza celebrates its  extravaganza celebrates its  
40th anniversary with a  40th anniversary with a  

packed program of 157 events packed program of 157 events 
(89 are free), encompassing (89 are free), encompassing 
contemporary and classical contemporary and classical 

music, theatre, dance, circus and music, theatre, dance, circus and 
opera. A highlight? Symphony in opera. A highlight? Symphony in 
the Domain, a free concert under the Domain, a free concert under 
the stars. Sydneyfestival.org.au.the stars. Sydneyfestival.org.au.

HITCHCOCK & HERRMANN
The Melbourne Symphony The Melbourne Symphony 

Orchestra’s Hitchcock & Orchestra’s Hitchcock & 
Herrmann celebrates the  Herrmann celebrates the  

master of suspense and six  master of suspense and six  
of his collaborations with the  of his collaborations with the  

ADELAIDEADELAIDE

BRISBANEBRISBANE

SYDNEYSYDNEY

Janet Leigh 
 in Psycho.

US composer Bernard Herrmann. The 
multisensory production features music multisensory production features music 

and footage from movie classics such  and footage from movie classics such  
as 1958’s Vertigo and 1960’s Psycho. as 1958’s Vertigo and 1960’s Psycho. 

Tickets $50-125; mso.com.au.Tickets $50-125; mso.com.au.
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Josh Pyke

Lady Carolina’s  
Latin Street Kitchen



Tara Morris,  
market editormarket editor

Share with us:  @marieclaireau

LOVE IT? SHOP NOW ON ...
STYLEDBYMARIECLAIRE.COM.AU

GET THE LOOK

STYLED BY



Be.interactive calls cost $1.05 a minute incl GST. Calls from mobiles may cost extra. 
WWW.ASTROLUTELY.COM  Telephone service provider: Be.interactive. Helpdesk 1800 65 33 44

Alicia 
Keys

The Aquarius singer 
turns 35 on 

Jan. 25.

horoscope
WHAT YOUR STARS SAY THIS WEEK, JAN. 25–31. 

BY PENNY THORNTONBY PENNY THORNTON

SCORPIO
OCT. 23–NOV. 21

When the going gets tough When the going gets tough 
the tough get going, but  the tough get going, but  
with Mars in your sign be with Mars in your sign be 

careful not to be too forceful. careful not to be too forceful. 
Moderation is a good thing.  Moderation is a good thing.  
If you receive news that fails If you receive news that fails 
to bring a smile to your face, to bring a smile to your face, 

wait until the red mist has wait until the red mist has 
cleared before responding— cleared before responding— 

after all, revenge is a dish  after all, revenge is a dish  
best served cold. For more, best served cold. For more, 

phone 1902 261 655.phone 1902 261 655.

CAPRICORN
DEC. 22–JAN. 20

On Monday, Mercury turns On Monday, Mercury turns 
direct, shedding light on direct, shedding light on 
mysteries and releasing  mysteries and releasing  

the blocks that have  the blocks that have  
held you back. Mercury’s held you back. Mercury’s 

reconnection to Pluto  reconnection to Pluto  
could produce the news  could produce the news  
you have been hoping  you have been hoping  
for or send you back to  for or send you back to  
square one. At the very  square one. At the very  
least, it’s defnitely time  least, it’s defnitely time  
for a rethink. For more,  for a rethink. For more,  

phone 1902 261 655.phone 1902 261 655.

AQUARIUS
JAN. 21–FEB. 18

With Venus working her way With Venus working her way 
through the mysterious through the mysterious 

twelfth house, you may be  twelfth house, you may be  
in something of a dilemma in something of a dilemma 
regarding a love afair. It is regarding a love afair. It is 
possible that someone who possible that someone who 

was hotly pursuing you was hotly pursuing you 
appears to have gone of the appears to have gone of the 
boil or it may be that the way boil or it may be that the way 

you used to feel about  you used to feel about  
a partner is subtly changing. a partner is subtly changing. 

Do nothing for now. For Do nothing for now. For 
more, phone 1902 261 655.more, phone 1902 261 655.

GEMINI 
MAY 21–JUNE 20

If you have not yet attempted  If you have not yet attempted  
a heart-to-heart discussion  a heart-to-heart discussion  

or been able to obtain or been able to obtain 
information that will clarify  information that will clarify  
a tricky situation, it’s time to a tricky situation, it’s time to 
redouble your eforts. Those redouble your eforts. Those 

taboo subjects need to be taboo subjects need to be 
addressed and elephants in  addressed and elephants in  

the room must be dealt with. the room must be dealt with. 
Whether for love, money or Whether for love, money or 

your peace of mind, the  your peace of mind, the  
time for action is now. For  time for action is now. For  
more, phone 1902 261 655.more, phone 1902 261 655.

SAGITTARIUS
NOV. 22–DEC. 21

If you discover someone has If you discover someone has 
not been honest with you or not been honest with you or 
you end up on the opposite you end up on the opposite 

side of the fence from a partner side of the fence from a partner 
or colleague, try to fnd or colleague, try to fnd 

common ground before you common ground before you 
press the delete button. Maybe press the delete button. Maybe 
there is no more life left in the there is no more life left in the 

relationship, but decisions relationship, but decisions 
made in the heat of the made in the heat of the 

moment are often regretted. moment are often regretted. 
For more, phone 1902 261 655.For more, phone 1902 261 655.

PISCES 
FEB. 19–MARCH 19

If you believe that all is not  If you believe that all is not  
well with a project or a well with a project or a 

relationship, obtain the facts relationship, obtain the facts 
before confronting someone before confronting someone 

with your feelings. Not that you with your feelings. Not that you 
can aford to act like an ostrich can aford to act like an ostrich 

in regard to a business or in regard to a business or 
fnancial matter. If you have  fnancial matter. If you have  

a vague feeling that you might a vague feeling that you might 
be running into a hole of some be running into a hole of some 
description, put in the relevant description, put in the relevant 

frewalls immediately. For  frewalls immediately. For  
more, phone 1902 261 655.more, phone 1902 261 655.

CANCER
JUNE 21–JULY 21
January signs of on  January signs of on  

a Mercury-Pluto conjunction. a Mercury-Pluto conjunction. 
Translated, this means that  Translated, this means that  

one or more situations  one or more situations  
that have thus far evaded that have thus far evaded 

resolution require one fnal resolution require one fnal 
efort. This may not be the efort. This may not be the 
moment to cut the ties that moment to cut the ties that 

bind, but it could be the  bind, but it could be the  
time to allow distance and time to allow distance and 

perspective to do their work. perspective to do their work. 
Make a deal not a drama.Make a deal not a drama.

For more, phone 1902 261 655.For more, phone 1902 261 655.

VIRGO 
AUG. 23–SEPT. 22

When Mercury turns direct, When Mercury turns direct, 
errors are revealed and people errors are revealed and people 
who have been out of touch who have been out of touch 

return to the fold. All of which return to the fold. All of which 
should prove entirely positive. should prove entirely positive. 
However, this planet has some However, this planet has some 
unfnished business with those unfnished business with those 
two agents of transformation two agents of transformation 
and the unexpected, Uranus and the unexpected, Uranus 

and Pluto, so the road to and Pluto, so the road to 
success may still contain  success may still contain  

a couple of large potholes.a couple of large potholes.
For more, phone 1902 261 655.For more, phone 1902 261 655.

ARIES
MARCH 20–APRIL 18

January goes out as it came  January goes out as it came  
in—on a Plutonic note. You in—on a Plutonic note. You 

could be digging deep in your could be digging deep in your 
heart and mind for answers  heart and mind for answers  

or digging deep in your pockets or digging deep in your pockets 
for cash—maybe both.  for cash—maybe both.  

Where money is concerned Where money is concerned 
there is no point trying to there is no point trying to 
rewind the tape but there  rewind the tape but there  
is every reason to apprise is every reason to apprise 

yourself of the fnancial facts.  yourself of the fnancial facts.  
Keep calm and carry on. Keep calm and carry on. 

For more, phone 1902 261 655.For more, phone 1902 261 655.

TAURUS 
APRIL 19–MAY 20

Late in the week, a small Late in the week, a small 
misunderstanding could arise misunderstanding could arise 

which, if not handled with which, if not handled with 
diplomacy, could turn into  diplomacy, could turn into  
a serious upset. There are a serious upset. There are 

always ways around an always ways around an 
impasse, but in the heat  impasse, but in the heat  

of battle alternative routes of battle alternative routes 
cannot be glimpsed and words cannot be glimpsed and words 
uttered cannot be taken back. uttered cannot be taken back. 
Withdraw, regroup and return Withdraw, regroup and return 

to the drawing board. For to the drawing board. For 
more, phone 1902 261 655.more, phone 1902 261 655.

LEO 
JULY 22–AUG. 22

Righting wrongs is the theme Righting wrongs is the theme 
of the moment. In some cases, of the moment. In some cases, 
an error that occurred weeks an error that occurred weeks 

ago can now be corrected, and ago can now be corrected, and 
in others a misunderstanding in others a misunderstanding 

can be cleared up. And in can be cleared up. And in 
general the week ahead sets general the week ahead sets 
you on the right track. The you on the right track. The 
astrological focus is mainly  astrological focus is mainly  
on work, and in the event  on work, and in the event  
of a meeting or interview,  of a meeting or interview,  

go prepared for a challenge. go prepared for a challenge. 
For more, phone 1902 261 655.For more, phone 1902 261 655.

LIBRA
SEPT. 23–OCT. 22

Put your money where your Put your money where your 
mouth is—and the earlier in  mouth is—and the earlier in  

the week you do so, the better. the week you do so, the better. 
As they say, you cannot make As they say, you cannot make 
an omelette without breaking an omelette without breaking 
eggs and if you are going to eggs and if you are going to 
upset someone, far better to  upset someone, far better to  
do so with candour. And the do so with candour. And the 
same could be said should  same could be said should  

you be on the receiving end  you be on the receiving end  
of someone else’s honesty.of someone else’s honesty.

For more, phone 1902 261 655.For more, phone 1902 261 655.



ACROSS
1  English actor who played the Kray  

twins in Legend (3,5)
5   Hidden camera show Scare ___ (6)
11  2015 Kendrick Lamar song (4,5)
12  George Clooney and Tilda Swinton 

drama Michael ___ (7)
13  Throwback Thursday (1,1,1)
14  Science guy Bill ___ (3)
15  Foo Fighters song “Times Like ___” (5)
16  Country where Björk and Sigur Rós  

come from (7)
18  The Vampire Diaries star Paul ___ (6)
20  The Tonight Show host Jimmy ___ (6)
22  Lorde song “Buzzcut ___” (6)
23  Photo of you, taken by you (6)
24  Pixies song “___ Gone to Heaven” (6)
25  Tom Hiddleston film Only ___ Left Alive (6)
30  5 Seconds of Summer hit from 2014 (7)
32  Macaulay Culkin movie Home ___ (5)
33  Brad Garrett sitcom ___ Death (‘3)
34  Javier Bardem and Josh Brolin movie  

No Country for Old ___ (3)
35  Animated animal film One ___ and  

One Dalmatians (7)
37  2015 Anne Hathaway and Robert De Niro 

flick (3,6)
39  John Travolta dance sequel ___ Alive (7)
40  John Martin song “___ For You” (8)

DOWN
1  Reality show Kourtney & Kim ___ York (4,3) 
2   Selena Gomez romcom ___ Carlo (5)
3   Indiana Jones adventure film Raiders of 

the Lost ___ (3)
4   Harry Potter portrayer ___ Radcliffe (6)
6   “Do I Wanna Know” band ___ Monkeys (6)
7   Police drama series Without a ___ (5)
8   Indie singer ___ Power (3; pictured)
9   Reese Witherspoon and Robert Pattinson 

film ___ for Elephants (5)
10  2005 Madonna album Confessions ___ 

Floor (2,1,5)
15  Florence + the Machine song “You’ve  

Got ___” (3,4)
17  2013 John Legend song (3,2,2)
19  American Pie star ___ Elizabeth (7)
21  Sketch comedy series Tim and Eric ___ 

Show, Great Job! (7)
22  The Rolling Stones song “___ for the 

Devil” (8)
26  “Losing You” singer (7)
27  Popular London suburb ___ Town (6)
28  Christina Aguilera hit “What a Girl ___” (5)
29  Julie Bowen comedy series ___ Family (6)
31  2015 Justin Bieber single (5)
33  Bob Dylan biopic I’m Not ___ (5)
36  1995 Sandra Bullock thriller The ___ (3)
38  Zooey Deschanel sitcom ___ Girl (3)
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10-MINUTE TEASER

SUDOKU

SCRAMBLER

LAST WEEK’S ANSWERS

Who l 81  

Place a number from 1–9 in each empty 
square so each row, column and 3x3  
block contains all the numbers from  

1–9. This puzzle is MEDIUM.
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10-MINUTE TEASER
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acre, afar, agar, 
anger, arcane, 
area, areca, 
arena, arrange, 
carafe, care, 
carer, carnage, 
crag, cranage, 
crane, earn, farce, 
fare, farer, fear, 
fern, fraena, frag, 
fragrance, franc, 
garner, gear, 
grace, nacre, 
near, race, racer, 
raga, rage, rang, 
range, ranger, 
rare, rear

Nine-letter 
word
fragrance

SCRAMBLER

Create words of four letters or more using the 
given letters only once, but always including 

the centre letter. Do not use 
proper names or foreign 

words. Can you find the 
nine-letter word?

DD XX
TT

EE
RR
YY

TT
I

E How did you score?
GOOD: 15+
VERY GOOD:  25+
EXCELLENT: 35+
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Singing 
the 
blues 
Los 
Angeles,  Angeles,  
Jan. 13Jan. 13
Sticking to the 
appropriate 
colour palette,  
Jennifer Lopez 
promoted  
her new TV 
show Shades  
of Blue at an 
NBC event.  
“It’s nerve-
racking,” she 
said of her role 
as a struggling 
single mother. 
“It’s such an 
emotional 
roller-coaster.” 

star tracks It’s shoe 
time!
Los Angeles, 
Jan. 12
The Tonight Show’s 
Jimmy Fallon
checked the small 
print on actor Kevin Kevin 
HartHart’s self-designed 
trainers. “I put all  
of my inspiring 
quotes all over my 
sneakers,” Hart said.

School run 
Los Angeles, 
Jan. 14Jan. 14
Four days after 
celebrating their 
seventh wedding 
anniversary, Fergie and 
Josh Duhamel shared 
the kindy run, picking 
up 2-year-old son Axl 
from preschool.

ar t s

Tap here to see 
more celebrity pics



Daddy 
daycare
Sydney, Jan. 13
James Stewart took 
daughter daughter Scout, 3, 
on-set during a break on-set during a break 
while filming Home and while filming Home and 
Away at Palm Beach.Away at Palm Beach.

What a 
charmer!
New York, 
Jan. 12Jan. 12
After being 
honoured with  
the Future of 
Fashion Award at 
the YMA Geoffrey 
Beene fashion 
scholarship gala, 
Jessica Simpson
paid tribute to 
husband Eric 
JohnsonJohnson’s charms, 
declaring on 
Instagram, “Happy 
to procreate with 
this man.” 

Winners 
are grinners
Los Angeles,  
Jan. 13Jan. 13
Hip-hop mogul  
Jay Z soaked up the 
atmosphere as the LA 
Clippers won their 10th 
consecutive NBA game 
at the Staples Center.



star tracks

She’s in 
fashion 
Los 
Angeles, Angeles, 
Jan. 14Jan. 14
Dismissing Dismissing 
rumours that  rumours that  
she wouldn’t  she wouldn’t  
be returning to be returning to 
Fashion Police, Fashion Police, 
Giuliana Rancic 
put on a playful 
display with display with 
co-host co-host Brad 
Goreski at the 
NBC Universal NBC Universal 
press tour. press tour. 
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In the groove
New York, Jan. 15
Mick JaggerMick Jagger stepped up to help 
launch the TV series Vinyl (which  
he co-produced) with lead 
actress Olivia Wilde and his son 
James, whose mum, Jerry Hall, 
was celebrating her engagement  
to Rupert Murdoch.

r tr

Beatle
mania
Liverpool, 
Jan. 15Jan. 15
With a nod to the 
Beatles in their 
home town, David 
WalliamsWalliams (left) 
hammed it up Sgt 
Pepper–style with 
Simon CowellSimon Cowell at  
the Britain’s Got 
Talent auditions.



Lean 
on me
Los Angeles, 
Jan. 12
Jessica Biel (left) was on 
hand for a friend, newly 
separated Jennifer 
GarnerGarner, at the inaugural 
Image Maker Awards 
hosted by Marie Claire 
at Chateau Marmont.

Out there
Pasadena, Jan. 15
Counting down to their Counting down to their 
revival of The X-Files (see  revival of The X-Files (see  
p. 51), p. 51), David Duchovny and 
Gillian Anderson talked it  
up at the Fox press tour. up at the Fox press tour. 

Glam girl
Los Angeles, 
Jan. 12Jan. 12
Kristen Stewart Kristen Stewart 
chose a Sally 
LaPointe outfit for 
the Image Maker 
Awards, where  
she honoured her 
makeup artist,  
Jillian Dempsey.
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Job’s 
done!
London, 
Jan. 17Jan. 17
With awards 
season in full 
swing, Kate 
Winslet Winslet added 
another gong to 
her early stash, 
picking up the 
Best Supporting 
Actress award for 
Steve Jobs (she 
won in the same 
category at the 
Golden Globes on 
Jan. 10) at the 
Critics’ Circle Film 
Awards, held at 
the Mayfair Hotel.

Like father ... 
Melbourne, Jan. 18
Having announced the 2016 Having announced the 2016 
Australian Open, his 20th, will Australian Open, his 20th, will 
be his last, be his last, Lleyton Hewitt 
gave the tennis world a peek 
at the next generation of at the next generation of 
Hewitt hotshots, when he Hewitt hotshots, when he 
enjoyed a hit out with son enjoyed a hit out with son 
Cruz, 7, during his practice 
session at Melbourne Park. session at Melbourne Park. 

trac



back chat News,News,views &views &
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DAVID BECKHAM
“Extremely honoured to receive the  

@UNICEFUSA’s Humanitarian Leadership  
Award this evening at the #UNICEFBall,”  

he wrote on Jan. 12.

ELLEN DEGENERES
The talk-show host (with  
pal Augie on Jan. 14) 
sported an Augie  jumper 
from her EDbyEllen range: 
 “I think this is what the 
internet calls ‘meta.’ ”

THE 
WEEK INWEEK IN
TWEETSTWEETS

The stars loveThe stars love
over-sharingover-sharing

One-time child star Kurt Russell, 64, boasts  
a CV full of blockbusters, cult classics and  
a raft of comedies made with long-time 
partner Goldie Hawn. Now he reteams with 
filmmaker Quentin Tarantino for The Hateful 
Eight (review, p. 72), playing a brash bounty 
hunter with a handlebar moustache as epic 
as that CV. Russell spoke to WHO’s Nicholas 
Fonseca on a whirlwind trip to Sydney. 

Does learning Tarantino’s unique 
dialogue require a different approach?  
The rhythm is what’s fun about his writing.  
In some instances, he hears somebody’s  
voice and he writes from that. In this case,  
it was me. So when I read it, 95 per cent  
was immediate—and generally dead on.
Was there a lot of horseplay on the set to 
cope with all the blood and violence?
Generally not, because it involves something 
that would actually be difficult to do. You try 
to find the fine line between Team America: 
World Police and a horror movie—where it’s 
funny, but also weird. 
You were a Disney star as a teen.  
Any thoughts on the more recent  
stable’s perilous paths to adulthood? 
Don’t know their stories, don’t know who 
they are ... Disney gave me a place during  
my teenage years, when most people have  
a difficult time working, to star in movies  
and TV shows. As far as being a young person 
in the picture business? Almost always,  
it depends on how the parents handle it. 
You and Kate Hudson presented at the 
Golden Globes this year. How was that?
For the most part, I find those nights 
excruciatingly embarrassing. But I did it 
because it meant doing something fun with, 
and for, my daughter. 
We want Overboard 2. 
Give us the odds!
You can’t ever say 
zero. Somebody could 
write a great script 
with Goldie and me 
as grandparents, and 
we’d go to work on  
it the next day. The 
odds of that, however, 
are very slim. “We are who we 

are!” Russell tells 
WHO of Hawn (left), 

Hudson and his 
sunny personae.

TAYLOR SWIFT
Jaime King (left) and youngest 

son, Leo, had a visit with  
his superstar godmother  
on Jan. 16, when he was  

“6 months old today!!”

at

Who l87



Belinda 
Carlisle

Her favourite song to perform? “Oh,

‘Summer Rain’—it’s really fun to do in 

Australia, where they have this whole

bit of choreography to go with it. It 

always happens, and it amazes me.”

SOUNDTRACK OF MY LIFESOUNDTRACK OF MY LIFE

When she hits Australia for a concert tour with fellow When she hits Australia for a concert tour with fellow 
1980s icons Pseudo Echo, the Go-Go’s frontwoman 1980s icons Pseudo Echo, the Go-Go’s frontwoman 
Belinda Carlisle, 57, promises to lay the nostalgia on Belinda Carlisle, 57, promises to lay the nostalgia on 
thick. “People come to hear the old stuff,” she tells thick. “People come to hear the old stuff,” she tells 
WHO’s Nicholas Fonseca. “I have a new album coming 
out this year, but people don’t really want to hear out this year, but people don’t really want to hear 
that, to be honest!” Here’s a round-up of the songs that, to be honest!” Here’s a round-up of the songs 

and musicians who have impacted her life.and musicians who have impacted her life.

The song that reminds me of  
my childhood  
“Someday We’ll Be Together” by 
Diana Ross & the Supremes brings  Diana Ross & the Supremes brings  
me back. I was 10 years old, putting me back. I was 10 years old, putting 

clothes on the line. I have vivid clothes on the line. I have vivid 
memories of that.memories of that.

The first song I was obsessed with
“Aquarius / Let the Sunshine In” by the 5th Dimension. 
I played it over and over. It’s still amazing.I played it over and over. It’s still amazing.
The song I wish I’d written
Oh, God. “Heaven Is a Place on Earth”. [Laughs] Rick 
Nowels got rich off that!Nowels got rich off that!
My go-to karaoke jam 
I haven’t done it since I was sober. And I don’t 
remember what song it would have been—that’s remember what song it would have been—that’s 
how wasted I was.how wasted I was.
The singer with my favourite voice
It has always been Chrissie 
Hynde. I also love Tracey Thorn Hynde. I also love Tracey Thorn 
from Everything But the Girl. from Everything But the Girl. 
The tones in her voice are The tones in her voice are 
amazing. She lived one block amazing. She lived one block 
over from me in London and I’d over from me in London and I’d 
walk past so I could peek in on her.walk past so I could peek in on her.
The song I play when I’m angry
It used to be anything by P.J. Harvey. Then  
I decided that I didn’t want to be angry anymore  I decided that I didn’t want to be angry anymore  
and I couldn’t really listen to P.J. Harvey. Weird.and I couldn’t really listen to P.J. Harvey. Weird.
The song I want to be remembered by
Probably “We Got the Beat”—it’s definitive. I started 
with the Go-Go’s, and if it weren’t for the Go-Go’s  with the Go-Go’s, and if it weren’t for the Go-Go’s  
I wouldn’t be talking to you. So let’s go with that.I wouldn’t be talking to you. So let’s go with that.

Diana  
Ross

Chrissie 
Hynde

... then cousin 
Penelope 

rocked the 
same look to a 
birthday party 

on Jan. 9.

Caitlyn Jenner, 
in tight cut-
off jeans (on 
Sept. 15), took 
her style tips 
from daughter 
Kendall ... 

North donned 
a fluffy jacket 
on the way to 
ballet class  
on Dec. 16 ... 

Ten years  
on, the  on, the  

‘High School ‘High School 
Musical’ stars Musical’ stars 

huddle uphuddle up

ALL IN THIS
TOGETHER

Great news for 
Wildcats fans: Wildcats fans: 
the High School the High School 
Musical gang Musical gang 
have reunited have reunited 
in a TV special in a TV special 
to celebrate the to celebrate the 
film’s 10-year film’s 10-year 
anniversary—anniversary—
although lead although lead 
Zac Efron Zac Efron 
(Troy Bolton) (Troy Bolton) 
didn’t return didn’t return 
due to other due to other 
commitments. commitments. 
Oh, Troy, always Oh, Troy, always 
breaking free ...breaking free ...

From left, stars Corbin Bleu, Monique 
Coleman, Vanessa Hudgens, Lucas Grabeel 

and Ashley Tisdale in LA in January.

Grabeel

Efron

Tisdale
Hudgens

Zac 
Efron’s Efron’s 

absence absence 
upset upset 

dieharddiehard
fans.fans.
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It has been seven years 
since Melbourne-born since Melbourne-born 
Radha Mitchell, 42, made  Radha Mitchell, 42, made  
a movie in Australia. That a movie in Australia. That 
changes with Looking for changes with Looking for 
Grace (out Jan. 26), a new Grace (out Jan. 26), a new 
indie drama in which she indie drama in which she 
plays a wife and mum plays a wife and mum 
battling marital woes and  battling marital woes and  
a defiant daughter in WA. a defiant daughter in WA. 
Mitchell spoke to WMitchell spoke to WHO’s HO’s 
Nicholas Fonseca about Nicholas Fonseca about 
coming home. coming home. 

You live in LA full-time. 
What keeps you there?
That’s the question! It’s 
international, it has a international, it has a 
burgeoning art scene,  burgeoning art scene,  
the weather is always the weather is always 
amazing. Don’t focus on amazing. Don’t focus on 
the traffic and it’s great.  the traffic and it’s great.  

What drew you back  
to make this movie?  
I’d never been to WA. And 
the piece is so unique — the piece is so unique — 
it has poetry, possibility, it has poetry, possibility, 
humour ... and it talks humour ... and it talks 
about the magic and the about the magic and the 
mundane. I like that.mundane. I like that.
So many writers tend to  
describe you as “complex.”  
Do you read your press? 
Uh ... if it’s nice! [Laughs] 
Actually, I think one of the Actually, I think one of the 
best things for your ego is best things for your ego is 
to read negative reviews. to read negative reviews. 
Most actors would never 
admit to doing that. 
You have to not care  
[and] be like, “This is some [and] be like, “This is some 
schmuck’s perspective.” schmuck’s perspective.” 
If you can have that  If you can have that  
point of view, you really point of view, you really 

kind of come to an kind of come to an 
enlightened state.enlightened state.
Name one writer  
or director on your  
career bucket list.
To work with? Jane 
Campion. I don’t think Campion. I don’t think 
she’s going to hire me, she’s going to hire me, 
though. But she should.  though. But she should.  
I think we would get I think we would get 
along. I really liked her along. I really liked her 
TV show [Top of the TV show [Top of the 
Lake], but she wouldn’t Lake], but she wouldn’t 
see me for it. see me for it. 

RADHA MITCHELLRADHA MITCHELL
A quick chat with 

Co-star Odessa Young 
(inset, far right) is 
“the next face to 
watch,” says Mitchell. 
“Well-read, articulate, 
excited about life. At 
that moment where 
everything is possible.”

In 2013, Cameron 
Diaz, 43, topped  
the New York Times 
bestseller list with  
The Body Book. This 
year she releases The 
Longevity Book, which 
already has a glowing 
review from husband 
Benji Madden, 36.  
“I couldn’t be more 
proud of my Bad Ass 
wife,” he posted on 
Jan. 15. “She wakes  
up every day on a 
mission to try and 
make the world a 
better place ...  
#lovemywife.”

back chat

BRICKBATS!

‘BAD ASS’

CATE’S PAD

Fifty Shades of Grey tied with Pixels, Jupiter 
Ascending and Paul Blart: Mall Cop 2 for six 
nominations each in the 36th Razzie Awards,  
the antithesis of the Oscars. The 2015 romance  
was tipped for worst picture, director, actor, 
actress, screen combo (above) and screenplay. 
Find out on Jan. 27 if it beat those, or the  
Fantastic Four, for the Golden Raspberry and  
title of Worst Film of the Year.

Cate Blanchett and husband Andrew Upton have 
bought new digs: Highwell House, a $6.25-million 
country house in Sussex, England, 
according to The Sunday Times. 
Having sold their waterfront 
home in Sydney’s Hunters Hill 
in September for an estimated 
$20 million, they have plenty 
to spend on furnishings for  
the Victorian manor.

Grey’s Dakota Johnson 
and Jamie Dornan
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GOSSIP TO GO!

Madden and Diaz

Good manors: 
Blanchett (inset) 
has a new home.

KOPYKATS
Kardahian

Raiding your sister’s wardrobe  
is always a risky move, but the 
Kardashian-Jenner clan seem  
to have an open-door policy in 
regard to their clothes and style—
and they’re passing the friendly 
fashion sharing onto the next 
generation. Kim Kardashian  
West and husband Kanye West’s 
daughter, North, 2, is the latest in 
the reality-TV clan to switch it up, 
sharing clothing—and a love of 
giant pink fluffy things—with  
her cousin Penelope, 3, Kourtney 
Kardashian’s middle child with 
ex-partner Scott Disick.

KOPYKATS

 ... with sister 
Kourtney 

Kardashian 
following up 

on Jan. 7. 

... who had 
added her 

own appeal 
to the cut-offs 
with an open-
front top two 

months earlier.

Sunnies, black 
pants, white 
coat: Kendall 
Jenner wore it 
first on Jan. 3 ...
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EXPECTING
Hotel heiress Nicky Hilton 
Rothschild, 32, and her husband 
of six months, banking heir 
James Rothschild, 31, are 
expecting their first child. After 
their August 2014 engagement 
while boating on Italy’s Lake 
Como, Hilton and Rothschild 
were married in a lavish 
ceremony at Kensington  
Palace in London last July. 

ENGAGED
Glee star Dianna Agron, 29, 
became engaged to Mumford & 

Sons banjo player Winston 
Marshall, 27, over the 
New Year holiday. Prior 
to Marshall, Agron dated 
actor Thomas Cocquerel; 
Marshall was previously 
linked to singer Katy Perry 
... Former All Blacks rugby 
captain Richie McCaw, 35, 
and his long-time girlfriend, 
Black Sticks field-hockey star 
Gemma Flynn, 25, announced 
their engagement on Jan. 12.

MARRIED
The Sopranos’ Jamie-Lynn 
Sigler, 34, married her 
fiancé of almost three years, 
pro baseball player Cutter 
Dykstra, 26, on Jan. 16 in 
Palm Springs, California. 
Singer Lance Bass officiated 
the ceremony, during which  
the couple said their own  
vows and their 2-year-old son, 

Glenn  
Frey
1948–2016

A founding member of the 
Eagles, guitarist Glenn 
Frey died in New York 
on Jan. 18 following 

complications from rheumatoid 
arthritis, acute ulcerative colitis and 
pneumonia. He was 67. “I’m not 
sure I believe in fate, but I know that 
crossing paths with Glenn Lewis 
Frey in 1970 changed my life forever, 
and it eventually had an impact on 
the lives of millions of other people 
all over the planet,” bandmate Don 
Henley said in a statement. “It will 
be very strange going forward in 
a world without him in it. Rest in 
peace, my brother. You did what  
you set out to do, and then some.” 

Frey (pronounced Fry) co-wrote 
and sang most of the Eagles’ hits, 
including “Take It Easy,”  “Tequila 
Sunrise” and “Lyin’ Eyes”. He also 
co-wrote “Hotel California” and 
“Desperado” with Henley. “Glenn 
was the one who started it all,” said 
Henley. “He was the spark plug.” 
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passages

Born in Detroit to a family that 
worked in the car industry, Frey 
broke into the midwestern rock 
scene before moving to Los Angeles 
and befriending drummer Henley  
in 1970. Linda Ronstadt hired the 
pair as part of a back-up band, 
inviting them to tour with her in 
1971. The duo—along with Randy 
Meisner and Bernie Leadon—then 
went on to form the Eagles.

Although the Eagles became one 
of the bestselling artists in history, 
the group was not without drama. 
In 1980, they broke up after Frey and 
Don Felder, who joined the band 
in 1974, publicly feuded during a 
concert in Long Beach, California. 
They eventually re-formed in 1990.

“Let’s put it this way: I’m glad  
I’ve had a second chance,” Frey  
told The New York Times in 2013  
of the band’s split and subsequent 
reunion. “We were young and  
I had a temper. I still have a temper. 
[Laughs] I’ve just retired it.” 

Frey (in 2010)
leaves behindleaves behind
his wife of 25his wife of 25
years, Cindy,years, Cindy,

and their threeand their three
children.children.

“We are all in a 
state of shock, 
disbelief and 
profound sorrow,” 
said bandmate 
Henley on Frey  
(in 1980).

Banker 
Rothschild 
and fashion 
designer 
Hilton 
(in April 
2015) are 
expecting 
their first 
child.
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what?
they said

arrested on Jan. 14 
and charged with 
the Jan. 31, 2015, 
murder of Joshua 
Sutter, 36, at the 
house they shared 
in Green Valley, Los 
Angeles. The two 
were allegedly arguing 
about Medina’s girlfriend 
when the argument turned physical 
and Medina, who played the Red 
Ranger, stabbed Sutter multiple 
times with a sword ... Backstreet 
Boys singer Nick Carter, 35, was 
arrested in Key West, Florida, on 
Jan. 13 and charged with battery 
following a brawl involving  
a bouncer at the Hog’s Breath 
Saloon. The fight broke out 
after Carter, who police said was 
visibly intoxicated, was reportedly 
refused service ... Songwriter Don 
McLean, 70, whose hits include the 
1971 classic “American Pie”, was 
charged with domestic violence 
after being arrested at his home 
in Camden, Maine, at 2 AM on 
Jan. 18. He has been married to 
renowned children’s photographer 
Patrisha McLean since 1987 ... 
Model Stephanie Seymour, 47, 
was arrested for DUI on Jan. 15 
in Greenwich, Connecticut, after 
an accident in which she reversed 
her Land Rover into a Mercedes-
Benz. She will be in court in early 
February to answer the charges.

AILING
Singer-songwriter Black 
(né Colin Vearncombe), 
53, whose 1987 single 
“Wonderful Life” was  
a worldwide Top 10 hit, 
is in a medically induced 
coma after suffering 
critical head injuries 
in a car crash in Cork, 
Ireland, on Jan. 9

DIED
Actor Dan Haggerty, 
who starred as 
mountain man Grizzly 
Adams in the 1977–78 
TV series The Life 
and Times of Grizzly 
Adams, died of cancer 
in Burbank, California, 
on Jan. 15, aged 74 
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… TV writer Robert 
Banks Stewart, who 
created the 1981–91 
detective series 
Bergerac, died of 
cancer in Edinburgh 
on Jan. 14, aged 84. 

Stewart also wrote 
the classic 1975 Doctor 

Who episode “Terror of the 
Zygons” ... Actor Brian Bedford, 
who starred in the 1966 film 
Grand Prix and voiced Robin 
Hood in the 1973 Disney film of 
the same name, died on Jan. 13  
in Santa Barbara, California, after 
a two-year battle with cancer. 
He was 80 … Composer Pierre 
Boulez, considered one of  
the most influential voices in 
contemporary classical music since 
the 1950s, died on Jan. 5 at his 
home in Baden-Baden, Germany. 
He was 90 ... Singer Nicholas 
Caldwell, one of the founding 
members of the R&B group the 
Whispers, whose hits included 
“And the Beat Goes On” (1980) 
and “Rock Steady” (1987), died 
in San Francisco on Jan. 5 of 
congenital heart failure. He was 71 
... Character actress Barbara Allyne 
Bennet, who guest-starred in such 
TV series as The Office, Brothers 
& Sisters, Shameless, Chicago 
Hope and NYPD Blue, 
died on Jan. 9 at City of 
Hope hospital in Duarte, 
California. She was 76.

Beau, walked down the aisle in  
a miniature tuxedo.

SPLIT
Reality star Yolanda Foster, 52, 
officially filed for divorce from 
music producer David Foster, 
66, on Jan. 11, more than one 
month after their initial separation 
(Passages, Dec. 21). The Real 
Housewives of Beverly Hills star 
cited “irreconcilable differences” 
and is asking for spousal support. 
The couple wed in 2011. 

WINNER
Singleton, NSW, off-road racer 
Toby Price, 28, a member of the 
Red Bull KTM team, on Jan. 16 
became the first Australian to win 
any category of the Dakar Rally, 
taking out the motorcycle division 
of this year’s 13-day, 8,955km race 
through Argentina and Bolivia.

MON DIEU!
Baywatch star Pamela Anderson, 
48, who is an active member  
of the animal-rights group Peta, 
was invited to address France’s 
National Assembly on Jan. 19 
(after this issue went to press)  
to support a new bill against  
the force-feeding of animals.  
Force-feeding ducks and geese  
is a practice common in France  
for the production of foie gras.

TROUBLE
Power Rangers Samurai star 
Ricardo Medina Jr, 38, was 

Making music: Agron 
and Marshall (in
September 2015).

Anderson
“I’m going to try 

to drink more 
water this year. 
The ice cubes  
in my vodka 

count, right?”
We gladly raise a toast to  

Bette Midler’s spirited  Bette Midler’s spirited  
New Year’s resolution.New Year’s resolution.

“I’d really rather 
be at home in  
my Jacuzzi!”

Where surviving through long 
awards ceremonies is concerned,  awards ceremonies is concerned,  

we are all Viola Davis.we are all Viola Davis.

“Kettlebells 
are the 

racquetball 
courts 
of this 
decade.”

But does  But does  
Joel McHale Joel McHale 

wear a terry-wear a terry-
towelling towelling 
headband headband 
when he when he 

uses them? uses them? 
That’s the real That’s the real 
question.question.

“You don’t 
know  

love till 
you’ve 

cleaned 
shit off a 
car seat 

together.”
Olivia Wilde shares  Olivia Wilde shares  
the dirty, (un)sexy the dirty, (un)sexy 

reality of co-parenting reality of co-parenting 
with fiancé Jason with fiancé Jason 
Sudeikis, father of Sudeikis, father of 

1-year-old son Otis.1-year-old son Otis.

▲
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